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ABSTRACT 
This thesis presents a model of an integrated wide area network using web-based 
network management to support fleet operations of the Indonesian Eastern Fleet. It 
surveys possibilities for improving the Indonesian Eastern Fleet's computer 
communications network systems to provide a fast, reliable, and effective way of 
gathering and distributing information to all fleet units. A standardized LAN 
infrastructure and the use of an appropriate network hardware and software was 
recommended to achieve connectivity of all main naval base LANs in an integrated 
WAN. This thesis provides a design of the Indonesian Eastern Fleet WAN that was 
tested using a leading edge simulation tool, EXTENDv4. A feasible sized WAN 
communication architecture was modeled utilizing scaling techniques, which simulated 
the operation of the Indonesian Eastern Fleet WAN that linked six Fast Ethernet LANs 
configuration in a one worksheet PC wide screen. A reliable wide area network design 
using ISDN 128 Kbps and Tl line 1.544 Mbps has been proved in this thesis by 
executing tests and simulation runs using EXTENDv4 software simulation program. 
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I.       INTRODUCTION 
A.   BACKGROUND 
The Indonesian Navy consists of integrated weapon systems that include 
warships, aircraft, naval bases and Marines. The responsibility of the Indonesian Navy is 
vast, and encompasses 17,506 Indonesian islands widely scattered from west to east. 
Indonesia has 1,222,466 square miles of sea area and 782,665 square miles of land area 
inside the unified archipelago country. The Indonesian Navy has two fleets: the 
Indonesian Western Fleet, responsible for the western region of Indonesia's sea territory, 
and the Indonesian Eastern Fleet, responsible for the eastern region of Indonesia's sea 
territory. 
Computer communication network in the Indonesian Eastern Fleet are supported 
from the four main naval bases: Surabaya, Ujung Pandang, Bitung, and Jayapura, which 
are designed to connect remote naval bases and all naval units dispersed through the 
entire eastern region. Information systems play an important role in enabling the 
Indonesian Navy to execute fleet operations all over the country. The Indonesian Eastern 
Fleet has identified that improvements in its information systems especially its network 
infrastructure and connectivity are required in order to obtain an effective and efficient 
naval fleet. The Indonesian Eastern Fleet Network has communication system resources 
such as telephone, radio-link, microwave-link and satellite systems. Those existing 
communication system resources are still not linked for optimal data communication 
exchange to computer systems in local area networks (LANs) or in an integrated wide 
area network (WAN).    This thesis will recommend a method for implementing an 
integrated wide area network using web-based network management to utilize the 
existing computer communication systems in the Indonesian Eastern Fleet. 
The arrival of the information age has led to an explosion of distributed users, 
databases and communications networks in the military sector as well as in the 
commercial sector. Computer networks today have evolved into complex and often 
tangled systems. The primary reasons for networking computers are to share 
information, to share hardware and software, and to centralize administration and 
support. Effective local area networks (LANs) and an integrated wide area network 
(WAN) are required to achieve connectivity of the Indonesian Eastern Fleet Network. 
Organizations adopting LANs and WANs must also adopt clear techniques and 
tools to tame these beasts. The organizations that become over reliant on their networks 
could experience devastating results if down time were encountered. The network 
administrator's job has become increasingly critical to manage and control the operation 
of the network. Network management can be defined as the processes and techniques 
that ensure an organization's network is operating properly and efficiently. The 
Indonesian Eastern fleet requires the appropriate system to manage and control its 
network. The implementation of a web-based network management appears to be well 
suited to support the Indonesian Eastern Fleet's missions and operations. There is a 
wealth of knowledge that can be effectively captured and transferred wherever needed 
within the Indonesian Eastern Fleet Network. 
B.       PURPOSE 
The objective of this thesis is to present a model of an integrated wide area 
network using web-based network management to support fleet operations of the 
Indonesian Eastern Fleet. It surveys possibilities for improving computer 
communications systems to provide a fast, reliable, and effective way of gathering and 
distributing information to all fleet units. This thesis recommends a standardized LAN 
infrastructure and the use of common network hardware and software to support web- 
based network management of the Indonesian Eastern Fleet Network. It reviews current 
technologies and provides an assessment for future use. 
C. SCOPE AND THE ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY 
The scope of this thesis is limited to the following: 
• A review of computer and communications networks, and a study research 
in designing the Indonesian Eastern Fleet Wide Area Network 
• An in-depth review of web-server-based technology and Internet 
Information Server (HS) 5.0 
• An in-depth review of network management and security 
• An evaluation of how computer and communications networks using web- 
based network management can be used effectively to support successful 
fleet operations 
• Web-Based Wide Area Network design using the EXTEND-4 simulation 
software program 
D. METHODOLOGY 
The methodology used in this research consists of the following steps: 
• Conduct an in-depth search and review of available books, magazine 
articles, documents, and other library information resources regarding 
computer networking, web-server technology, network management, and 
information technology management to acquire the ability to propose a 
successful information technology strategy 
• Develop and administer a user requirements study 
• Conduct a search of the Internet and websites for information from 
military and commercial sources 
E. THESIS OUTLINE 
This section provides an outline of the different parts of this thesis that explores 
the general concept of web-based network management and the specific client application 
for improving the computer communication network systems in the Indonesian Eastern 
Fleet. 
Chapter I: Introduction - provides a brief description of the development of 
computer communication systems in the Indonesian Eastern Fleet, the object of this 
thesis, and the organization of the study. 
Chapter II: Problem Definition - describes the need for connectivity in the 
Indonesian Eastern Fleet Network to support successful fleet missions and operations. 
Chapter DI: Computer Communication Network - provides an introduction to the 
fundamental concepts of networks that is needed as a framework for understanding the 
concepts of network infrastructure, design and implementation. 
Chapter IV: Designing Local Area Networks Infrastructure - provides the 
fundamental guide lines for designing LANs infrastructure, recommends a standardized 
LAN architecture, LAN connection options, and the selection of a network operating 
system. 
Chapter V: Web-Based Wide Area Network Design - discusses WAN connection 
services, linking the network, and implementing an integrated WAN. Recommends the 
appropriate choice of WAN links service, WAN Hardware and Software. The last part of 
this chapter discusses managing the WAN using web-based technology. 
Chapter VI: Describes the proposed WAN design using the EXTEND-4 
simulation software program. 
Chapter VII: Conclusion. 
F.        EXPECTED BENEFITS OF THIS THESIS 
This thesis will become the foundation of web-based technology studies in the 
Indonesian Eastern Fleet to achieve the needed network management improvement. The 
integrated wide area network is expected to support the Indonesian Eastern fleet in 
making critical changes in how they do business, and ultimately result in increased 
readiness, contributory support, and overall effectiveness. Central to these benefits is the 
establishment of a standardized network infrastructure and making significant changes to 
business practices that will fully utilize the available technology. 
The overall benefit of implementing a web-based wide area network is improved 
fleet readiness through a better computer communications network, real-time fleet 
support, training and information exchange, and a more responsive method of managing 
requests for support from the Fleet. Implementing a web-based network management 
enables the improvement of the organization through more efficiently sharing and 
gathering information. It enables users to combine knowledge and experience of the 
entire organization and to fully exploit information technology systems for strategic 
purposes. 
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II.     PROBLEM DEFINITION 
A. MISSION 
The mission and operation of the fleet can be conducted successfully if there is 
sufficient support from its existing system. The mission of the Indonesian Eastern fleet is 
to conduct daily sea operations to enforce the law at sea and to maintain sovereignty in 
the entire eastern sea territory of Indonesia. Coordination and communications systems 
are crucial to successful operation and to accomplishing the mission. An integrated 
decision making system and real time access to all relevant data and information are 
essential to successful fleet operations. This is the point at which information technology 
infrastructure becomes important; especially the establishment of the Indonesian Eastern 
fleet wide area network. 
A reliable computer communication system is expected to provide an effective 
method to accomplish the fleet's missions and provide contributory support. It is an 
essential tool for carrying out the Indonesian Eastern fleet's mission given the 
complexities of coordinating the fleet. Naval base and naval unit location, unit placement 
and composition, and communication systems operations are among the factors affecting 
the fleet operations strategy. All of these components could be better administered with 
an integrated wide area network computer communications system. 
B. THE   REQUIREMENTS   OF   THE   INDONESIAN   EASTERN   FLEET 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
1.        The Need for Connectivity 
The Indonesian Eastern Fleet requires connectivity as a central concept in 
computer and communications networks. A military organization such as the Indonesian 
Eastern Fleet relies on applications like database management systems, electronic mail, 
and integrated decision-making systems for supporting fleet operation. Any collection of 
independent computers in all office units in the Indonesian Eastern Fleet need to be able 
to communicate with one another over a shared network medium. Connectivity provides 
a means to individually address any device on a network. One aspect of information 
technology enhancements for the Indonesian Eastern fleet has been the implementation of 
a plan to establish a wide area network (WAN). 
2. Effective Local Area Networks (LANs) and an Integrated Wide Area 
Network (WAN) 
The Indonesian Eastern fleet needs a global, high-speed, interactive computer- 
network with adequate capacity for voice, video, and a wide range of data 
communication among its operational units including naval bases, warships, and aircraft. 
The suitable network would facilitate "just in time" transmission of Indonesian navy 
policies and positions as well as statements by navy leaders. 
The Indonesian Eastern Fleet needs a network system that provides quick access 
to information via real time databases no matter what the time differences between fleet 
headquarters in Surabaya and all units in the entire eastern fleet operational area. This 
wide area network would enhance collaboration on regional strategies and policies across 
geographic boundaries at no additional cost. 
3. Improved Access to the Internet and Other Information Services 
The Indonesian Eastern fleet needs the link of computer communication systems 
that provides improved access to the Internet and other information services. The 
network would also result in substantial savings.  This rapid, interactive network would 
provide fast and cost-effective services that will improve the Indonesian Eastern Fleet's 
information system technology. 
4.        Minimize Costs 
The improvement of Information Technology systems needs a lot of budget 
available.     However, we need to minimize cost that will be spent on designing and 
building the network, so it will meet the Indonesian Eastern Fleet's budget allocation. 
C.       THE INDONESIAN EASTERN FLEET NETWORK 
Local area networks (LANs) are currently being established in Surabaya main 
Naval base. The Indonesian Eastern Fleet headquarters is located here from where the 
communications systems for the entire eastern fleet area are managed and controlled. 
There are three LANs that are being established in Surabaya: the Indonesian Navy 
Eastern Fleet headquarters LAN, Surabaya main Naval base LAN, and Juanda Naval air 
base LAN. In the near future, local area networks are planned to be established in Ujung 
Pandang, Bitung and Jayapura. These local area networks will be connected together as 
an integrated wide area network. The improved Indonesian Eastern Fleet network system 
is required to effectively communicate within the Indonesian Eastern Fleet organization 
as well as with their Navy counterparts. 
The use of computer systems in gathering and distributing information is essential 
to the daily operations of fleet units. Most operational and administrative offices in the 
Indonesian Eastern Fleet are equipped with computer systems. The fleet's four main 
naval bases and their remote naval bases are widely dispersed geographically. This wide 
dispersion has made it difficult and costly to integrate all the bases into a wide area 
network, whether by cable, satellite, or dial-up phone. 
Computer communication networks are supported from the four main Naval bases 
in an integrated WAN and are designed to connect remote naval bases dispersed through 
the entire eastern region. The problem regarding long distance among those widely 
dispersed naval bases could be solved using web-based technology. An integrated WAN 
would be able to efficiently connect computer and communication systems in those 
diversified main naval bases and their remote naval bases. Fleet contributory support to 
the Navy gaining commands, administrative requirements, and training and exercises will 
be fulfilled more efficiently using an improved Indonesian Eastern Fleet Network. 
D.       DESIGN GOALS 
The goal of this thesis is to recommend standardized local area network and wide 
area network configuration that will meet the requirements of the Indonesian Eastern 
Fleet. The primary goals for the new systems are efficiency, speed and high reliability. 
By interconnecting all of the Indonesian Eastern fleet's computer communication systems 
in an integrated web-based wide area network, we gain several advantages, such as 
improved efficiency, increased productivity, saving effort, seizing opportunities and 
reduced costs. 
The integrated web-based wide area network should be able to take advantage of 
information systems support by linking all the existing computer and communication 
systems resources in all of the Indonesian Eastern Fleet units. It should also be managed 
by a proper network management system to ensure the network operation always run 
properly. With improvements in information systems technology, the Indonesian Eastern 
fleet can have effective and rapid access to various strategic planning systems.   This 
10 
includes force structure and the development of Command, Control, Communications, 
Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (C4ISR) capabilities. 
11 
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III.    COMPUTER COMMUNICATION NETWORK 
This chapter introduces the fundamental concepts of networks as a framework for 
understanding the concepts of network infrastructure, design and implementation. 
Networking deals with the technology and architecture of the communications networks 
used to interconnect communicating devices. A network consists of computers and other 
devices, the physical connection between them, and the additional hardware and software 
required to enable them to communicate with each other. Why are computer networks 
important? What motivates people to connect computers together? Sharing is the chief 
motivation for networking computers. A network enables us to share resources such as 
files, software application, and devices (hard disks, printers, modems, and so forth). 
Having a computer communication network enables our organization to work, cooperate 
and communicate with great efficiency. 
A.       DATA COMMUNICATION NETWORKING 
The fundamental purpose of a communications system is the exchange of data 
between two or more parties. Electronic communications provide the means for the 
transmission, reception and processing of information between two or more locations 
using electronic circuits [Tomasi, 1998]. 
Many problems appear when multiple communicating devices are directly 
connected point-to-point. It is very expensive to string a dedicated link between two 
devices that are separated by thousands of kilometers. The other problem occurs when 
each node requires a link to many of the others at various times. The solution to this 
problem is to attach it to a communication network.  A network is a group of computers 
13 












Receiver ^ Destination 
,'       Local area 
network 
Figure 1. Simplified Network Model. [From Stallings, 2000, p. 10] 
Figure 1 illustrates the two major types of computer communication networks 
distinguished by their size and location, as a local area network (LAN) and a wide area 
network (WAN). A local area network (LAN) is the basic building block of any 
computer network. It is a group of interconnected computers located relatively close to 
each other which permits users to share information and resources. A LAN can range 
from a simple network with two computers connected by a cable, to a complex network 
14 
with hundreds of connected computers and peripherals throughout a major corporation. 
Within a building or campus-style corporate complex, a LAN would be used for: 
• Interactive Computing:  The LAN supports flexible database access and 
resource sharing among groups of users 
• Switching among multiple host computers: LANs allow virtual circuits 
from a user to several computers 
• Broadcast and flexible addressing:    A LAN allows messages to be 
received by some or all users in a system 
A wide area network (WAN) has no geographical limit. It can connect computers 
and other devices on opposite sides of the world. A WAN is made up of two or more 
LANs connected together. LANs support transmission over relatively short distances, 
while WAN's packet-switching technology support transmission in a large geographical 
area. 
B.       PEER-TO-PEER AND SERVER BASED NETWORK 
Both peer-to-peer and server based exist as the configuration of the end systems 
of the networks. A peer-to-peer network is where each computer on the network is both a 
client and a server. All computers are equal, and each workstation functions 
independently in its administration and operation. A client on the network can access any 
other client's files, no single person is assigned to administer the resources of the entire 
network. Users are responsible for making shared resources available, maintaining 
applications and data on their own computers, installing and upgrading applications, and 
deciding who gets access to their shared resources. 
In a server-based network, one or more computers act as servers and provide the 
resources to the network. The other computers are the clients and use the resources 
provided by the servers. A server-based network has a network administrator responsible 
15 
for managing the network. Shared data files, programs, and resources are centralized to 
one or more specially configured computers called a server. All network administration, 
security, and maintenance are managed by the network administrator. Client/server 
computing uses a powerful server to store data. The client workstation can process some 
or all of the requested data. The data is secure and easy to maintain because the file 
services are in one location on the server. 
Centralization provides reliability and consistency in network administration. 
One advantage of server-based network is better performance, several computers can 
process applications in parallel. We can distribute application programs to the client 
computers and the database is processed by the server computer. 
C.       NETWORK TOPOLOGY 
Network topology has an important role in designing a network. A topology is 
the physical layout of computers on a network. Topologies can be physical (actual 
wiring) or logical (the way they work). A network's topology is a map of the 
arrangement of its nodes and connections between them. There are several network 
topologies that we can choose among for the Indonesian Eastern Fleet network: 
1.        Bus Topology 
In the bus network topology, we connect each node to the network along a single 
piece of network cable, called a bus. The bus provides the path for the data, and devices 
tap into the bus along its length to communicate with other devices. Data travels from a 
node out onto the bus until it reaches the ends of the cable. At each end of the bus, a 
device called a terminator is installed to prevent data signals from reflecting back onto 
the bus and causing errors. When the transmitted data hits the terminator, it does not go 
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any farther. The disadvantage of this topology is that if the single cable acting as the bus 
is severed at any point, the entire network goes down. Bus topology is used in the 
Ethernet LANs configuration. 
2. Star Topology 
In the star network topology, the computers network nodes are connected to a 
central device called a hub. Small LANs with less than eight nodes usually need only 
one hub. Larger networks may require many hubs, and hubs can be connected to each 
other to tie all the nodes together into a single network. Hubs are used to centralize the 
data traffic and localize failures. If one cable breaks, it will not shut down the entire 
network. 
3. Ring Topology 
The ring network topology is made up of an unbroken circle of network nodes. 
Each node is directly connected to its two immediate neighbors. The data is passed from 
one computer to another around the circle. If the ring is broken at any point along the 
way, the entire network stops functioning. This problem is solved in FDDI LANs 
configuration by using double-linked rings. Token Ring LANs and FDDI LANs 
configuration use the ring network topology. 
4. Star Bus Topology 
The star bus is a combination of the bus and star topologies by linking several star 
topology networks with linear bus trunks. It will not affect the rest of the network if one 
computer goes down. However if a hub goes down, all computers on that hub are unable 
to communicate, and if this hub is linked to other hubs those connections also will be 
broken. 
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5.        Star Ring Topology 
The star ring topology is a combination of the star and the ring topology.  Both 
the star ring and the star bus are centered in a hub that contains the actual ring or bus. 
Linear-bus trunks connect the hub in a star bus, while the hubs in a star ring are 
connected in a star pattern by the main hub. 
D.       PASSING DATA ACROSS A NETWORK 
Windows 95/98/ME, Windows NT 4.0, Windows 2000, and other network 
operating systems have implemented a layered, modular networking architecture. That 
architecture is based on an industry standard called the Open System Interconnect (OSI) 
Reference Model. 
The OSI model defines an approach to networking in which each layer is 
responsible for a very specific portion of the networking function. It provides a 
framework for understanding the software and hardware components of networks and 
how they interact with each other. 
Figure 2 depicts the OSI reference model that passes the data from one layer to 
the next in its journey from source to destination. It describes the flow of data in a 
network from the lowest layer, representing the physical network connection, to the 
highest layer, representing the services used directly by applications. 
The data begins its journey at the highest layer on Node A and travels down until 
it reaches the physical network. The information travels over the physical network and 
arrives at the lowest layer on Node B. It then travels up on Node B until it reaches the 
application layer. On its way up through the Node B layers, the control information that 
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was added on Node A is stripped off, layer by layer, until the application receives the 
original data that was sent by the application on Node A. 
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Figure 2. The OSI Reference Model. 
The explanation below shows the roles and responsibilities of each layer in the 
OSI reference model: 
1.        Layer 1 - Physical Layer 
The physical layer is responsible for transmitting raw binary data on the network 
cable.  This layer is the closest to the network hardware and includes both the physical 
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specifications of how network nodes are connected, and the electrical details of how raw 
data bits are transmitted and received over the connection medium. It defines how data 
bits are represented when they are transmitted on the cable. A repeater operates 
exclusively at the physical layer of the OSI model. The data packets handled by the 
repeater are exactly the same coming in as they are going out. All other network devices 
that transmit or receive information on the network also operate at this layer. 
2.        Layer 2 - Data Link Layer 
The Data Link layer packages the raw stream of data into data frames for 
transmission. A frame is a manageable, logical chunk of information that includes the 
data to be transmitted as well as information about its source and destination. It also 
includes information that helps the recipient of the transmission detect whether the data 
arrived intact. The data link is responsible for preparing data frames for transmission, 
receiving data frames, managing the network access method, and assuring error-free 
node-to-node communication. 
The Data Link layer is divided into two sublayers: Logical Link Control (LLC) 
and Media Access Control (MAC). The LLC manages connections between network 
nodes and controls the flow of data frames. The MAC sublayer manages the network's 
access method. In an Ethernet environment, the MAC sublayer implements the 
CSMA/CD access method. The MAC sublayer isolates the access method management 
functions from the other functions of the data link layer. It also ensures an error-free 
communication path between nodes by retransmitting data frames and throwing away 
duplicate frames when necessary.     ATM, Frame relay and X25  are designed to 
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interconnect point-to-point links. They do not have any MAC protocols and this is one of 
the reasons that terrestrial WAN protocols are suited to radio WANs. 
3. Layer 3 - Network Layer 
The network layer is concerned with packet switching. It addresses data 
transmissions and translates logical into physical addresses. The network layer 
determines the route of each packet from the sender to the receiver. The Internet Protocol 
(IP) operates at the network layer and it is stateless and connectionless. 
Routers also operate at the network layer and they can route packets across 
several networks. A router can reach into a data packet, reading and interpreting its 
embedded addressing information. It uses this information to update its routing tables for 
the next packet that comes along. 
4. Layer 4 - Transport Layer 
Transport layer provides transparent transfer of data between end points. 
Transport Control Protocol (TCP) and User Datagram Protocol (UDP) operate at 
transport layer. All state of connections resides in the transport protocol. TCP is a 
transport protocol that does error checking and ensures all packets are delivered 
efficiently, without error, and processed in the same sequence in which they were sent. 
UDP is a transport protocol that provides application programs with connectionless 
communication service but does not error checking. 
5. Layer 5 - Session Layer 
The session layer is concerned with network management by handling password 
recognition, logon and logoff procedures, and network monitoring and reporting. The 
session  layer enables  application  processes  on  two  different  nodes  to  establish, 
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communicate over, and terminate an end-to-end connection called a session. The session 
layer focuses on managing the entire dialog between the two processes by controlling 
who transmits when and for how long. Just as the transport layer ensures in-sequence 
delivery of packets, the session layer ensures in-sequence delivery of messages. 
6. Layer 6 - Presentation Layer 
The presentation layer controls the formats used to exchange data between 
network nodes. It translates application data into a commonly recognized form at the 
sending node, and translates the data from the common form to an application-specific 
form at the receiving node. It controls how the network presents itself to applications 
which is include character set conversion, data compression/expansion, encryption and 
decryption, file format translation, and graphics command expansion. 
7. Layer 7 - Application Layer 
Network programs found at the Application layer include electronic mail, 
database managers, file-server software, and printer-server software. The application 
layer handles messages, remote logons, and network management statistics. 
E.       NETWORK SHARED MEDIUM 
Network shared medium is used to transmit data over the network and this is an 
essential element of a computer communication network. Nowadays, transmission media 
can take the form of cabling system and wireless system. The main types of media 
available for use in implementing a LAN is as follows: 
1.        Cabling System 
The vast majority of networks today are connected by some sort of wiring that act 
as a network transmission medium that carries signals between computers. Many cable 
types are available to meet the varying needs and sizes of networks.   The majority of 
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networks are connected by one of two major classes of cable: twisted-pair (unshielded 
and shielded) cable or fiber-optic cable. 
a.        Twisted-Pair Cable 
Twisted-pair cable consists of two insulated strands of copper wire twisted 
around each other: unshielded twisted-pair (UTP) and shielded twisted-pair (STP) cable. 
(1) Unshielded Twisted-Pair (UTP) Cable. UTP cable consists 
of two insulated copper wires, and it has four individually twisted pairs of wires in a 
common sheath. There are five standard categories of UTP to ensure consistency of 
products for customers: 
• Category 1 UTP can carry voice but not data transmissions 
• Category 2 UTP is rated for signals of 4 MHz with a data rate of 4 Mbps 
• Category 3 UTP is rated for signals of 16 MHz with a data rate of 16 
Mbps. It supports 10 Mbps Ethernet, 16 Mbps Token ring, and 
lOOVGAnyLAN with a maximum length of 100 m per segment. 
• Category 4 UTP is rated for signals of 20 MHz with a data rate of 20 
Mbps. It consists of four twisted pairs of copper wire. 
• Category 5 UTP is rated for signals 100 MHz or less and supports 100 
Mbps Fast Ethernet. Individual cable runs should not exceed 100 meters, 
including the patch panel and patch cable. 
• Category 5 Enhanced UTP is rated for 200 MHz with a data rate of 200 
Mbps. Category 5 Enhance UTP is now being used in most new 
constructed LANs. 
(2) Shielded Twisted-Pair (STP) Cable. STP cable uses a 
woven copper-braid jacket that is more protective and of a higher quality than the jacket 
used by UTP. STP also uses a foil wrap around each of the wire pairs. This gives STP 
excellent shielding to protect the transmitted data from outside interference, which in turn 
allows it to support higher transmission rates over longer distances than UTP. 
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b. Fiber-Optic Cable 
Fiber-optic cable is the best choice when the network needs to transmit 
data at very high speeds over long distances in a very secure media. At the present time, 
fiber is commonly used in campus networks at all levels above the desktop computer 
communications. 
The Fiber-optic cable principles of operation are different than a copper 
cable. Copper cable transfers information in the form of transverse electromagnetic 
waves while optical fibers carry digital data signals in the form of modulated pulses of 
light. This is a relatively safe way to send data because no electrical impulses are carried 
over the fiber-optic cable. This means that fiber-optic cable cannot be tapped as easily, 
and its data cannot be stolen as easily. Fiber-optic cable is good for very high-speed, 
high-capacity data transmission because of the purity of the signal and lack of signal 
attenuation. Currently industries are using OC-192 (10 Gbps) for their network 
transmission. However, because fiber is point to point it cannot be used for bus 
topologies. 
2.        Wireless System 
Wireless technology uses either optical or radio techniques to transmit data. 
Computers operating on a wireless network function similar to cable networks, except 
that the network interface card (NIC) is connected to a wireless transceiver instead of a 
cable. A wireless bridge can connect buildings that are situated as much as 40 kilometers 
(about 25 miles) apart. Cellular communication, satellite stations, and packet-radio 
communications are adding mobility to networks. Wireless LANs use four techniques 
for transmitting data: 
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a. Infrared Transmission 
Infrared networks transmit and receive data using a high-intensity infrared 
light beam. Infrared transmission has a line-of-sight limitation. If someone walks 
between the two computers, the wireless connection is broken until there is a clear path 
again. 
b. Laser Transmission 
Laser networking technology is similar in concept to infrared. It requires 
an unbroken direct line of sight between sender and receiver. People or objects that get 
in the way will block transmission. Laser technology is more expensive than infrared. 
c. Narrowband Radio Transmission 
Narrowband radio uses an approach similar to a radio station. The sender 
and receiver use a specific radio frequency. 
d. Spread-spectrum Radio Transmission 
Spread-spectrum radio transmission broadcasts its transmissions over a 
range of radio frequency instead of just one. It divides the available frequency into 
channels. All the wireless nodes in the network synchronize to a specific channel. 
3.        Cabling System versus Wireless System 
A wireless system is convenient, does not require wiring, and is certainly more 
flexible than a traditional cable network. On the other hand, a wireless system is 
relatively high cost and its transmission systems relatively slower than CAT-5 UTP cable 
or fiber optic cable. The fastest data transmission speed over a wireless LAN at the 
present time is 23.5 Mbps [Computer Magazine, Oct. 2000], while a cabling system LAN 
using CAT-5 UTP transmits at 100 Mbps; and fiber optic cable in a Gigabit Ethernet is 
even faster. 
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So, if our network investment is measured in terms of the cost and bandwidth, 
wireless networking offers the lowest value. Due to its high cost and transmission speed, 
wireless is a good alternative only if we have a real need for it. A cabling system is 
more appropriate for use in the Indonesian Eastern Fleet network as its LAN shared 
medium. 
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IV.    DESIGNING THE INDONESIAN EASTERN FLEET LANS 
INFRASTRUCTURE 
This chapter forms the foundational guidelines for designing and implementing 
the Indonesian Eastern Fleet LAN's infrastructure. In designing LAN infrastructure, it is 
necessary to know the concepts associated with designing the logical layout of our 
network, as well as the issues involved with creating the physical network infrastructure. 
Understanding the end user requirements is important because end users will interact with 
the application running on their network. We must learn what the end user needs, 
determine which software will best provide that functionality, and finally build software 
distributions of public domain programs that meet all user requirements for network- 
based operations. The Indonesian Eastern Fleet network's most important end users are 
computer operators, naval units personnel, and fleet support facilities personnel. 
Defining an appropriate technology design and selecting a useful network operating 
system will determine the performance and the capability of the network. 
A.       NETWORK ANALYSIS 
Network analysis is needed in designing the Indonesian Eastern Fleet network in 
order to fully understand our design environment. This involves identifying, gathering, 
understanding system requirements, and developing performance thresholds to determine 
specified services for the network. The computer network designed must meet the needs 
of the organization. The Indonesian Eastern Fleet's network goals are to: 
• Network the existing computers so that they can more efficiently share 
information and network resources 
• Provide a full access Internet connection 
• Provide video conferencing facility 
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• Provide hypermedia technology including: text, graphics, image, audio, 
and archive 
• Improved fleet readiness through an improvement in information systems 
technology 
• Minimize cost 
The network analysis process begins by defining the requirements of our network. 
Next these requirements will be matched to the existing telecommunication features 
available and then determine what steps are needed to develop the network. At a 
minimum, we should consider requirements of the network that consists of: 
• The number of users 
• The size of the facility 
• The environment (office, manufacturing, out-of-doors) 
• Performance Characteristic, which include: 
Storage (disk drive) performance 
Processor (CPU) performance 
Memory performance (access time) 
Bus performance (bus capacity and arbitration mechanisms) 
Operating system performance 
Information about any of these components can be helpful in estimating 
the overall performance of computer network as seen in figure 3 below. 
Operating System Processor 
COMPUTER BUS 
Network Interface Disk Drive 
Memory 
Other Peripherals 
Figure 3.       Computer Network Performance Components. 
Location information.   It helps to determine the relationships between 
components of the system. 
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B.   THE STANDARD LAN ARCHITECTURE: ETHERNET TECHNOLOGY 
A network's architecture specifies the desired structure of the network. Its 
purpose is to provide an organization with a framework for more informed decision- 
making and a guide for ongoing planning. It includes some specification of standards, 
distribution of system functions and how the components relate to one another. 
A standard architecture is critical to the establishment of the Indonesian Eastern 
Fleet Network. The architecture's main purpose is to provide guidance and structure for 
implementing the network. It helps to define the information technology strategy. A 
uniform strategy is needed to insure that all LANs are implemented similarly. This will 
help to insure that the LANs will function effectively when incorporated into the 
Indonesian Eastern Fleet Network. The LAN architecture is one part of the overall WAN 
network architecture. Without a standard LAN architecture, it will be difficult to manage 
and connect the collection of disparate systems. A uniform approach that conforms to 
published guidance on standardization will result in a more viable network. 
The network architecture can be selected based on its topology, access method, 
signaling method, or support of a particular type of transmission medium. Although 
there is no one best network for users, Ethernet represents a diverse mixture of 
technological characteristics. In the 1980s the IEEE published Project 802. This project 
generated standards for design and compatibility for hardware components that operated 
within the OSI physical and data-link layers. The standard that pertains to Ethernet is the 
IEEE 802.3 specification. Ethernet network architecture strikes a good balance between 
speed, cost and ease of installation. 
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1.        THE IEEE 802.3 ETHERNET NETWORK 
a. The Features 
Talking about the Ethernet features begins with the topology. The 
traditional topology such as a linear bus or another topology such as a Star Bus can be 
used. The IEEE 802.3 Ethernet Network relies on Carrier Sense Multiple 
Access/Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) as its access method to regulate traffic on the 
main cable segment. If two or more computers happen to send data at exactly the same 
time, there will be a data collision. When that happens, the two computers involved stop 
transmitting for a random period of time and then attempt to retransmit. Each computer 
determines its own waiting period; this reduces the chance that the computers will once 
again transmit simultaneously. Commonly, many computers on the network attempt to 
transmit data (multiple access); each one first listens to detect any possible collisions. If 
a computer detects a possible collision, it waits for a random period of time before 
retransmitting (collision detection). CSMA/CD is known as a contention method because 
computers on the network compete for an opportunity to send data. Nowadays users 
should not aware when they are using a contention access method because current 
implementations are very fast. CAT-5 UTP cable transmits at 100 Mbps and this 
problem was solved. Table 1 below describes the features of Ethernet technology that we 
can use to determine our plan in building the local area network infrastructure. 
Feature Description 
Traditional topology Linear bus 
Other topologies Star bus 
Type of architecture Base band 
Access method CSMA/CD 
Specification IEEE 802.3 
Transfer speed 10 Mbps or 100 Mbps 
Cable type Cat-5 UTP 
Table 1.     The Features of Ethernet Technology. 
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b. Constructing the Ethernet Network 
In constructing an IEEE 802.3 Ethernet network either the 10-Mbps IEEE 
Standards or the 100-Mbps IEEE Standards can be used. A 10 Base-T and a 100 Base-T 
network can be constructed with network interface cards (NICs), UTP cable, and one or 
more hubs. Each is installed in the expansion slot of a computer and wired on a point-to- 
point basis to a hub port. When all the ports on a hub are used, one hub can be connected 
to another to expand the network, resulting in a physical star, logical bus network 
structure. 
In the definition process of standardization development, both the Ethernet 
media access control (MAC) and the physical layer require adjustments to permit 100 
Mbps operational support. The 10 BASE-T and 100 BASE-T standard supports an 
operating rate of 10 Mbps at a distance of up to 100 meters (328 feet) over UTP cable 
without the use of a repeater. The wiring hub in an Ethernet network functions as a 
multiport repeater: it receives, retimes, and regenerates signals received from any 
attached station. The hub also functions as a filter; it discards severely distorted frames. 
All hubs that conform to IEEE 10/100 BASE-T specifications perform a 
core set of tasks in addition to receiving and regenerating signals. 10/100 BASE-T hubs 
test each port connection, detect and handle excessive collisions, and ignore data that 
exceeds the maximum 802.3 frame size. 
Hubs can monitor, record, and count consecutive collisions that occur on 
each individual station link by using a management agent. Since an excessive number of 
consecutive collisions will prevent data transfer on all of the attached links, hubs are 
required to cut off or partition any link on which too many collisions have occurred. This 
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partitioning enables the remainder of the network to operate in situations where a faulty 
NIC transmits continuously. 
c. The Ethernet Frame Operations 
Ethernet breaks data down into frames. A frame is a package of 
information transmitted as a single unit. It is used to deliver data between computers. An 
Ethernet frame can be between 64 and 1518 bytes long, but the Ethernet frame header 
uses at least 18 bytes. Every frame contains control information and follows the same 
basic organization. 
PREAMBLE DESTINATION SOURCE TYPE DATA FRAME 
ADDRESS ADDRESS CHECK 
SEQUENCE 
8 bytes 6 bytes 6 bytes 2 bytes 46-1500 bytes    4 bytes 
Header Payload 
Figure 4.        The Ethernet Frame Format. 
The Ethernet packets begin with a Preamble that consists of eight bytes and is 
used for synchronization. The first two fields in the frame carry 48-bit addresses, called 
the destination and source addresses. The IEEE controls the assignment of these 
addresses by administering a portion of the address field. The IEEE does this by 
providing 24-bit identifiers called "Organizationally Unique Identifiers" (OUIs), since a 
unique 24-bit identifier is assigned to each manufacturer that wishes to build Ethernet 
interfaces. This 48-bit address is also known as the physical address, hardware address, or 
MAC address. The destination address can be a single workstation's address, a group of 
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workstations, or even several groups of workstations.    The source address tells the 
workstation receiving the message where it came from. 
As each Ethernet frame is sent onto the shared signal channel, all Ethernet 
interfaces look at the first 48-bit field of the frame, which contains the destination 
address. The interfaces compare the destination address of the frame with their own 
address. The Ethernet interface with the same address as the destination address in the 
frame will read in the entire frame and deliver it to the networking software running on 
that computer. All other network interfaces will stop reading the frame when they 
discover that the destination address does not match their own address. 
The Type field designates which type of format the data is using. Without this 
information, it is impossible to decipher the packet when it arrives. The Data field is 
strictly limited; it can hold only a minimum of 46 bytes and a maximum of 1,500 bytes. 
Frame-Check Sequence provides a mechanism of error detection. It contains a check 
system of the rest of the frames which allow receiver to detect error. 
Computers attached to an Ethernet can send application data to one another using 
high-level protocol software, such as the TCP/IP protocol suite used on the worldwide 
Internet. The high-level protocol packets are carried between computers in the data field 
of Ethernet frames. The system of high-level protocols carrying application data and the 
Ethernet system are independent entities that cooperate to deliver data between 
computers. 
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Figure 5. Fast Etherlink 100 BASE-T XLK NIC. 
2.        Fast Ethernet (100 Mbps) Network 
One version of Ethernet technology that widely used is the 10 Mbps twisted-pair 
category. Fast Ethernet (100 Mbps) is a more recent Ethernet standard which operates 
over twisted-pair and fiber optic media and has become the accepted standard. Fast 
Ethernet transmits data much faster than Ethernet, and it also has some other advantages 
when used in the LAN architecture. These include moderate throughput, numerous 
vendors, strong commercial support, reliable multi-vendor interoperability and 
availability in a fiber version. 
Fast Ethernet LAN specifications include 100 BASE-TX and 100 BASE-FX. 
Each specification maintains the use of the MAC protocol used by earlier Ethernet/IEEE 
802.3 standards, CSMA/CD. 100BASE-T specifies 100-Mbps operations using the 
CSMA/CD protocol over two pairs of category 5 UTP cable. 100BASE-FX changes the 








Category 5 UTP (2-pair wire)        RJ-45 
62.5/125-micron fiber-optic cable   RJ-45 
4B/5B 
4B/5B 
Table 2. Fast Ethernet Functionality. 
Fast Ethernet 100BASE-TX is inexpensive compared to 100Base-FX because 
category 5 UTP cable is cheaper than fiber-optic cable. Even though data transmitted 
over fiber-optic cable is very fast and secure, data transmitted using category 5 UTP 
cable is already fast enough and good enough to meet the Indonesian Eastern Fleet 
Network requirements. The Ethernet specifications (IEEE 802.3) of the 10Base2, 
lOBaseT, and 100BaseTX are explored in Table 3. 
10Base2 lOBaseT 100BaseTX 
Topology Bus Star bus Star bus 
Cable type RG-58 (thinnet 
coaxial cable) 
Category 3, 4, or 5 
unshielded twisted-pair 
cable 











100 meters (328 feet) 
between the computer 
and the hub 
100 meters (328 feet) 
Maximum cable 
segment length 
185 meters (607 
feet) 




30 (There can be 
a maximum of 
1024 computers 
per network.) 
1 (Each station has its 
own cable to the hub. 
There can be a maximum 
of 12 computers per hub 
and a maximum of 1024 
transceivers per LAN 
without some type of 
connectivity.) 
N/A 
Table 3.      Ethernet Specifications (IEEE 802.3). 
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3. GIGABIT ETHERNET (1000 Mbps) NETWORK 
Gigabit Ethernet provides a data transmission capability of 1000 Mbps and 
supports the CSMA/CD access protocol. Similar to 10 Base-T and Fast Ethernet, Gigabit 
Ethernet can be used as a shared network through the attachment of network devices to a 
1-Gbps repeater hub. It provides 1-Gbps ports to accommodate high-speed access to 
servers. Gigabit Ethernet operations require workstations, bridges, and routers to use a 
network interface card to connect to a 1-Gbps network. The maximum distance 
obtainable for Gigabit Ethernet when transmission occurs using a 1330-nanometer (nm) 
frequency on single-mode fiber is 3000 meters [Ref.: Held, 1998]. Data transmission on 
1000BASE-T Gigabit Ethernet using category 5 UTP cable has a maximum distance of 
100 meters, as does 100 BASE-T Fast Ethernet. 
There are presently only a very few organizations that can be expected to require 
the use of a 1-Gbps shared media network. However, the use of Gigabit Ethernet can be 
expected to play an important role in providing a high-speed network in the future. 
4. Making the Technology Choice for the Design 
Based upon the need to have good results in network performance, all LANs in 
the Indonesian Eastern Fleet Network should be implemented as a Fast Ethernet (100 
Base-T). This will provide a consistent approach and ensure that the network meets 
current needs while supporting future growth. Fast Ethernet has sufficient bandwidth to 
support an increase in network traffic and advances in network technology. 
High-Speed Gigabit Ethernet 1000 Mbps is still not widely accepted and is too 
expensive to be implemented. Fast Ethernet is at the leading edge of Ethernet technology 
and offers significant advantages over 10 Mbps Ethernet. Fast Ethernet, operating at 100 
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Mbps, which is ten times faster than 10Base-T Ethernet, is a reliable LAN technology 
designed to meet high demands for network bandwidth. Network managers also benefit 
from Fast Ethernet by leveraging the familiarity of the underlying Ethernet technology 
and the protection offered for investments in applications, cabling, and management 
expertise. 
Fast Ethernet delivers high performance and familiar technology. Another benefit 
arises from the fact that Fast Ethernet products are becoming increasingly inexpensive. 
For all of those reasons, Fast Ethernet 100 Base-T LAN is the most appropriate choice for 
the standard LANs architecture for the Indonesian Eastern Fleet Network. 
Implementation of Fast Ethernet 100 Base-T will provide a responsive and uniform 
network environment. 
C.       DEFINING THE LAN CONNECTION SYSTEM 
The local area network (LAN) is a communication network that interconnects a 
variety of devices for information exchange. Network nodes can consist of workstations 
with network interface cards (NICs), hubs, bridges, routers and servers. The idea of a 
shared medium is a key concept when planning a LAN. The infrastructure is the physical 
wiring of the LAN, over which all network devices communicate. A properly designed 
infrastructure can be flexible enough to support current and future networking needs. 
Cable and hardware infrastructure quickly become the primary limiting factors in most 
LANs. 
Connections in the older networks were mainly 10Base2 (Thinnet), 10Base5 
(Thicknet), category 3 (CAT- 3), unshielded twisted pair (UTP) and shielded twisted pair 
(STP).   Modern local area networks use mainly category 5 (CAT-5) UTP cable.   The 
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CAT-5 UTP cable is installed point to point between the workstation and the electronics 
that make up the network, such as a hub or a switch. The CAT-5 UTP cable terminates to 
an DDF, and an individual cable should not exceed 100 meters long. The CAT-5 UTP 
cable has four pairs of wires with a lay length of eight twists per foot. It is rated for 
signals of 100 MHz or less and supports 100 Mbps Fast Ethernet. 
The fiber-optic cable connects all the electronic devices throughout the campus to 
an MDF. The MDF houses the enterprise category network equipment, such as switches 
capable of switching packets and routers with multiple ports connecting the enterprise 
together. Fiber-optic cable uses reflected photon (light) energy instead of an 
electromagnetic charge to transmit its signal. This makes it resistant to electromagnetic 
interference. 
Since efficiency and cost are the main issues in implementing an effective local 
area network, it is recommended that any new cable installations use CAT-5 UTP cable 
for future growth.   Installation of CAT-5 UTP where new cabling is required allows 
maximum flexibility for future expected requirements. 
D.       DEFINING NETWORK PROTOCOL 
Protocols are the system of rules and procedures that govern communication 
between two or more devices. Many varieties of protocols exist at all layers of the OSI 
model. Not all protocols are compatible, but as long as two devices are using the same 
protocol, they can exchange data. A network protocol is a set of language and set of rules 
that nodes agree to use to communicate over the network [Gregg, 1999]. When several 
computers are networked, the rules and technical procedures governing their 
communication and interaction are called protocols. 
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NetBEUI is not a routable protocol. It does not contain enough information to 
send packets from one network to another. NetBEUI is a network protocol that is used in 
all Microsoft networking products including MS-DOS and all versions of Windows and 
Windows NT. The NetBEUI protocol works well on old and lower-end computers 
running MS-DOS. 
Internetwork packet exchange/sequenced packet exchange (IPX/SPX) is the 
network protocol that is usually used on Novell NetWare networks. However, it can also 
be used as the main protocol in a pure Microsoft network. IPX/SPX is not routable. It 
operates at the application and session layers of the OSI model. 
Transmission control protocol/internet protocol (TCP/IP) is routable. It enables 
users to connect and communicate across networks that use different hardware 
architectures and run different operating systems. TCP/IP can be used to communicate 
on pure Microsoft networks, or on mixed networks with products such as IntranetWare 
and UNIX. TCP/IP provides reliable data delivery service by setting up end-to-end 
connections between two systems that need to exchange data. To do this, it establishes a 
virtual network between the two computers across all routers in the affected network. 
TCP uses the Internet Protocol (IP) as the transport to deliver information across the 
network. The main advantage of TCP/IP is its flexibility. Every operating system 
platform now supports it. TCP/IP is the default protocol for Unix and the preferred 
protocol for the NetWare and Windows operating system. 
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CRITERIA FOR SELECTING NETWORK PROTOCOLS 
Characteristics NetBEUI EPX/SPX TCP/IP 
Capability to transmit across routers No Yes Yes 
Best for corporate intranet No No Yes 
Best for large networks No No Yes 
Best for pure Microsoft networks (no routing) Yes No Yes 
Best for pure Microsoft networks (with routing) No No Yes 
Best for small LANs Yes Yes Yes 
Best for WANs No No Yes 
Ease of client configuration High Low Low 
Ease of network administration High High Low 
Interoperability with NetWare No Yes No 
Interoperability with the Internet No No Yes 
Interoperability with UNIX No No Yes 
Performance for application server Low Low High 
(client/server) 
Performance for file and printer sharing Medium High Medium 
Performance on small networks High Medium Medium 
Table 4. Criteria for Selecting Network Protocol [Gregg, 1999] 
The  Data  Link  Control   (DLC)  network  protocol   enables  the  network  to 
communicate with certain network printers. The DLC protocol operates in the data link 
layer and corresponds to the logical link control (LLC) sublayer.   When using DLC to 
communicate with a network printer, the DLC protocol need to be installed on the 
computer that is acting as the print server for the network printer. Other nodes that send 
jobs to the print server can use any standard protocol, and do not need to have DLC 
installed. 
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User Datagram Protocol (UDP) is a transport layer component that provides data 
delivery service in the TCP/IP protocol stack. UDP is a connectionless protocol and does 
not check to see if the packet arrived at its destination. This protocol is used to transmit 
packets that are time sensitive, or when it is not important to know if they have arrived at 
their destination. UDP is commonly used in audio and video applications. 
E.       CONFIGURING NETWORK COMPONENTS 
In the following sections, many of the key networking components are discussed 
that are likely to be considered in our network design process. Small and simple 
networks use only cables and network adapters attached to the computers and other 
devices. However, as the network grows in size and complexity, it needs other 
networking devices to tie everything together correctly. 
1. Network Interface Card (NIC) 
The network interface card (NIC) is a layer 1 device and is the only device on the 
network that is actually installed inside the machine. Workstations, servers, print servers, 
and gateways all have NICs. NICs provide the connection point to a network. Each type 
of NIC is specially designed for a specific type of network such as Ethernet, Token ring, 
FDDI, or ARCNET. Newer NICs usually have RJ-45 connectors on them. A standard 
NIC would be a 10/100 Mbps PCI Ethernet card with an RJ-45 connector. Windows 
95/98/ME and Windows NT 4.0 will auto detect most NICs. Before installing the card it 
is important to ensure that the latest driver is installed on the machine. 
2. Hubs 
A hub is a layer 1 device that repeats a signal to all the hub ports that can connect 
to network segments or devices. A hub may have as few as 4 ports, 8 ports, 12, or 24 
port models. The unit has female RJ-45 connectors on the front that may attach directly 
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to a computer by means of CAT 5 cable or it can attach to a patch panel with an RJ-45 
patch cable. The connectivity with other devices is indicated by a link light at the front 
panel of the hub. A popular 10/100 autosensing Ethernet hub supports legacy systems 
and provides growth for greater speed. Hubs are a critical component in most networks, 
so we need to safeguard them to avoid network down time. In networks containing more 
than a couple of nodes, it is best to install the hub devices out of the way, preferably in a 
wiring cabinet or closet. 
3. Switches 
A switch is a layer 2 device that separates a network into segments. It is essential 
for large Ethernet networks because it eliminates the collisions that are frequent with 
shared networks. Switches support hierarchical network designs and can connect 
different architectures. A switch repeats data but, unlike a hub, only to the recipient/port 
specified by the MAC address. 
In a campus area networks, each device (end system) connects to a workgroup 
switch over a point-to-point CAT-5 UTP cable and shares the media with any other 
device. This allows for a full-duplex connection between the switch and the device. 
Workgroup switches are hierarchical in design. They are connected to individual 
workstations and also to a large enterprise switch. This large enterprise switch connects 
to Servers and to the WAN via the router. A switch can segment a network into its ports, 
and forward the packets between those ports at the same time (simultaneously). 
4. Routers 
The router is used to connect to remote offices or the Internet and is installed as a 
device on the network.  An Internet router is usually the gateway address in the TCP/IP 
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protocol parameters. It is an OSI layer 3 device that routes packets to the proper 
destination on the basis of the destination network address in the packet. A router will 
have one or more serial ports with a Channel Service Unit/Data Service Unit (CSU/DSU) 
connected to it and one or more LAN ports connected to a switch or hub. A router is 
configured with the local subnet address information and the address information of the 
router to which it is connected on the WAN port. 
F.        SELECTING A NETWORK OPERATING SYSTEM 
There are several network operating system servers available, such as Windows 
NT 4.0 Server, Windows 2000 Server, Novell NetWare, and Windows 98/ME. Due to 
geographic separation of the organizational units and the high cost of training 
administrators, the capability to centrally manage the network is an important aspect of 
limiting the total cost of ownership. The advantages of using a Windows 2000 Server 
include increased flexibility, scalability, reliability, management capabilities and security. 
Migration to Windows 2000 provides a common operating system environment and 
meets the Indonesian Eastern Fleet recommendation on standardization. 
Below are the features of network operating systems that are commonly used at 
the present time: 
1.        Windows NT 4.0 Server 
Windows NT 4.0 Server is a full scale network operating system. Its robust 
security and management features make it a good candidate for medium and large size 
network environments, but it also requires the knowledge and the management of a 
network administrator. 
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Windows NT 4.0 Server is a genuine network operating system. Its services are 
especially optimized to give the best service for its clients and the Windows NT 4.0 
Workstation can be used as a client side operating system. Windows NT 4.0 Server was 
designed from scratch to perform the roles of a real network operating system with 
features like preemptive multitasking, multiprocessing, multiplatform support, secure file 
systems and fault tolerance. A window NT 4.0 Server machine can play many roles in a 
network. It can be a file server, a database server, or a web server. It performs all of 
these duties with great success. Windows NT 4.0 Server's minimum hardware 
requirements are Intel Microprocessor 80486 or higher, 120 MB disk storage, 16 MB 
memory, and a VGA display or higher resolution. It also can support three kinds of 
Reduced Instruction Set Chips (RISC) microprocessors. These are MIPS, Digital Alpha, 
and Power PC Alpha with 150 MB minimum disk storage, 16 MB memory, and a VGA 
display or higher resolution. 
2.        Novell NetWare 
Novell NetWare is a widely accepted network operating system that has started to 
lose market share against the Windows NT Server. Novell NetWare 5.1 is specially 
designed for organizations that need a cost effective and reliable network operating 
system. In the file server role, it is accepted as the fastest server available for medium to 
large networks, but it only runs programs written for Netware. 
The minimum hardware requirements for Novell NetWare are a 486 Based PC or 
above, 64 MB RAM, and at least 200 MB of free hard disk space. 
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3. Windows 98/ME 
Windows 98/ME is not designed to perform a server role but its rich network 
features make it very suitable for small-scale network environments. It also can handle 
32-bit applications. Unfortunately, however, features like overhauling system security, 
multi-user environment support, and secured file system structures are weaker than the 
other operating systems. Windows 98/ME minimum requirements are 486/66 MHz 
based Computer/Processor, 16 MB of memory (RAM), 225 MB of available hard disk 
space, and a VGA or higher-resolution display. 
4. Windows 2000 Server 
Windows 2000 Server is the newest version of Windows NT.   Windows 2000 
Server delivers powerful, comprehensive management services for managing the servers, 
networks, and client systems. Windows 2000 Server has an interoperability with existing 
systems by providing migration paths from any number of existing systems, devices, and 
applications.    The minimum system requirements for Windows 2000 Server are as 
follows: 
133-Mhz Pentium or higher central processing unit (CPU) 
A maximum of four CPUs per computer are supported 
256 MB of RAM recommended minimum 
128 MB of RAM minimum supported 
A hard disk partition with enough free space to accommodate the Setup 
process. The minimum amount of space required is 1 GB' 
Windows 2000 Server comes along with Active Directory, an Internet standards- 
based directory service that uniquely enables flexible policy-based management of 
systems. Active Directory is a directory service that is scalable, built from the ground up 
using Internet-standard technologies, and fully integrated at the operating-system level. 
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It allows a single point of administration for all published resources, which include files, 
peripheral devices, host connections, databases, web access, users, other arbitrary objects, 
services, etc [Microsoft, 1997] 
Active Directory simplifies administration and makes it easier for users to find 
resources. Using Active Directory, hierarchical information structures can be built that 
make it easier to control such things as administrative privileges and also make it easier 
for users to locate network resources such as files and printers. Hierarchical information 
structures form a tree structure that reflects all organizational resources. Compared to 
Windows NT 4.0 that scales quite well up to 100,000 users, Active Directory can scale up 
to over one million users in a single domain by using indexing technology and advanced 
replication techniques to speed performance. 
G.       DATA BACKUP SYSTEM 
The network administrator is responsible for creating a backup plan which assures 
that the organization can easily recover data if data security is breached. There are three 
methods used for backing up data and files on a network. These are differential backup 
or incremental backup, copy, and full backup. A differential backup, also known as 
incremental backup or daily backup, is used to backup selected files when the content of 
a file has changed. The backup system reviews the date and time of the file, which 
indicates the last time the file was updated and compares it with the file. If they differ, 
then the backup system copies the file. Otherwise, the file is not backed up. A copy 
backup is used to back up selected files. A full backup copies all the files on a server 
regardless of whether they changed or not since the last backup.     The network 
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administrator chooses the backup method based upon the efficiency of the backup 
schedule and the capacity of the backup medium. 
All backup software modules must be installed on a server to guarantee the 
quality of backed-up data. The magnetic tape backup can be used as a common type to 
provide an effective backup system for our network. A magnetic tape backup is reliable, 
inexpensive, and has enough capacity to backup the entire network on a single tape. 
H.       IMPLEMENTING THE NETWORK 
1.        Standardization 
One of the most important aspects of implementing our LAN infrastructure is 
planning. It is necessary to ensure that every aspect of the implementation has been 
addressed. Implementation of the Indonesian Eastern Fleet LANs infrastructure begins 
by establishing standard network architecture to achieve compliance with the Indonesian 
Eastern Fleet network requirements, compatibility with the naval main bases and fleet 
units, and to establish an effective and highly reliable network. A standard architecture is 
needed to provide direction for information technology managers and to define the 
Indonesian Eastern Fleet information technology strategy. 
The IEEE 802.3 Ethernet Network architecture, using Fast Ethernet (100 Mbps) 
technology, is designed to be implemented on the Indonesian Eastern Fleet's LANs 
infrastructure. The standardization of network architecture is a critical aspect to 
implementing an integrated network that is interoperable with other Indonesian Navy 
networks or with other branch services networks. 
Ensuring hardware compatibility is important because each piece of hardware on 
the network must be able to communicate with other hardware on the network. 
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Minimum hardware requirements represent values that are sufficient only to allow the 
system to start. To obtain the best performance out of our network, the appropriate 
hardware compatibility that meets the Indonesian Eastern network's requirements and 
allocated budget needs to be determined. 
2.        System Administration 
There are three parts of IT support that make our information technology systems 
success: network operations, system administration, and install/configure/troubleshoot 
categories. IT support for information systems is a large part of the life cycle costs. 
System administration in the Indonesian Eastern Fleet network should conduct a 
network operations center for monitoring and controlling the operation of our wide area 
network, and providing reports for a distributed system. A network operations center is 
responsible for day-to-day operation of the WAN. This accomplished through the 
monitoring of online statistics including traffic patterns, congestion reports and data from 
SNMP clients. Many software packages exist which aid in the recognition of network 
problem areas. 
The right choice in selecting a network operating system determine how well the 
network operation supports distribution and gathering information all fleet units. The 
implementation of centralized management by using Windows 2000 network operating 
system is key to improving the Indonesian Eastern Fleet network system. This one step 
forward in computer communication systems by implementing effective LANs will 
improve the Indonesian Eastern Fleet information technology systems. 
For effectiveness and efficiency, the network operations center (NOC) should be 
established   in   the   Indonesian   Eastern   Fleet   headquarters   LAN   in   Surabaya. 
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Centralization is a good strategy to support information systems to all fleet units. The 
network operations center manages the Indonesian Eastern Fleet wide area network to 
ensure its up and run properly. However, all other LANs should also have their own 
network administration unit in each LAN that managed by a local network administrator. 
We still need decentralization to manage and maintaining the network locally in each 
LAN. The synchronization between all LANs and the Indonesian Fleet NOC would 
provide good result in network traffic management as we will prove and evaluate in our 
network design using EXTENDv4 simulation software program. 
The Indonesian Eastern Fleet NOC responsible for communication with the 
Internet Service Provider, telecommunication carrier company, and contractors in order 
to obtain and maintain the good quality of the network. By default the role of the NOC 
falls to the information technology unit coordinated with command, control and 
communication unit to always provide good service and network maintenance to the 
network users. 
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V.      WEB-BASED WIDE AREA NETWORK DESIGN 
Local area network (LAN) is a convenient way to connect machines in a building 
or in a close proximity. Each location might have its own LAN, but these were isolated 
from the rest of the organization until someone figured out a way to connect them 
together into a wide area network (WAN). There are several transmission techniques that 
can be used, but the simplest is with a modem and a telephone line. 
A WAN covers longer physical distances than a LAN. The WAN makes it 
possible to put the entire organization on the same network no matter how scattered its 
nodes. The network could be spread across a state, an island or around the whole 
country. Thus, it is possible for a military organization such as the Indonesian Eastern 
Fleet to put into operation their own wide area network tying together all naval units in 
the eastern territory of Indonesia. Implementing web-based technology on the WAN 
would greatly improve the efficiency of the Indonesian Eastern Fleet information 
systems. 
A.       REMOTE ACCESS SERVICE (RAS) 
Remote Access Service (RAS) provides the capability of dialing into our network 
from a remote location, and acting as a remote node on the network. RAS is often 
referred to as Dial-up Networking, which communicates with other devices in the 
telecommunication system using modem at each end of the connection. Both a RAS 
client and a RAS server require their own modems. The RAS server modem answers a 
call from a RAS client modem to establish the remote network connection. 
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Figure 6. RAS Connection. 
RAS supports three connection protocols: Serial Line Interface Protocol (SLIP), 
Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP), and Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol (PPTP). SLIP 
does not support dynamic IP addressing or NetBEUI or IPX protocols, it cannot encrypt 
logon information, and it is supported only by RAS clients. PPP overcomes many of the 
limitations of SLIP. It supports the IPX, NetBEUI, AppleTalk, and DECnet protocols. It 
also supports encrypted passwords. PPTP provides a way to route IP, IPX, or NetBEUI 
point-to-point protocol packets over a TCP/IP network. 
Using a RAS connection is not always the best choice to achieve network 
expansion. RAS is used if it is determined that our bandwidth requirements are not 
greater than 128 Kbps, if a dedicated full-time connection is not required, or if system 
costs must be kept down. It is not good to use RAS if a higher bandwidth is needed than 
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that provided by an asynchronous modem or if a dedicated full-time connection is 
needed. 
Virtual private networking (VPN) enables us to securely access our network 
across the Internet. RAS is very expensive if long-distance is used for access, especially 
if access is needed for lengthy periods. If there is an account on the Internet using a 
national ISP that provides unlimited access via local phone, there is a way to securely 
transmit data over the Internet, and make it all seem as if our network was directly dialed 
into. It uses Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol (PPTP) to encase the data in a secure 
tunnel and transmits it over the Internet to its destination site. Like RAS, VPN uses Dial- 
up Networking to establish the network connection. VPN can also be used over 
dedicated analog lines to maintain a permanent network connection to the Internet - and 
between our organization's websites. 
B.        CARRIERS 
1.        Analog Telephone lines 
A modem is useless unless it can communicate with another component. All 
modem communication takes place over some kind of communication line. There are 
two types of analog telephone lines that can be installed as a modem's carriers for our 
network: dial-up connection telephone lines and dedicated (leased) telephone lines. 
In dial-up connections each session requires that our modem dial a phone number 
to establish a new session. They are slow and can be unreliable for transmitting data. 
The quality (speed and reliability) of a session is only as good as the telephone network 
circuits connected for that particular session. The longer the distance covered by the 
connection, the less consistency seen in the quality from one dial-up session to the next. 
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However, for some organizations it may be practical to temporarily use a dial-up 
communication link between sites for a certain amount of time each day to transfer files 
and update databases. 
Dedicated lines provide full-time, dedicated connections that do not use a series 
of switches to complete the connection. The quality of the line is often higher than the 
quality of a telephone line designed for voice transmission only. They typically range in 
speed from 56 Kbps to 45 Mbps or more. PT. TELKOM and PT. INDOSAT, Indonesian 
telecommunication state-owned companies, provide long distance connection across the 
sea to the entire country using a satellite system. A leased analog line is faster and more 
reliable than a dial-up connection. However, it is relatively expensive because the carrier 
is dedicating resources to the leased connection whether or not the line is being used. 
2. Digital Lines 
Organizations can turn to digital data service (DDS) lines when requiring faster 
and more secure transmissions than analog telephone lines provide. The primary 
advantage of digital lines is transmissions over them are nearly 99 percent error free. 
Digital lines are available in several forms, including DDS, Tl, T3, and switched 56. 
Since DDS uses digital communication, it does not require modems. Instead, DDS sends 
data from a bridge or router through a device called a Channel Service Unit/Data Service 
Unit (CSU/DSU). This device converts the standard digital signals that the computer 
generates into the type of digital signals (bipolar) that are part of the synchronous 
communication environment. Either analog lines or digital line is a point-to-point links. 
We use circuit switching network (PSTN, ISDN) over these telecommunication origin 
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lines, and we use packet switching network (Frame relay, ATM,) over the Tl and T3 
lines. 
C.       WIDE AREA NETWORK LINK OPTIONS 
LANs are not adequate for all fleet units communications. There must be 
connectivity between LANs and other types of environments. Using components such as 
bridges and routers, along with communications service providers, a LAN can be 
expanded from an operation that serves a local area to encompass a wide area network. 
Most WANs are combinations of LANs and other communications components 
connected by communication links called WAN links. WAN links can include: packet- 
switching networks, fiber-optic cable, microwave transmitters, satellite links and cable 
television coaxial systems. 
LAN connectivity and communications in an integrated WAN will involve one of 
the following transmission technologies: 
1.        Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) 
Circuit Switching is used in telephone networks. In a circuit-switching network, a 
dedicated communication path is established between two stations through the network. 
Data generated by the source station are transmitted along the dedicated path as rapidly as 
possible. At each node, incoming data are routed or switched to the appropriate outgoing 
channel without delay. 
The same network that our telephone uses is available to computers. One name 
for this network is the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN). PSTN is the most 
common communication service available in the world, including Indonesia. PSTN 
channel has W (bandwidth) = 4 Khz, S/N (Signal to noise ratio) = 30 dB or ratio 1000 : 1, 
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and C (maximum data rate) = 40 Kbps. The fact that the PSTN was designed primarily 
for voice-grade communication makes it slow. Dial-up analog lines require modems that 
can make them even slower. Since the PSTN is a circuit-switched network, the 
connection quality is inconsistent. Any single communication session will be only as 
good as the circuits linked for that particular session. 
2.        Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) 
ISDN was the circuit switching that designed to be the digital successor to the 
existing public switched telephone network (PSTN). As a dial-up services, ISDN 
requires a basic monthly fee based on connect time or the volume of data transmitted. 
However, as computer and telecommunication systems improved, the telecommunication 
carrier cooperated with the Internet Service Provider (ISP) companies to provide the 
ISDN lease services. In that case, it is necessary to pay more than the regular dial-up 
ISDN service. ISDN is a standardized telecommunications network architecture 
providing multi-channel, integrated end-to-end connectivity. It is one of the concepts 
developed to answer the demands of universal services: transmission of voice, video, 
data, facsimile, image, and graphics information over digital channels. 
Traditional data transmission uses a modem to convert data for the analog 
channel. With ISDN, digital data transmission does not need to be converted. An ISDN 
channel consists of 64 Kbps data channels (B=bearer) and 16 Kbps packet signaling 
channels (D=delta). Services are offered as a basic rate 2B+D (two B channels and one 
D channel), or a primary rate 23B+D (23 B channels and one D channel). ISDN is offer 
by Telkom Ltd., Lintas Arta Ltd., and Info Asia Ltd. in Indonesia using a transmission 
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data rate of 128 kbps, and transmitted through all over the country across the sea using 
satellite systems by Indosat Ltd. (state owned company). 
3. Tl Line 
Tl  is the high-speed  digital  line that uses  two-wire pairs  (one pair for 
transmitting, and the other for receiving) to transmit a full-duplex signal at a rate of 1.544 
Mbps. It can be used to transmit digital voice, data, and video signals. Tl line is made 
up of 24 distinct channels and samples each channel 8000 times per second. Using this 
method Tl can accommodate 24 simultaneous data transmissions. Each channel sample 
incorporates eight bits. Since each channel is sampled 8000 times per second, each of the 
24 channels can transmit at 64 Kbps. This data rate standard is known as DS-0. The 
1.544 Mbps rate is known as DS-1. DS-1 rates can be multiplexed to provide even 
greater transmission rates, known as DS-1C, DS-2, DS-3, and DS-4. 
4. T3 Line 
T3 is a digital leased line similar to Tl, but it operates at much higher data rates. 
T 3 line is achieving data rates up to 45 Mbps. The cost of T3 line is much more 
expensive than Tl line. A T3 line represents a bandwidth equal to about 672 regular 
voice grade telephone lines, which is wide enough to transmit full motion, real-time 
video, and very large databases over a busy network. A T3 line is typically installed as a 
major networking artery for large corporations and universities with high volume 
network traffic. 
5. OC-3 Line 
OC-3 is the ideal solution for customers who seek ultra-fast connectivity for their 
mission-critical Internet needs.   OC-3 connection line operates at 155 Mbps bandwidth 
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using fiber optic cable.   This reliable, high-speed service is ideal for Internet Service 
Providers, large content providers, search engines, and Web hosting. 
6. OC-12 Line 
For the ultimate in high-speed connectivity, we can choose OC-12 service. Users 
obtain greater bandwidth flexibility with a 622 Mbps connection. OC-12 service allows 
customers to sustain numerous simultaneous users on their corporate Web sites and 
provides users shorter download times. Customers currently using OC-3 service can 
expand their bandwidth by simply upgrading to OC-12 service, rather than ordering 
multiple OC-3 lines. 
7. OC-48 Line 
OC-48 operates at 2.4 Gbps. OC-48 fulfills the growing need to service hand-offs 
in the backbone space with industry leading in-service velocity and reliability. OC-48 
connection had robust reliability. It can be used to support a long distance intercity 
telephony trunks and as large campus backbone. 
8. OC-192 Line 
OC-192 delivers up to 9.6 Gbps of capacity, the highest fiber capacity 
commercially available in the marketplace. Having provided over 90% of the industry's 
lOGbps multi-wavelength systems, OC-192 is the leading high-capacity optical 
networking system in the world. OC-192 delivers a virtually error free end-to-end bit 
error ratio of 10-15, a competitive edge for networks that carry mission-critical data 
traffic. OC-192 is the reliable connection line at the present time. This connection line is 
still not offer by network provider and telecommunication companies in Indonesia. 
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9.        The Analysis of WAN Connection Options 
The array of WAN connection choices available will be trimmed down based on 
our region and what services our telecommunications carrier provides. Once we know 
what is available, the selection boils down to our specific application and its cost. The 
issues behind WAN connection options are transmission data rate, capacity, and cost. 
Analysis of the WAN connection options: 
• PSTN. The cost of PSTN is very cheap. However, the reliability is very 
low compare with other services. PSTN connection service use modem 
communication and it is very slow. 
• ISDN. This connection service operates fast enough to link all LANs in 
the Indonesian Eastern Fleet WAN effectively. The reliability is good; the 
network provider is responsible for transmission error. The cost is 
inexpensive and meets the network low cost requirement. 
• Tl Line is more expensive compare to PSTN or ISDN but it is fast and 
reliable and can be used for connecting the Indonesian Eastern Fleet WAN 
effectively 
• T3 Line is an advanced network connection technology that operates at 45 
Mbps, much faster than Tl line. However, the costs is much more 
expensive than Tl line. 
• OC-3 connection line is a high speed and secure service based-on fiber 
optic cabling system. High speed data transfer is possible due to the 
virtually unlimited bandwidth of fiber optic. However, this connection 
service is very expensive. 
• OC-12 line is faster than OC-3. It operates on fiber optic cable at 155 
Mbps. Fiber optic cable also makes our network secure and is considered 
to be virtually error free. The cost of this connection is more expensive. 
• OC-48 line is much more expensive than OC-12 and operates at 2.4 Gbps. 
It is an emerging technology based on fiber optics. It is highly reliable but 
is very expensive. 
• OC-192 is the newest connection line with a very high speed transmission. 
However, this connection line still not offered by the network provider in 
Indonesia at the present time. 
The main goals in making technology choices for the Indonesian Eastern Fleet 
WAN design in this analysis are low cost, effectiveness, and efficiency. From the array 
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of   analysis we come to conclusion that ISDN is the most appropriate choice for the 
Indonesian Eastern Fleet WAN design.    ISDN meets the Indonesian Eastern Fleet 
network requirement for low cost, reliability, and capacity.    We recommend that 
eventually, as finances permit, the Indonesian Eastern Fleet migrate to Tl Lines 1.544 
Mbps for its WAN connection service.   This fully digitized channel will answer the 
demands of multirate signal voice, data, video, image, and graphic information. 
D.       WAN CONNECTIVITY DESIGN 
1.        Connecting LANs to the Internet in a Packet Switching Network 
A WAN is constructed from many switches to which individual routers connect. 
The initial size of a WAN is determined by the number of sites and the number of 
computers connected.   The basic electronic switch used in a WAN is called a packet 
switch because it moves complete packets from one connection to another.   A packet 
switch contains two types of input/output (I/O) connectors: one type is used for other 
packet switches, and the other is used to connect to computers.   In packet switching, 
packets are relayed through stations in a computer network along the best route currently 
available between the source and the destination. Each packet is switched separately. 
Wide area network interfaces are incorporated into remote bridges that are 
designed to provide an internetworking capability among all geographically dispersed 
LANs linked by a WAN. ISDN connection service links all LANs in the Indonesian 
Eastern Fleet WAN. The basic concept behind ISDN is end-to-end digital connectivity, 
or a completely digital signal all the way from the sender to receiver and vice versa. The 
Cisco 1003 ISDN router connects remote sites with Ethernet LANs to a WAN using 
ISDN at speeds up to 128 Kbps; with 4:1 data compression, raw throughput speeds up to 
512 Kbps [Ref. Tittel, 1996].  The Cisco 1003 has a built-in ISDN Basic Rate Interface 
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(BRI) port, a 100Base T Ethernet port, a console port, and an external Personal Computer 
Memory Card International Association (PCMCIA) slot for a Flash ROM card. This 
plug-and-play product is designed to be installed easily by non technical personnel at 
remote sites. The Cisco 1003 ISDN router supports two software feature sets, based on 
the Cisco Internetwork Operating System (Cisco IOS). One set includes IP routing and 
transparent bridging. Both software sets support Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP), 
compression, dial-on-demand routing (DDR), and a host of other powerful features for 
optimizing WAN bandwidth and cost. Figure 7 illustrates the Ethernet Backbone and 
Internet Connection configuration for the Indonesian Eastern Fleet Network. 
2.        WAN Connectivity Plan 
Figure 8 is a map of the eastern region of Indonesia in which all naval units of the 
Indonesian Eastern Fleet conduct daily sea operations to maintain sovereignty and law 
enforcement at sea. Figure 9 shows our "WAN connectivity plan" designed to link all 
Fast Ethernet LANs in the Indonesian Eastern Fleet network using ISDN connection 
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Figure 7.       Ethernet Backbone and Internet Connection. 
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H.       WIDE AREA NETWORK OPERATING SYSTEM 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, Windows 2000 Server is the appropriate 
choice for the Indonesian Eastern Fleet's web-based WAN operating system. It 
integrates user's desktops with the Internet, thereby removing the distinction between the 
local computer and the Internet. Windows 2000 Server includes Microsoft Internet 
Information Server (HS 5.0), a secure Web-server platform used to host Internet Web 
sites on network servers. 
Windows 2000 Server ensures network security by authenticating users before 
they gain access to resources or data on a computer or the network. It provides local 
auditing for files, folders, printers, and other resources. 
Networking and communication services are the main goals of the Indonesian 
Eastern Fleet network. Windows 2000 Server provides built-in support for the most 
popular network protocols, including TCP/IP and IPX/SPX. It provides dial-up 
networking, which lets mobile users connect to a computer running Windows 2000 with 
the capability of 256 simultaneous sessions. 
I. WEB SERVER 
Web servers make information available on a computer connected to the Internet, 
and web browsers show us information stored on a web server over the Internet. A web 
server receives requests for information from a client via the Internet and after processing 
these requests and checking their validity, retrieves or generates the desired information 
and transmits it back to the client. Every computer on the Internet that contains a web 
site must either have a web server or upload the web site files to a computer that has a 
web server. 
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1. Web Server Software 
Most large network systems use an Apache server while the smaller systems 
primarily use Microsoft's Internet Information Server 5.0 (US 5.0). The Apache server 
delivers the ultimate in flexibility and extensibility. Its modular design allows a Web 
administrator to build an application-specific binary, especially for the requirements of 
that installation. 
Considerations in choosing a web server include how well it works with the 
operating system, its ability to handle server side programming and publishing, search 
capability, and web site construction tools that may be included. The software to be used 
for a web server is closely related to the hardware platform that will host the web server. 
Microsoft provides HS 5.0 bundled with Windows 2000 Server, which means that we do 
not have to purchase it as an additional software package. US 5.0 is a high performance 
web server containing many improvements compared with the previous HS versions. In 
addition, ES 5.0 provides performance application protection security enhancements. For 
these reasons US 5.0 is the most appropriate web server for the Indonesian Eastern Fleet 
network. 
2. Web Browser Software 
A web browser is a program that is used to view and to access web pages that 
exist on various web sites. The web browser has the job of processing received pages, 
parsing HTML code, and displaying the page to the user. The browser will attempt to 
display graphics, database tables, forms, formatted text, or whatever the page contains. 
The most popular web browsers now in use are Microsoft Internet Explorer, Netscape 
Navigator, and Mosaic.   The types of computing platforms we use can influence the 
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selection of an appropriate browser. So, first we have to check the operating systems that 
run under the respective hardware platforms and the versions we need. Another 
consideration is the browsers' Java-capability. It is better to test web pages using 
multiple browsers to ensure the final output appears as intended. 
3. Middle ware Network Protocol 
A necessary aspect of setting up an Internet environment in a company is to select 
a specific protocol for use on the corporate network. The protocol that is widely used for 
Internet technologies is known as the Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol 
(TCP/IP). This protocol can operate on Ethernet local area networks, on various Wide 
Area Networks (WANs), and even over standard telephone lines that are connected to a 
modem. 
4. How Web Browsers and Servers Work 
The basic task of a web browser is to retrieve a web page from a specific location 
in cyberspace then display the page according to the rules of HTML. The Uniform 
Resource Locator (URL) of a web page is its address on the net. Another program, 
known as a web server, is waiting at this address. When a user types a URL into a web 
browser, the browser "travels" to the address and "asks" the web server for the desired 
web page. If the server has the page, it "gives" it to the web browser via a TCP 
connection. The web browser then displays the page to the user. In the client/server 
programming model a server awaits and fulfills requests from client programs in the 
same or other computers. A given program (application) in a computer may run as a 
client which requests services from other programs and as a server of requests from other 
programs. 
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J.        APPLICATION SERVER 
There are some choices of application server such as IBM WebSphere 
Application Server 3.02, Oracle9i Application Server, Netscape Application Server and 
ColdFusion that commonly used at the present time. Application servers provide the 
foundation for integrating browser, server, and database technologies into web 
applications. It gives developers a tool for creating dynamic web applications and 
interactive sites. 
ColdFusion uses a flexible server-side markup language that seamlessly 
integrates with HTML called ColdFusion Markup Language (CFML). CFML gives the 
ability to control the behavior of applications, integrate a wide range of server 
technologies, and generate the content that is returned to the web browser. When a page 
in a ColdFusion application is requested by a Web browser, it is automatically pre- 
processed by the ColdFusion Application Server. Based on the CFML in the page, the 
Application Server executes the application logic, interacts with other server 
technologies, and then generates an HTML page and returns it to the web-server. The 
web-server returns the page to the user's web browser. 
IBM WebSphere Application Server is an e-business application deployment 
environment built on open standards-based technology. We can use Java servlets, 
JavaServer Pages and XML to quickly transform static web sites into vital sources of 
dynamic web content. IBM WebSphere Application Server offers qualities of service 
such as scalability, performance, security, and availability. 
We also can build and modify web-sites and applications using Oracle9r. We can 
create personalized portals, manage and secure our website infrastructure..   Once our 
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Web site is deployed, Oracle9/ Application Server has built-in reporting and ad-hoc 
query and analysis functionality to derive business intelligence. This enables us to make 
rapid and accurate decisions to improve operating efficiencies. 
Considerations in defining an application server include how well it works with 
the operating system (Windows 2000) to meet the Indonesian Eastern Fleet network 
requirements in effectiveness and efficiency. One advantage of Cold Fusion is that a 
developer does not need to know any scripting language to be able to create effective 
Web database applications. The tags that start with CF prefix are Cold Fusion tags. The 
Cold Fusion Server handles these special tags. For the purpose of this network design the 
author suggest the Indonesian Eastern Fleet network use ColdFusion Server 4.5 
Professional running on Windows 2000 Server with Internet Information Server 5.0. 
K.       DATABASE SERVER 
IBM DB Universal Database, Microsoft SQL Server 2000, and Oracle Database 
are the widely used database server software in most corporate and organizations at the 
present time. Databases simplify the collection and maintenance of data and facilitate 
querying and displaying data in a wide variety of formats. Using tables, a lot of 
information that is related in simple or complex ways can be organized and managed. 
Since we chose Windows 2000 Server as our network operating system, we can 
use Microsoft SQL Server 2000 as the database server software for the Indonesian 
Eastern Fleet network. SQL 2000 server has good support for Web standards and 
systems management. Microsoft SQL 2000 is robust and can be use properly in large or 
medium network such as in the Indonesian Eastern Fleet network. It also offers users an 
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XML environment and a data mining feature in Analysis Services which can be used to 
discover information in OLAP cubes and relational databases. 
L.       MANAGING   THE   WIDE   AREA   NETWORK   USING   WEB-BASED 
TECHNOLOGY 
1.        The Advantages of Using Web-Based Technology 
The Internet is a global grid of networks enabling computers to directly and 
transparently communicate and share services throughout much of the world. Using a 
computer and an Internet Service Provider (ISP) connection, we can get access to the 
entire worldwide public data network without restriction. If we have the proper 
equipment on our computer, we can also provide information to the rest of the world. 
Web based information systems help unify all forms of documents, data, sound, pictures, 
movies, messages and computer applications in ways we never imagined before [Ref. 
Harler, 1999] 
An effective and efficient network will provide reliable information systems as 
required to support the Indonesian Eastern Fleet operations. Web-based technology gives 
the advantages by providing efficiency to achieve the main goal of the Indonesian 
Eastern Fleet. Various operating systems are used in diversified Indonesian Eastern Fleet 
office units, including Windows 3.1/ 95/98/ME and Windows NT 4.0/Windows 2000. 
Using Web-based technology, a variety operating system can be linked together. Web- 
based technology is designed for use in a networked environment, containing desktop 
computers using various operating systems. It is device-independent and works well in a 
cross-platform environment. The main requirement is that the network supports TCP/IP 
communications. 
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Web-based technology can be used productively for improving communications 
between widely separated work groups-especially those that operate on interconnected 
LANs spread across the sea in the entire eastern fleet region. Connectivity is the key 
word in using web-based technology. Its ease of access provides the ability to get to key 
management sites from anywhere in the eastern region. The use of web-based 
technology makes it possible for the Indonesian Eastern Fleet to save money and operate 
their units more efficiently by letting widely dispersed desktop computers share mission 
essential resources. 
2.        Network Management 
The main goal in managing the WAN is to control, monitor, and run the network 
in such a way as to insure its proper operation. We must attain a reliable end-to end 
service to ensure the network users share information and transfer data. Network 
management system are divided by the International Organization for Standardization 
(OSI) into five functional areas: 
• Fault management 
• Performance management 
• Configuration management 
• Accounting management 
• Security management 
Fault management is the function of detecting, isolating, and correcting faults in 
the system. The network manager has the ability to quickly detect problems and initiate 
recovery procedures. Fault management is very important because time is a critical 
factor in supporting information systems to all naval units via the network. 
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Performance management is the function of monitoring and controlling the 
system's resources. Managers have to monitor and control that the network has the 
capacity to accommodate users' needs using performance management tools. 
Performance can be measured by error rates, percentage utilization, overall throughput, 
and response time. 
Configuration management is the function of manipulating hardware and software 
while still maintaining the system. It is the process of keeping in touch with all network 
devices. Configuration management helps the network manager to compare the running 
configuration with that stored in the system. 
Accounting management is the function of tracking the system's resources and 
charging them to users. Accounting management gathers network statistics to help the 
network manager makes decisions regarding the allocation of network resources. 
Security management is the function of protecting the system from human error, 
direct probing, subversion, penetration, and abuse of authority. It adopts proper 
encryption techniques and security logs. 
The network manager is able to communicate with element of the network and 
monitor and control the running network by using network management protocols. The 
network management protocol most commonly used to manage a WAN is Simple 
Network Management Protocol (SNMP). SNMP is widely used and many vendors of 
network components design their products to support SNMP. It provides the tools 
needed to gain management information from the network, and is conform to the OSI 




Management Information Base = MDB. It is a database of configuration 
and statistical information on the network device. NUB collects all the 
objects that SNMP can manage. 
A Management station 
A management agent. The management agent is resident in the network 
components such as hubs, bridges, routers, and hosts, providing the 
management station with important information. 
SNMP exchanges network information through messages (Protocol Data Units = 
PDU) that can be seen as an object containing variables with both titles and values. The 
operation of SNMP can be broken into three basic commands: get, set, and trap.  These 
commands utilize the MEB to obtain and manipulate data pertaining to objects.   Get 
allows a manager to obtain data from an object.   Set allows a manager to change or 
update data from an object.  Trap sends data automatically from an object to a manager 
when certain thresholds are exceeded.  Through the use of MBs, SNMP agents can be 
installed that allow managers to monitor specific objects.  SNMP has the advantages of 
its simple design and ease to implementation in large networks. 
Besides SNMP there are some other network management protocols such as 
Remote Network Monitoring (RMON), and Switch Monitor Management Information 
Base (SMON). 
3.        Web-Based Network Management 
In order to use the WWW infrastructure for network management, Hyper Text 
Transport Protocol (HTTP) is used as an interface layer between the devices that use 
SNMP. HTTP servers provide information that can be retrieved by web-browsers using 
HTTP protocol. HTTP is a stateless information retrieval protocol based on a TCP/IP 
suite. The retrieved information can be specified in several formats including graphics, 
text, binary, and Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML).  HTTP does not replace such 
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network protocols as SNMP. In order to manage network resources using HTTP it is 
necessary to have an application which speaks both HTTP and SNMP. This can be 
achieved in two ways by extending standard HTTP servers and creating a proxy 
application which allows it the issue of SNMP protocol requests using HTTP. It is 
relatively easy to implement since the HTTP server transparently handles the HTTP 
protocol. Existing character-based network management applications can easily become 
Web-aware since it is straightforward to enrich the textual output with HTML tags. 
Web-based network management using Java is common and widely used at the 
present time. The Java management application programming interface (JMAPI) 
supports SNMP and is based around the Java programming language. It takes the 
advantage of the same extensions and capabilities of Java. It consists of a manager 
browser in the Network Management System (NMS), and an intelligent Java engine in 
the agent. The manager browser monitors and controls network elements in the network. 
The communication between the NMS and the agent is carried out by Java classes using 
TCP sockets. 
Web-based Enterprise Management (WBEM) is another model that merges 
SNMP with HTTP. WBEM is an initiative based on a set of management and Internet 
standard technologies developed to unify the management of enterprise computing 
environments. It provides the ability for the industry to deliver a well-integrated set of 
standards-based management tools leveraging the emerging web technologies such as 
HTML and XML. WBEM facilitates the use of the same terms and formatting in 
management applications so that the applications can communicate and users can more 
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easily compare information from different application and devices.  It comes with three 
elements: 
• HyperMedia    Management    Protocol    (HMMP):    an    object-oriented 
management protocol implemented on top of HTTP 
• HyperMedia Object Manager (HMOM): a data model to incorporate 
different information sets 
• HyperMedia Management Schema (HMMS):  an object oriented data 
model for representing the managed environment 
4.        Implementing WBEM 
The smoothly run wide area network is essential to the operation of the 
Indonesian Eastern fleet mission critical. We cannot tolerate a lot of down time occurred 
in our network system. Therefore, network management is a fundamental requirement of 
our network. The network management keeps our network devices up and running. 
SNMP and the network management consoles including WBEM are useful tools. 
In order to implement WBEM in our network we have to have management agents reside 
in all network components. We can use HP Open View to help us manage our network 
by giving a clear view of its components, including not only hardware such as routers and 
hubs, but SNMP objects such as applications and databases as well. We should create 
customized views to reflect our organization's information needs. Performance and trend 
reporting show us in real-time how our systems are performing. Using HP Open View as 
a network management tool allows the management agents reside in the network 
components such as hubs, bridges, routers, and hosts. A management agent plays an 
important role in network management systems by providing the management station 
with important information. Our legacy gear such as radio transmitter would also have 
agents in them. Further, our telecommunication stuff such as ISDN switches would have 
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telco-proprietary management interfaces using the functionalities of HP Open View 
network management tool. 
The implementation of WBEM needs tools that identify and solve performance 
problem of our network. The tools must monitor, diagnose, trend and even predict server 
performance. HP OpenView delivers integrated tools to solve those performance 
problems. In addition to managing devices like routers, bridges, and hubs, the HP 
OpenView Extensible SNMP Agent allows us to manage applications, printers, users, and 
databases that are central to business success. Network managers can configure new 
SNMP objects without programming. With support of all types of management 
information base (MTJB) objects, we can completely customize network and systems 
management to include objects that meet our needs. 
Web-based network management systems using the functionalities of complex 
platforms such as HP OpenView allow managers to specifically obtain or manipulate the 
desired information by simply typing the required data sets. Web-based interfaces can 
supplement the network management system by allowing managers to access information 
in another format on top of such products as HP OpenView by simply selecting an option 
in OpenView's drop down menu. 
The use of a web-based network management tool provides the ability to manage 
objects directly from a web-based management station. The web-pages are accessed via 
an ordinary web browser, such as Internet Explorer or Netscape Navigator, that interfaces 
with HP Open View-Network Node Manager (HP-NNM). HP-NNM manages objects on 
the network and would feed the status of the objects via MDBs. 
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Figure 10.       Web-based Network Management 
By using "automated device discovery and layout" HP-NNM discovers TCP/IP 
and layer 2 devices on both LANs and WANs and presents this information in a graphical 
format.   It continuously monitors the network for new devices and for the status of 
previously discovered equipment [Green, 1999].     It also has user interface based on 
Java™ that provides easy access to network maps and enables management of data from 
anywhere on the web. The purpose of its map is to illustrate the structure of the network 
and the status of devices and segments. 
WAN connectivity can be achieved in a manner which optimizes economy and 
design. The management and maintenance of the Indonesian Eastern Fleet network is 
simplified through standardization. Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) 
clients and WAN management applications using HP Open View are valuable tools to 
assist personnel in the management of a WAN. The web has emerged as a new 
paradigm in information access and display, becoming the preferred method for accessing 
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corporate data over the network. Web technologies can serve as an excellent 
infrastructure for simple and powerful tools to address the current problems of network 
management systems. Web-based tools can provide portability across platforms and a 
good framework for network management application architecture. Managing the WAN 
can significantly benefit from the use of web-based technology, such as easy-to-reach 
information, operation reuse, and consistency in presenting and accessing information 
and objects. 
M.      TRAINING PROGRAM 
The site network administrators require training in network administration 
particularly in troubleshooting problem area. A clear path for troubleshooting and points- 
of-contact needs to exist and be understood by local administrators. The majority of 
network errors encountered throughout the implementation phase have been unrelated to 
WAN connectivity. This would reduce the burden of the WAN administrators. 
Training program should be conducted in order to ensure the network always 
running well because its managing by the right personnel that has been trained properly. 
Network management needs the implementation of the process of using hardware and 
software by trained personnel to monitor the status of network components. They also 
monitor line facilities, question end users and carrier personnel, and recommend actions 
to alleviate outages and improve communications performance as well as conduct 
administrative tasks associated with the operation of the network. The training program 
for network administrators designed such a thing so that they knows the system's features 
and the functions and has knowledge about how to use and maintain the network 
management system. 
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Beside network administrators, the network operators also should be trained. 
Network operators responsible for operating the network in each LAN. They report the 
condition, status and operation of the network regularly to a network administrator. The 
trained network operators would recognize that WAN connectivity is exists or not. 
People who will be trained should be the potential personnel that is required to 
support their unit organization and has a background in computer skills. The training 
program will take place in the computer training facility in the Eastern Fleet Training 
Command in Surabaya. Personnel that would be trained should be the military personnel 
from information technology units and also from command, control and communication 
units of each main naval base. 
For network administrators, their ranks should be First Class Petty Officer until 
Ensign (E-6 until 0-1). Windows 2000 MCSE certification exam should be used as a 
quality measurement for a network administrator and the training program should be 
executed based upon its syllabi. After completed the training these personnel are 
qualified as the network administrator which has a responsibility to maintain a set of 
procedures, software, and operations in order to keep a network operating near maximum 
efficiency. The success of any information system in each LAN depends on the skills of 
network administrators. 
The ranks for network operators would be Third Class Petty Officer and Second 
Class Petty Officer (E4 and E5). The trained Second Class Petty Officer would 
responsible for operating HP Open View tools. Their place of work would be in the 
Indonesian Eastern Fleet Network Operation Center in Surabaya.   Third Class Petty 
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Officer would responsible for all network devices and they would be placed in each main 
naval bases LAN. 
The qualification process is based on their experience and ability in computer 
communication systems. The selection process for network administrators and network 
operators personnel could bring an improvement to Navy's return of investment. This 
training program is a career cycle for all personnel that had been trained, not just once. 
The well trained personnel would have value added that support his job and promotion. 
Network management required complex and continuously program including training to 
provide the optimal solution in improving the Indonesian Eastern Fleet information 
technology systems. 
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VI.    PROPOSED WAN DESIGN USING EXTEND-4 SIMULATION 
SOFTWARE PROGRAM 
This chapter explores the use of modeling and simulation as a tool in designing 
and evaluating the Indonesian Eastern Fleet network system. The author has developed a 
wide area network (WAN) design model using an object oriented modeling and 
simulation tool called EXTEND-4 made by Imagine That, Incorporated. EXTEND-4 is 
used to measure specific performance variables in a quantitative fashion. It is an easy to 
use graphical simulation tool that allows a user to model complex discrete or continuous 
systems while varying performance parameters. EXTEND-4 makes it easy for the user to 
recognize and configure Graphical User Interface (GUI) icons with predefined properties 
that are adaptable to represent steps and links in a process. 
A.       ESTIMATING NETWORK TRAFFIC DATA REQUIREMENTS 
The network traffic data requirements were used as a source to compute the flow 
of network messages all over the WAN for modeling and simulation. Each LAN in this 
network design uses Fast Ethernet 100BaseT LANs architecture that shares a network 
media 100 Mbps CAT-5 UTP cable. All LANs are linked by ISDN 128 Kbps WAN 
service and connected by the Cisco 1003 ISDN router. As the second alternative we use 
Tl line 1.5 Mbps to offer the best solution for network performance. 
The messages are delayed in the Ethernet LAN by 100 Mbps CAT-5 UTP 
bandwidth, and in the wide area network by the WAN connection bandwidth. Currently 
the Indonesian Eastern Fleet network exhibits worst case delays of approximately 10 
minutes. There is no set requirement on e-mail traffic; delivery within a few minutes is 
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desirable although a few hour delays are usually acceptable. Video is presently sent only 
within the headquarters LAN and delays are consistent with medium quality video. Data 
transfer delays are currently approximately 3 to 5 minutes going from one Indonesian 
Eastern Fleet LAN to another Indonesian Eastern Fleet LAN. Any new network must 
meet, or preferably reduce, these data latencies. 
Network traffic involves email traffic volume, video conferencing network traffic, 
and data transfer traffic volume which are counted per one workday which is equal to 12 
hours. The result of this sum in Mega bits is multiplied by 8, to convert to Mega bytes 
per day, and then divided by (12hours x 60 minutes x 60 seconds) to provide the result of 
message sizes in bytes per second that would be sent to destinations all over the WAN. 
In this network model 45 computers are represented as one node.   Thus, for 
example, the Surabaya main Naval base LAN that consists of 225 computers has a total 
of 225 nodes: 45 = 5 nodes. Network traffic for one node is the aggregated traffic of 45 
computers. This simplification was done in order to keep the network model reasonably 
sized. There are total 24 origin nodes and 24 destinations in our WAN design. The detail 
lists are shown at the estimated network traffic data of the Indonesian Eastern Fleet WAN 
design as follows: 
1.        Surabaya Metropolitan Area Network (MAN) 
a.        Surabaya Main Naval Base LAN 
Ethernet LAN transmission data rate = 100 Mbps 
WAN Bandwidth using ISDN = 128 Kbps, using Tl line = 1.5 Mbps 
Total computers = 225 
Total nodes = 225: 45 = 5 
Email traffic volume = 26 Mbits per day 
Video conferencing network traffic = 2340 Mbits per 30 minutes per day 
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Data transfer (text, image, graphic) traffic volume = 68 Mbits per day 
Average total traffic rate = 7040 bytes per sec 
b. The Indonesian Eastern Fleet Headquarters LAN 
Ethernet LAN transmission data rate = 100 Mbps 
WAN Bandwidth using ISDN = 128 Kbps, using Tl line = 1.5 Mbps 
Total computers = 315 
Total nodes = 315: 45 = 7 
Email traffic volume = 40 Mbits per day 
Video conferencing network traffic = 2730 Mbits per 35 mnts per day 
Data transfer (text, image, graphic) network traffic = 96 Mbits per day. 
Average total traffic rate = 8290 bytes per sec 
c. Juanda Naval Air Base LAN 
Ethernet LAN transmission data rate = 100 Mbps 
WAN Bandwidth using ISDN = 128 Kbps, using Tl line = 1.5 Mbps 
Total computers = 90 
Total nodes = 90: 45 = 2 
Email user traffic volume = 10 Mbits per day. 
Video conferencing network traffic = 1170 Mbits per 15 mnts per day 
Data transfer network traffic (text, image, graphic) = 24 Mbits per day 
Average total traffic rate = 3480 bytes per sec 
Ujung Pandang Main Naval Base LAN 
Ethernet LAN transmission data rate = 100 Mbps 
WAN Bandwidth using ISDN = 128 Kbps, using Tl line = 1.5 Mbps 
Total computers =180 
Total nodes =180: 45 = 4 
Email user traffic volume = 20 Mbits per day 
Video conferencing network traffic = 1950 Mbits per 25 mnts per day 
Data transfer network traffic (text, image, graphic) = 50 Mbits per day 
Average total traffic rate = 5840 bytes per sec 
3.        Bitung Main Naval Base LAN 
• Ethernet LAN transmission data rate =100 Mbps 
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B. 
WAN Bandwidth using ISDN = 128 Kbps, using Tl line = 1.5 Mbps 
Total computers =135 
Total nodes = 135: 45 = 3 
Email user traffic volume =15 Mbits per day. 
Video conferencing network traffic = 1560 Mbits per 20 mnts per day 
Data transfer network traffic (text, image, graphic) = 36 Mbits per day 
Average total traffic rate = 4660 bytes per sec 
Jayapura Main Naval Base LAN 
Ethernet LAN transmission data rate = 100 Mbps 
WAN Bandwidth using ISDN = 128 Kbps, using Tl line = 1.5 Mbps 
Total computers = 135 
Total nodes = 135: 45 = 3 
Email user traffic volume =15 Mbits per day. 
Video conferencing network traffic = 1560 Mbits per 20 mnts per day 
Data transfer network traffic (text, image, graphic) = 36 Mbits 
Average total traffic rate = 4660 bytes per sec 
NETWORK MODELING AND SIMULATION 
We use the blocks from the EXTEND-4 standardized libraries of process objects. 
These blocks are designed to facilitate the rapid development of simulation models of 
queuing systems by dragging and dropping them from the library to the model 
workspace. The three most-used libraries that come with the basic EXTEND-4 package 
are Generic, Discrete Event, and Plotter Libraries [Diamond, 1997]. The Generic Library 
is used for continuous modeling and the Discrete Event library is used for discrete event 
modeling. The Plotter library holds all the common types of plotters used in our models. 
Some of these plotters are specific to continuous or discrete event models, while others 
can be used with either. Models can be built to simulate discrete events or continuous 
flow problems.   The different libraries that are built into the application are generally 
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application are generally designed specifically for one or the other.   However, many 
objects within the libraries are interchangeable with either type of model 
EXTEND-4 uses two main types of blocks in its simulation program: item blocks 
and attribute blocks. Item blocks receive and process discrete events or items that pass 
through them. Attribute blocks receive and process attribute values associated with 
items, although the items do not specifically transit through these blocks. The flow of the 
model is determined by the order of the connections between blocks of the model. 
The actual moving of items between blocks is done through a messaging 
communication structure using item connectors and connections. This messaging system 
allows modelers to place blocks in a more intuitive sequence. Discrete event blocks send 
messages to each other during the course of a simulation run. These messages are used 
for communication regarding whether items are available, whether they have been taken, 
and whether a block is free to receive items. 
In this network design, the blocks are grouped together as a hierarchical block and 
represented as custom blocks in the model workspace. A hierarchical block is unique. It 
has some characteristics of a block and some characteristics of a model worksheet. 
Hierarchical blocks have two windows: the layout pane window, which can be seen by 
double-clicking on a hierarchical block, and the structure window. The structure window 
contains another view of the layout pane, and we build a new hierarchical block or make 
changes to an existing hierarchical block's icon, connector position, and so forth. When 
a hierarchical block is opened by double-clicking on it, the layout of the submodel can be 
seen in the hierarchical window. 
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The first step in building the network model is to develop the model of each local 
area network (LAN). EXTEND-4 provides the blocks necessary to construct the LAN 
model using communications component logic that was built based upon the Carrier 
Sense Multiple Access/Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) Fast Ethernet LAN architecture 
using the CAT-5 UTP 100 Mbps cabling system. All LANs are linked up together as an 
integrated wide area network (WAN) using the ISDN 128 Kbps/Tl Line 1.5 Mbps. The 
model descriptions are intended to provide a basic working knowledge of the model. 
1.       Generating the Message 
The messages for the network traffic come from the origin message hierarchical 
blocks in each LAN. Figure 10 shows the high level hierarchical block of messages 
originating at node 1, and Figure 11 shows detailed view or the layout of the submodel in 
the node 1 hierarchical window. 
This is where message 
originating at node 1 
and having undergone 
a collision are requeued 
fortransmitta! 
Figure 11.   High Level View of the Origin Message Hierarchical Block 
Node 1 represents the first 45 workstations at the Surabaya main Naval base 
LAN. The Surabaya main Naval base LAN has 225 computers that can be substituted to 




Figure 12.       Detailed View of the Origin Message Hierarchical Blocks. 
Each node generates messages that consist of e-mail, video conferencing, and data 
transfer with a certain amount of average message traffic rate already discussed in the 
previous section. The messages are generated by the "Generator" program block in these 
nodes with a certain message size that are defined by the Set Attribute program block. 
The generator provides items for a discrete event simulation at specified interarrival 
times.   Each block has a dialog box that allows for customization of its performance 
parameters. The parameters for the distribution arrival times are set in the dialog box. At 
the first run of the Simulation, the exponential random distribution with frequency 1 
second is used.  For the second run of simulation, frequency 0.5 second is used. Figure 
12 shows the generator program blocks and Figure 13 shows its dialog box. 
Figure 13.       Generator Prosram Block. 
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Figure 14.       Generator Dialog Box 
The "Set Attribute" block sets the specific attribute of items passing through the 
block. A "Get Attribute" block reads these attributes as the objects pass through the 
model, facilitating routing of the objects. Up to five attribute names and values may be 
assigned to an item with this block. The attributes may add to or replace existing item 
attributes. The amount of network traffic message size is specified with the value input 
connector at the dialog tab, and this is the message size that will be sent to all destinations 
over the network. Figure 14 shows the Set Attribute program block, and Figure 15 shows 
its dialog box. 
SetA(5) 
IDlfl 
Figure 15.       Set Attribute Block 
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Figure 16.       Set Attribute Dialog Box 
The probabilities of the messages that will arrive at each destination is set by the 
input random number block. The input random number generates random integers or real 
numbers based on the selected distribution. The type of distribution can be selected from 
among Uniform, Beta, Binomial, Erlang, Exponential, Gamma, Geometric, 
HyperExponential, LogLogistic, LogNormal, Negative Binomial, Normal, Pearson type, 
Poisson, Triangular, Weibuli, and Empirical. [Diamond, 1997] 
In our network design the type of distribution used is the "Empirical table". All 
message's destinations are appointed by its origin nodes. As mentioned previously, there 
are a total of 24 origin nodes and 24 destinations in the Indonesian Eastern Fleet WAN 
design that consist of the Surabaya main Naval base LAN = 5 nodes, the Indonesian 
Eastern Fleet headquarters LAN = 7 nodes, the Juanda Naval Air base LAN = 2 nodes, 
the Ujung Pandang main Naval base LAN = 4 nodes, the Bitung main Naval base LAN = 
3 nodes, and the Jayapura main Naval base LAN = 3 nodes.   Each node sends the 
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messages to all 23 destinations (not including itself) with a probability = 1: (24 - 1) = 1: 
23 = 0.043478. 
Figure 16 shows the Input Random Number program block, and Figure 17 shows 
its dialog tabs. The values of our message destinations are entered in the first column of 
the dialog tabs, and the probability (=0.043478) of that value is entered in the second 
column. The value column contains the various values that will be output. Probability 
describes the chance that value will occur. The probability only needs to have the proper 
values relative to each other, since Extend scales them automatically. 
Figure 17.       Input Random Number Block 
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. Figure 18.       Input Random Number Dialog Box 
2.        Ethernet Bus 
The messages are sent to the network via the Ethernet bus. Due to the 100 Mbps 
bandwidth (using Cat-5 UTP cable) the messages are delayed in the local area network 
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(LAN), represented by the activity delay program block. Each node senses the network 
and transmits only if the network is free. 
1 if busy 
0 if free 
«Channel 11 
C$£n it get a 1 
Close if ge; a 0 
Hi 






Figure 20.       Detailed View of the Ethernet Bus Hierarchical Blocks 
3.        Initial Local Area Network Configuration 
Message traffic generated from an origin node flows to the "first in first out" 
(FIFO) queue block (see figure 20), and then is sent to the Ethernet Bus in each channel 
where there is a sensor and detector to implement the channel access protocol of Carrier 
Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD). 
In the Ethernet bus (see figure 18 and 19) the messages pass through the activity 
service block. The "Activity Service" block acts as a gate. It passes an item only when 
the demand connector is connected and certain conditions exist at the demand input. This 
block serves as a conditional wait. It accumulates demand based on the values at the 
demand connector. When the demand input is 1 (greater than > 0.5) or when an item is 
pulled in at demand, the item input connector allows the items through 
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This is where message 
originating at node 2 
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for trarjsmittai 
Each node senses the 
network and transmits only 
if *e network is free 
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if messages collide, messages that have 
both messages are undergone collisions 
delayed and sent are sent back to their | 
back to their origins for 
originating nodes retransmiaal 
Figure 21. Initial Local Area Network Configuration 
this block. If this is 0, the items will not be allowed through this block. 
After passing through the activity service block, the message will come to the 
"Get Attribute" block. It displays attributes on items, then passes the items through. The 
attribute value is shown in the dialog and output at the A connector. As items are passed 
through the block, the block can either read or remove an attribute, and that attribute can 
be specified as the first attribute in the list or a named attribute. The name of the attribute 
to read should correspond to one of the names set in the Set Attribute block. 
Whenever the Get Attribute reads the attribute "message size", the items in the 
Ethernet Bus continue flowing via the FIFO queue to the Activity delay. In the Activity 
Delay the message is delayed due to the bandwidth 100Mbps.   If no collisions occur, 
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messages are sent to the combine block and continue to flow to the destination in the 
wide area network via the Cisco 1003 ISDN router. The CSMA/CD protocol is invoked 
to control all the different types of message transmissions. 
This is where message        Open if get a 1 
originating at node 1 Close if get a 0 
and having undergone 





Figure 22.  Flow of the Internal Messages within the Origin Node and the Ethernet Bus. 
If there is a collision, messages are delayed and messages that have undergone 
collisions are sent back by the throw block to their origins for retransmittal.  Figure 21 
illustrates flow of the internal messages within the original node and the Ethernet bus in a 
local area network. 
Internal messages must be sensed and detected. Both the sensor and detector 
work the bandwidth delay in the Ethernet Bus hierarchical block. If a message is being 
delayed, the sensor and detector will transmit the information. 
The "Select Discrete Event Output" selects the input item to be output at one of 
two output connectors based on a decision. The item at the input is passed through the 
selected output. The dialog has options for changing the outputs after a given number of 
items have passed and selecting based on the select connector. The outputs are selected 
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based on the choices in the dialog. In this network design we define that if it is 0, 
messages will route to destinations in the network. If it is 1, a collision has occurred and 
the message has to be retransmitted. 
0 = route to destination 
LOW 
If messages collide, 
both messages are 
delayed and sent 
back to their 
originating nodes 
1
 Bw H   After being delayed 
messages that have 
undergone collisions 
are sent back to their 
origins for 
retransmittal 
Figure 23.       High Level Resend Delay Hierarchical Block 
When messages collide, both messages are delayed and sent back to their 
originating nodes. A retransmitted message is resent to the identified catch block through 
the Resend Delay hierarchical block. Figure 31 shows the high level view of Resend 






Figure 24.       Detailed View of Resend Delay Hierarchical Block 
4.        Interconnecting the Indonesian Eastern Fleet Wide Area Networks 
Each LAN can be consists of two nodes, three nodes, four, and so forth.  Once 
LANs are created, they can be interconnected to construct WAN communication 
architectures of virtually any size.   Next Figures show the Extend-4 simulation model 
workspace of the Indonesian Eastern Fleet WAN design that consists of: 
Figure 25 shows high level view of the Indonesian Eastern Fleet WAN design 
Figure 26 shows detailed view of Surabaya main Naval base LAN 
Figure 27 shows detailed view of the Indonesian Eastern Fleet headquarters LAN 
Figure 28 shows detailed view of Juanda Naval air base LAN 
Figure 29 shows detailed view of Ujung Pandang main Naval base LAN 
Figure 30 shows detailed view of Bitung main Naval base LAN 
Figure 31 shows detailed view of Jayapura main Naval base LAN 
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Figure 25. The Indonesian Eastern Fleet WAN design 
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Figure 26.    Surabaya Main Naval Base LAN 
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Figure 27. The Indonesian Eastern Fleet Headquarters LAN 
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Figure 28. Juanda Naval Air Base LAN 
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Figure 29.      Ujung Pandang Main Naval Base LAN 
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Fiaure 30.    Bitung Main Naval Base LAN 
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Figure 31.       Jayapura Main Naval Base LAN 
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C.       TESTING AND SIMULATION RUN 
This section provides results of testing and simulation runs of our wide area network 
design. A simulation was run using the initial network depicted in Figure 24. All 
simulations run for a specified time. Extend-4 determines the duration of a simulation 
based on the values entered in the Simulation Setup dialog (see Figure 31); the duration is 
the period from the start time to the end time. 
Discrete euent    j continuous ] Random numbers ) Time unite jf 
Figure 32.       Simulation Set Up Dialog 
A Run was executed for 100 seconds simulation time which constituted about 660 
seconds real time, and 350 seconds simulation time which constituted about 2040 
seconds real time. We executed two simulation runs in each simulation setup. The first 
run of simulation we used a frequency distribution of 1 second that we set in the 
Generator program block at each origin node.   At the second run we use frequency 
distribution 0.5 second.   All communications that started and ended within an origin 
nodes and the Ethernet bus showed a delay equal to the message size divided by the 
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bandwidth. The "Solid Blue" line indicates the bandwidth delay and the "Gray Pat 
Green" line indicates the average bandwidth delay. The charts depict the delay according 
to time for each LANs. The vertical axis depicts the delay incurred for each message. 
The horizontal axis displays the simulation time. 
The charts on the figures 32 through figure 57 show some significant spikes in 
time delay during the messages flows in the network using WAN connection service 
ISDN 128Kbps and using Tl Line 1.544 Mbps. 
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Figure 33.  Delay Within Surabaya Main Naval Base LAN Using ISDN 128 Kbps 
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Figure 36. Delay Within the Indonesian Eastern Fleet Headquarters LAN Using Tl Line 
1.544 Mbps 
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Figure 37.  Delay Within Juanda Naval Air Base LAN Using ISDN 128 Kbps 
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Figure 38.   Delay Within Juanda Naval Air Base LAN Using Tl Line 1.544 Mbps 
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Figure 39. Delay Within Ujung Pandang Main Naval Base LAN Using ISDN 128 Kbps 
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Figure 40. Delay Within U. Pandang Main Naval Base LAN Using Tl Line 1.5 Mbps 
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Figure 41 Delay Within Bitung Man Naval Base LAN Using ISDN 128 Kbps 
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Figure 42. Delay Within Bitung Main Naval Base LAN Using Tl Line 1.544 Mbps 
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Figure 43. Delay Within Jayapura Main Naval Base LAN Using ISDN 128 Kbps 
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Figure 44. Delay Within Jayapura Main Naval Base LAN Using Tl Line 1.544 Mbps 
A total of four simulation runs were conducted.  The data is summarized in the 
plots and charts provided in Appendix A; the charts contain detailed message traffic 
reports for randomly selected nodes.   Run 0 was programmed for duration of 350 
simulation seconds using a frequency distribution of 1 second, which took 2040 seconds 
real time to accomplish.   Run 1 was programmed for duration of 350 simulation seconds 
using frequency distribution  0.5  second,  which took 2150 seconds real  time to 
accomplish.   Run 2 was programmed for a duration of 100 simulation hours using a 
frequency distribution of 1 second, which took 660 seconds real time to accomplish. Run 
3 was programmed for a duration of 100 simulation seconds using a frequency 
distribution 0.5 second, which took 660 seconds real time to accomplish. 
The  final   results  of the  simulation  showed  that  the  wide  area network 
communication architecture which consists of six FAST ETHERNET 100 Mbps LAN 
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configuration had minimal delays that caused by messages collisions and the load of the 
network traffic. The worst case of maximum bandwidth delay (indicated by solid blue 
lines) along the wide area network traffic is 5 minutes. However, these maximum 
bandwidth delays still within requirement limitations for the flows of network traffic of 
the Indonesian Eastern Fleet WAN. 
Tl Line 1.544 Mbps provides better results on the average bandwidth delay 
(indicated by the gray pat green lines). All charts showed TILine's average bandwidth 
delay is smaller than ISDN's average bandwidth delay which mean the network traffic is 
working effectively without too much messages collisions and delays. It was occurred 
because the Tl line 1.544 Mbps provides 12 x faster speed and the network is working 
more efficiently. The result of the tests and simulation runs indicated that the Indonesian 
Eastern Fleet WAN design either using ISDN 128 Kbps or Tl Line 1.5 Mbps is reliable 
and has a good performance in its network traffic management. 
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VII.   CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
An improvement in information systems will increase productivity, speed, and 
effectiveness of the Indonesian Eastern Fleet in accomplishing their tasks and missions. 
The Indonesian Eastern Fleet has to deal with many issues related to the fast 
improvement of the information technology systems. The existing information structure 
of the Indonesian Eastern Fleet must be optimized to handle fleet missions and tasks. 
The Indonesian Eastern Fleet network's communication system resources such as 
telephone, radio communications, microwave-link and satellite systems are still not 
linked for optimal data communication exchange to computer network systems in LANs 
or in an integrated WAN. Implementation of an integrated WAN using web-based 
technology is the best solution to utilize the existing computer communication systems in 
the Indonesian Eastern Fleet. 
The linkage of all main naval base LANs using ISDN WAN connection service 
provides a reliable computer communication network that can be used by the Indonesian 
Eastern Fleet to support all naval units in the eastern region with great effectiveness. 
ISDN connection service is inexpensive compared to other WAN connection lines such 
as Tl, T3, OC-3, OC-12, OC-48, or OC-192. However, it is already met the 
requirements of the Indonesian Eastern Fleet network. We can migrate easily to a Tl line 
1.544 Mbps connection service in the near future if the budget allocation is available in 
order to achieve better network performance and speed. Tl Line 1.5 Mbps provides 
robust and reliable network configuration to support the main goal of the Indonesian 
Eastern Fleet information systems. 
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The Indonesian Eastern Fleet should use a standardized LANs architecture to 
provide a responsive and uniform network environment. We recommend Fast Ethernet 
100 Mbps LANs configuration as a standardized LANs infrastructure for the Indonesian 
Eastern Fleet network. Fast Ethernet LANs configuration operating at 100 Mbps using 
CAT-5 UTP provides a reliable LAN technology that meets high demands for network 
bandwidth. 
To obtain the best performance of our network, we need to determine the 
appropriate hardware and software compatibility that meets the Indonesian Eastern Fleet 
network's requirements and allocated budget. Inexpensive is the keyword in designing 
our network. However, effective local area networks (LANs) and an integrated wide area 
network (WAN) are required to achieve connectivity of the Indonesian Eastern Fleet 
Network. Web-based network management using HP Open View should be implemented 
to monitor and control the operation of the network to ensure that they always run 
properly. SNMP was recommended to allow future growth toward remote WAN 
monitoring to assist fleet operations. Using the Web brings efficient communications and 
provides faster action in carrying out the tasks and missions. 
There are great advantages and benefits in designing and evaluating the 
Indonesian Eastern Fleet WAN using EXTEND-4 software simulation program. Using 
EXTEND-4 we measure specific performance variables of our network design in a 
quantitative fashion. The result of simulation runs of network traffic that consists of 
email traffic volume, video conferencing network traffic, and data transfer traffic volume 
indicates that the WAN communication architecture that consists of six FAST 
ETHERNET 100 Mbps LAN had minimal delays caused by messages collisions and the 
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load of the network traffic. Tl line 1.544 Mbps connection service provides better 
results on the average bandwidth delay compared to ISDN 128 Kbps. Tl line has faster 
transmission than ISDN resulting in less messages collisions and network traffic working 
more fluently without too much bandwidth delay. The worst case of maximum 
bandwidth delays showed at the delay within Jayapura main Naval Base LAN using 
ISDN 128 Kbps (figure 42) along the network traffic is 5 minutes. This maximum 
bandwidth delay is still within requirement limitations of our WAN traffic flows. 
From a total of four simulations run that we conducted, we concluded that the 
Indonesian Eastern Fleet WAN design either using ISDN 128 Kbps or Tl line 1.5 Mbps 
was reliable and had good performance in its network traffic management. In this 
simulation, an increase in delay can readily be seen at the last LAN, which is Jayapura 
LAN, which showed that the delay climbed sharply caused by the load of the network 
traffic. We recommend the users of the Indonesian Eastern Fleet WAN define their 
destination address by priority in order to avoid the network traffic jam and overloaded 
messages traffic at the busy working time. 
The basic configuration of the Indonesian Eastern Fleet wide area network has 
been built and tested in this thesis. The implementation of web-based network 
management will maintain and manage our network to run properly and to operate in 
optimal condition. An area of future research is designing and building mobile platforms 
networks for supporting operational fleet units including warships and aircraft. Life 
cycle costs that involve personnel and training need to be included in future research in 
order to obtain the main goal of an effective and efficient naval fleet. Strategic 
management needs to take a strong and active leadership role in developing all of the 
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infrastructure to gain a benefit from information technology. The improvement of 
information technology occurs rapidly and we cannot avoid its influence to our systems. 
Information technology systems, especially computer communication networks, always 
improve and keep changing to give performance with time. 
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APPENDIX A.  NETWORK DESIGN MODEL 
This appendix contains the high level view and detailed view of our local area 
network design model. The functionality within the model are shown by the low-level 
design model. Each block is displayed along with the detailed design of the block on the 
ensuing page. We displayed hierarchical blocks design to layer the model of all blocks. 
This appendix illustrates the configuration model of messages traffic flow in our Fast 
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jchoases an output based on 'select* ualue     I 
Top output is chosen bg "select" - [8  
Bottom output is chosen bg "select* =   T 
Invalid "select" tralue: Ichooses top output 
<*■ Decision is made before item enters Select block 




Select Output Dialog Box 
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After being delayed messages 
that have undergone collisions 
are sent back to their origins for 
retransmittal 
Messages Thrown for Retransmittal 
iinm Tarow Em 
J Specify catch bloc»     .Comments") 
Sends items to a Catch block 
without using connections 
OK 
For Catch block group: [NODE 1 HcaBcel 
<? Specify Catch block by label 
p5lF J 
C Specify Catch block by attribute ualue 
attribute name: |N00E I ! 
1   Äftrib \fr!u* rcaich Bsocfcl ! Dtpvturtr fyfcj 
0         I      ._J                .       • 
:;     1       •   -     .                  ,                  —i 
2    _!_          ...         '.. _       .   j 
<i      I                                    I                 ' 
&  j_ 




J? Rlso shorn Catch block numbers 
Helpl J&. 
Throw Block Dialog Box 
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Messages that < 
are sent through the 
system to the destination 
Get Attribute Messages Destination and the Router 
,£} £xtea4 
£h   g»   Paar   HKU   X«t £>&»   §»  Sialw   E«k 
MM 
I attribute    |{tesults 1 anttnate i Comments i 
: Looks at and optionally removes 
attributes in items. 
attribute name:  idestination    t 
<? Bead attribute 
C Dead and remoue attribute 
OK 
Cancel 
If no attribute is <• a nollalue 
found, the output is: C the number = m 
!~ Set item uaiue to attribute (copy item) 
; I- "delta" treats missing attributes as a change 
■ T~ Do not retain attribute value between items 
USSS _1T 111ÜZ35 
Get Attribute Dialog Box 
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LOWB 
Bandwidth Delay Within the WAN by ISDN/T1 Line Connection Service 
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APPENDIX B.  NETWORK TRAFFIC TESTS AND SIMULATION 
RUNS DATA 
This appendix contains the result of our network traffic tests and simulation runs. 
The graph displays the delay experienced within each of the tested network design over 
the period of the model. The data shows the arrival time of the message and the delay 
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_ 3 X 
P«:  gapUKaiy   Hodd  T«xt   geäne   §21  Sjaäow   HeJj> 
df [455H S«*syaaana8srsibsseLAN:-: 
H 
35 
■•Solid B.. tEPS j>s.-jSr«?3t...   8--,;iime 
1.4.3338«3227476;0.0S«7S314S20S?: 
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Run 0, Data Delay within the 1st LAN 
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Run 0, The 2nd LAN, Using Simulation Set Up 100, Mean 1 sec, ISDN 128 Kbps 
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rcT Run 0, Data Delay within the 3m LAN 
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Run 0, The 5in LAN 
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 5. 4.8SCOO0OCK-0O5 4.560OC0O0*-OO5                                                             4.65030000*-005 4.5SOOOOOOe-005                                           
bJM?2S*i            63272571                                                                  SÄZiZST-         .  0Ä73Ö37   _   _ _  
21           Ö£4574:3           0.0457413                                                                  0.027257t         _0.0_!365iS5  
3 |_ 7,51462703^ 4.65ÖOtts6*-005                             .   .    .    _ Cj457-"f._ _ 0.03852275 _ .__ _ _ 
"i\''sÄä'^W5^'4.eMX3ÖSt'K» '            ~   "                                  0~Ö457413            ÖJ0243435            
512: .083254309556 4.6SOOC:iCCW-C05                          , 7;J. 4827SS9049 C .0243840333333   _   _    
462793S04S ""'" "cii3273025 "~ 7111111    7,1   
0220325354 ~ ci><S2846''5 '   .    _,. 
s bs.s^ csi4i'2«3 i.s&oocoooe-OM    _  _         _ _ __"*. 
'"7lS7>iOMS!S«7« i.eÖOCabOe-O!»'"'         "         ~   ~               9.K 
3 i                     100 4.66000X0*005                                                         »-« 022C325384          0.01452774. 
»433068717 " "014537» ~ ' " "   3!               "                                                                                                     i*'.Ä 
101                                                                                                                       i5.5SSW330e8717           0.01210755 
■"'- -          i■■-1                                                                                                             2' SSS2W8ÜSe5«oii22C53!«5t7 
12                                                                                                              2I.93S26430S5S6           CJJIO«!/ 
"          13]'"                                                                                                     33.6" ,0954' !253B.01CI4J33J7 '«9                              ,   ,   ... 
14        '                                                                                                     33.5' !«54''!2«S      0.0ü»i593>25 
15;                                                                                                             «.!»3345~ 52327      0.ä»iS5Ö375                                                  
' ""   "   ~    is I                                                                                                             46J&3345152S27 0.0:8 :472333333       _ ._   
17 47.500523270573 0.003:52411:111 
13 ■47.530623273973           0.007337;.' 
13 51,8848342334«          0.00734133 
JO •■: ri-r,.;-. •;.'•- » ;%^-4..^.x-;: 
21 r552S»:88Ö?517 C.0086735272'727 
22 55.2S23'S5Ö75'?        Ö'isOS'2237S 
23 •,•- 55:: \55;'.:■:• :::.-■ ;r;5: n:. 
£4 _                                                                                      55.559112559527 OJXI585473076S2 
25 .»Ä227K»äB.s.öJ5eäS3iis5<e. 
25 SS.222278353204          0.0052545                _ _   
27 '87.7 066813474« 0.C052574785714                                                           ; 
0S6S-3474S          0,00400533 23 I-                                                                                                                                167 7 
23 .71.413152727545 0.0044100386857 
30 "" ~"                                                                                           71,413152727645     0.00450320625 
31 33.« •2275810323     C.00480« 11S75 
2275313329 0.0043351705332 32 r~   ~   "   ~                                                                       :S3.a 
33 100 05043051705332 
J 
tti Run 0, Data Delav within the 6   LAN 
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jSiEstead ' 
Sie   gää   tjbsaiy   Model   X«»*   £*&»   S»   2«ä«r   S«S» 
-    JM-.—   -" ^^ — — „ ^  
1 JÄ fl»3 Siaib«?a.M«aiKssrdBaseiAN                                    ■"" \ gPllI 



























0                    10                   20                   30                   40                   50                   SO 
Um« 
:^—.    — Solid BUa«               GrayPar S«1         —~ Graypas Gre*n      .-". SGrayPat Stack 
TO              so              as 1C 
Sc 
Run 1, The 1st LAN, Using Simulation Set Up 100, Mean 1 sec, Tl Line 1.544 Mbps 
p$ HÄemÄ ' hSlxl 
£» Äii«ADüO^\l-4: •; : 
j ^i [459] S«at)«yiMsatNi-ralBase LAN'' r ^^^^^^B #-jDtxl 
il Point Numb«riPlTtme            l~!Soätd Si...   J^jTim« pr^lGrsvPat...   sZ-Tim*            8: -'GravP« ...   «:,■ Tirrje            4- , ^ÖrsvSa— 0 !0.4782«XX733»0J»«K>]333333; :0.4782600473386:0.0040'>Oi333333 ■ i :^JJI5OKS»K :.-JCB::O»-CK i LÄ595Ö5«ÖW'0\Ö04Ä5333333 
:■ ::-.Ä'^i-:-7 r^«ÄJfo«-o?f • ."MiKKM«: :;.:<. :5«w 
; :r:Li;a5:-Ji-;         tmrsrx. : ij202K rs~7: ;;:..- :w«v.i- 
~ ::;-r2o::r-*i;: :.-ocx.>;j*-cr}; :.:? ?.v:c !■: 727 c.: :■: xr. Z^M± 
513.47230584374:12:          oiiS^W' -..SJi^as:«:?; ::e-*ir77-7; 
8 5.1«7T77«»J032280U«S23: 7r;:2SKS:457-!: ;;:i:;:xvx 
7 «570säM05SiÄ 7.04bÖci>0Ö*3Ö5: :i::7ij:2i-r.: :j;:5:;-x:.:';: 
s 7;85M570S6SSS50.0034740317583:: 3.0377202284432 O.O0!322i8S6e67: 
s 7.vKS7-.'-ii;-!:: j.so<o-.3--.^o: ;3.4r230864374i: 
: 4,-22« <:4- 
0,00!S0010«5887: 
10 s.i93S334i6sii i: 7.C<COCOO&H£S 0.00150O0888SSS 
11 ■; :.»,•««» :.■:•-?•--.■ ;;.-5i: 5.t»?77?3 0.00203309C8777 
12 I9.9S3470SS29723 7.04000000«^05 5.1977773   0J301746835038: 
13 S.9920589134593           0.002389« '5.87Ö6C1»4053194 03017559921809 
14 10.18478407889& 7MO0C000e-0O5 ■5.3?060940631S40.0ai5373SSI5S3ä 
15 11.2349 WÖXI07S829S4: 192 - '.■.■:■*.■-■:*-*■■.: - 30:wr-;:-:-.:i 
18 11.871100484421: 7.04DOOOOO<^OOS; !7.8514570«e88W 0.0017525530025 
17 12.5803893084050.004010133333* '7,332978839241 i'Ä Öß'iis 1233728: 
18 12.77212382018* ?J34COOOOO*-0O5 17.S8297S8SS24- 1:0.0019733! 10356: 
13 13.52713OKO.B0333911S475? : 8.198833<*Tä9!t fliÖ19SS5'td35S; 
20 ,13.?5850!83S334C.01?S013S84522: = 8.193S33410»110.0018048S457?8ä 
21 15,785027205358.            0,0023898 !9.C8S26«69SSSS«:0i)13152528S283: 
22 18.0SS5SSS03S    OÄS371702577 :9^2<^9»SSi0'jJ120ä843S0l76: 
23 1S.2773328SS512:           0JJ0238« 9.95347I^'2S723,0.0128«2349«343: 
24 l7.357sisß&34 7J3«OOOOftwOOS : 9.9534708528723^2111344788318: 
25 18.23887074088:0.0031888888867: :S.892ÄS13Ä;Ö'ilt3i82a20!82: 
28 18.944183160427:0.0391478798283 :9.SS205S9l3469e:Oil105098425S85' 
27 19.324788946983: ?J)4C0000ae-005: !M.lS47ä4S78SS50Ül05148711579. 
23 53.547345937215'0.0«1998S66687 : rälS478«?8e»ä:0.0sSi3S797«4l 
29 20.74588876572: ?Ü4COCOO£MS05: : 10,950629273772:0.0088185730807, 
30 20.792893527034.0:2883980168331. &95Ö6»2?3?72:ÖS:2C48122S32: 
31 20.900294317506; 7D4000000e-005: 11534870*0 JS098S509752S8 
32 22.7S5509693?S1:0.008612334>787 11.2349704:0.0091153*59018: 
33 22.765560843981: 7JJ4008000c4K>5. :11,S7110S48442"liD,009T!9«27Ö783:                          ! 
34 32.457921071453           0.0023896: 111,371100434421: 0.008812386835 
 ; (     s       jv      ■ *^ Iv^Ä^nrTl^tirt ftf>«<<T«,?rtT?m*-,        .,..,,,.:,,,,,,.-'., 




Kh   gjü   lAaxy   gpdd   X«*   ß«Hae   S»   23»»äcw   Hefe 
lADOaÄ\L-ü: 
i| [4331 SteAw»MAH«rt BwlARtj 
ex 
:-lofx| 
Poirs Number? So:id S Tirr* GrayPat ...    4 - 
35 133.2133454855540.0001993588687 
"35 JS!»»SI"57793 7.0«009ÖO«-005 
' 37! 38.10S2C235125 C~.0O31998565887 " 
~38|SS.2788«088032 7.040OOKXX-CO5 " 
39 133.395095469735 ü 033 {998586657 
40 J40.23753577157? "        0~.C322846 
" «1 |43.?935! 1200424 7.0«COO0O3«:c"05 
42 J41 797780534432 CJ3031S9S5655S? 
"43 |44"78351!028?37 7.040'!>O0Ö0«-OOS 
44144:975793593782 0.01356522989:1 " 
' «5 145:660757793762 0XI04775853371? 
45 i 45 904507273341 ?.0«ÖO3O3«-0O-5 
" 4?l46:"s35695484!53 0.003199866*5887 _ 
•"^'r^j3^;2452733S 7^^c6cÖCC^-CÜ5 _ 
' »'S4i«Ms»7*7-öir«"ä»«ä!«rä';" 




~MiM'Ä73äÖ4««l*  i?M33M7S27«r 
S3 159.007459980948 C3728350230S51 
5S !59.137?06!14m0.0041409?83S37_ 
12.:4?7S43?1421 0.0035157977951   p 
' i:.:«7J407j«J fl.00$_:«32S2;227 
12.5.30339308405 0.00307434:7718 
12.5303892C"5405 0.0079556245832 _ 
12.77212382015« 0.00795S1445832 
'12.772128320153 0,0075301377935 'J 
12 7S5S9SS23285 0.0075334901745 
12 7SS199S2323J 0.0072387863755  " 
1042481830:449 0.007241935375S 
;ö.424si93fl':449 ö.0D8927i~i7Tiss 
'•3.527:303 0.0070655440061 J 
10.527:308 0.0887722005058 " 
13753501533334 0.0075014254413 
b.?53S3!S3:r334C',C072013SS4207 _ 
S>S5£!2?23KSe C.C072S6S524737 " 
:
-5"78ä2720J38e. (TctTÖ 1M!K4C?4_ 
"~ «.Mb593M35C^CÖVv532?75>2*" 




rSJ»S7»7?l IM cias^'iSOS«« _ 
" '573578' Jpäif 24 Ö.KwSjsi»15?* 




60 !59.2213641S0?O5 ?.O4OOO0C%OO5 _ 17.46888771215 CÜ08183281313 
1?.5373«SSS902 0.COS1655527358 
JK!82.«5««S72817_7JM»MM*«!» ,, 
S3TM/«231<Si55«»*™ _""?£023SiB ^ 
17.537348559902:0.0059723792613 
13.23S67S7418S8- 0.OOS07287509«S__ 
641 S4.840180S9t?5 7.040l»0C3j:CM 
£5 SMS 532302755607 0.0040131333331 
IS J3S870741SSS-0 ÄMffiSMSSTW 
"i'S. 944lST80427 0507075^3937 ™ 
13 944188160427 0.0088570464398 
$7!6S.15169j(38SI85 7SytßßXOgO!»_ 
~S3'i89J2SS7352S9Ö3*'7iMÖÖB£KJ0^01» 







£3c   g£t   y»ay   Hpfel   lect   B«fi»   Sm   ®i>ara»   Http 
I QliäSMäf:: Xi OI9»i fe£;£3*S>& * 
ii um Sw*w*MÄN«vdBas*lAHJ:: 
IitÄBOQiS\;iSfi: 
gwJSHf tu .- - O  x 
?cxrtjb*rö*r nmt frTsoikTs"'"." "2   .jfimt "ä^töf^vPa. GravPai . 
70 752015X74752« C24597542471W 
7i -s.w.-zx.'-i:: -i±x?:>c:: 
72 73J»5Ö«18«2JpÖ40l0i3332-33~ 
'74>5-il2577«!S '7i4DÖ00DO«-ä>5 
74 75.912387313502 "_ 0.0023898 
"75 77"773äD7947929 ÖjiÖSSWStÖWIS _ 
"■: ":•- r4.'42;.;5<44 - :-*:;.2;c*•;;-'. " 




3it32~Ö5Ö345SS5Ö4        '""oi023S96 " 
'32te~f5594(279S37 ISÄSOSÄ-flSS 
S7.1355äv7055840£0319S3888«57 
 ;233C243"3322 " £ä?2Ö»B " 
3S^0S324547KB o'iiösäMSSJwes 
V.-rsiir::":-: ".•i*:iÄ->;-: 35 











99.3570S3047S37    0.7335S939485_ 
99.803359547937   0.312532177845 
9S.35137362S782 7J340OCO0Ot:0O5 
IX 7JMOOCaO0«-005 






" 20792SSSS2?0»4C'i"l35'ib7239ia5 _ 
2Ö''.9M2943"i>SK Ö"i)>'i»T2529i>457_ 
" a.9C02943T7{O8 o'i?817'«7'i,«8295'" 
" 2l'Ät42SSre'rÜ ÖJ;317S47'5S2Ö«'_ 
2j"p0'i42397»i 1 Öi'l'235509336:5"" 
22"<O05S33«3S^Öil-2*55S154347" 
22.«Ö5833«3«SS 0.0' 25507X78 ;i 






25.479407033413'     D.011S8J832S 
.25.479407033413 0.0115075840553 











5.583331157793 0Ü103S12413321 _ 
35.10320235125 0.01044277S82W 
3S.I0320236125 0ilIC2457434025 
> ■7V0-3*lv«rt*«*VM.^ mivvtT*«*-?«^. 
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i _& p23H] ThtlxwfeeiesiaaEsstemnHqiÄil 

























Gray Ps Green 
50 
Um« 
~ SGcjyFn: Black 
J& 
■>nd Run 1, The 2 u LAN, Using Simulation Set Up 100, Mean 1 sec, Tl Line 1.544 Mbps 
dk Stand 
13»   ~St   J*änsiy   SoW.  X«xt   QiSn   gas   Sgniw   S«3p> 
_   ~! X, 
-Si P271] TheIndoaeäaaE«st«anHqLÄN: 
PÖirtf NÜnifoerä T^ff jSoliä 81.. '1W'" g(-TcravP3* - Time :^>aypat . 0ü:0SSSS6««S«7;0.0101»9S5«8e6?_ 
0^Öl8i»Ä?;6,02i''S57iS65S«7:''' 
 3 ! 




.- c 55:«c-_-=c;-: :tc-x:'.z;:--z 
JUZZTZ^^aiäsi       "b'SSess. 
5' ■:•««-.--: ;.":■!»'.—,;:-; 
«1öS?^i»M!^?;o~^r!!W5?5^:12_Zl_ ZZZZ__ZZZZZZZZZZ ~ Gisra2e94'üj4W84!sss7 
?t!i3SS^ld7529:'?isröäiO<icS«: ~ i0.460«S^äSSi'6x?«^Ä«Wi 
Fj2.ib>SlK2^13%.'lWÖ)23333333. " '6<»7223380feBJaS82MKä3i& 
'L _ H7S523'äjM»Sra«ääS~       _     ' :"_  ;' _ ~53sSä5*TSäiä>a>7p» 
.«ÄldiSb^bTaTlSijcSäT»'™'"    ZZZZ "~" Z"     Z L7Z   I-Ö~.'5»5ÖS?0.S35Si»5587S2; 
95OTioTiis;Tisöä»öoi(«»'    ~'~ _ ~_ '  SiissiÖKÄwdäiSseässbsf 
i2]s552^77^«rSiiö4miSaSS;'""     "          ": iöji88WM<«8w;~5[MictTOräw»; 
3.JM2SJ!0«75*¥i«00!X)6*30*       Z__ZZ_'I  __ ;"5.239^!S7S2VÖi2S32822!33e5 
5'.6£Äf3SÄis?iÖiÄ"5JÖ?"2äwJ;'™Z_  ",          I Z   Zj'<^239»^iSSM;Ö52S!3ÖSi£W!i 
S.<a^fr7srä51*3.Z»ä>äo6e4»5 r.^ärö2-g25gCJ2&7343l5»6: 
sSl3Wi7»«M:£2S^M»l)e5iM^"_-_3 "~_J' ZZZZZZZZ" ^"'twV«2329tS0JÖ7S7?77S«iS 
s.'irsBMSÄSKÖSiainieäöBTS' " "     f~    '      ~    ~'£SÖ75i5323i»w;öi2'»3i»sii5ra6: 
;3rä»7T2S37<g. ~i2&xßä$*-ms'~~ "" T  ; "* ~ ~27i77wtt'S'ätä'ii4ii$M*? 
75ew:2s«MS57iö«ä!«3i6cä: __~ " "   '    tSfTt^-isaiömmi 
82»iaäiBä«äTO 85aö5Saöi>Uiös    '   '""""'~' ;2\äwSiäl533i?^yii378Sä!ri5337: 
sJüsSSewMiröMÖSä'iDiä«; L__ZZZ ^^J'iSSäJJWÖ'.ö^mEsJiff 
?.«Bl«K^32;0I)92sb«ä'i72S5~ "! .3i!SÄ^To"lhS!ÖJ»«KK)J8SSlÄ 
f .isäsissssiissäs s2?»Miätkäo»"^_Z21 Z ZZ_ ZZZ.ZZ" ZZZS""***™" »äcJreiawMTsa*' 
lb^5W«HS^!ä3M3Ö59»«'<W:' ~ '      _:"__ ~"~        Si52«77TO<3!iÖ"jJ3223SW!]p' 
^^MMBKiwÄsJäioöaiäSiÄ       ZZZZZZf   '~'ZZZZZZI:2352«r7^«ilo:'Ö29S4Ö28JsÄ 
%J5J^W«7«Si!K)0äl00e*05:_      ~ "__ ~'Z '3j5«Ö»8«Si>7»0JB279«»5338» 
' ■2^5fe»oii5ö56»>TOZ_rrZ Z_ Z Z Z_    l_;"Ti^393äKSK£S!>S«iffl?7S" 3a|?zis6^!s»87!g>siM»Sjo9Soi>5;       ' '""    ~ r' " nüMjraÄ^B'iäSSzäKWjS!' 
Z*li2Ä"ij»i3ÖMiWÖÖ««13»6».~™ ZZZZZZ ZZZlTZZ;ä-«»ÄS*«ÄS7:i3ia#7bi57S3S': 
321 !3j»75275542S2ä sisoäboSSSM;- _f_ ,3^Jwäm>KS7^sJra>iSiäsoeirö% 
"ss j'^ 'ljisii7^,owääJßäi^~~~^ """   • _ ZZZ" ZZZT*^^^237S72Jt:diÄS»«r7ä»i 
^ra.83ii85»i«y"85ä558aräi?iii»" "       "  ;5S»»^s?wi!SE^^^i^:' 




53 - Run 1, Data Delay within the 2nQ LAN 
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Fite   S»   feä«»y   Scxkl   lest   2«SJK   »ra   Sjnäwr   Et!? 
i| .11271] Tl»iaioö«iä»Esit«mHHqlÄS::; 
lAnaa^fcff 














53 ij 8S8*'S0>—9* 
' jl'l IS 97S«Ä?«2? 
"pT2x!7™3f4Y8450427 


































"~ 4.8632305 ßX2937S!522788 
 4.9632305" 0X279073*4685 _ 
5.0070817285395' 0X27St 1489855 
5.0070S1728S395 0X285823711095 ~ 






S.C64734225974* 0 X236578328578 
" '5'.b6473422S97440X227113275435 " 
' 6 93795213959?« 0X22714*435435 
"'S.'S37952~bS5S75 CX2i 34;ÖO34072" 
7.55S55i'Ä^55b.02^5?44':43S72 
" ?.5«SS5'"256S6S5 0i!238«42S~ :SÖ3 
' 8 .»"19833205733 Ö"C23SS732'"5;*07 
" S" JsTäSÖ82Ö57S3 Ö"X223?2X8036S? _ 
" S'.S'mlscsssess 'öSSHsissSis''" 
J 
3.311S15XSSS«85:0X253142O6533! 
" S.'Ä'f4!5»33S 8.bS«!7SS7337i" 
'4.831291031879 S.290000O-005 S.48Ü14IS333332 0.027567337481» 
5897305765 0X0433413 S.S2918S151455S   0:32757B^5pSE_ 
3.5291851514555 0.0286307810937. 
8X35395351823*0.0266334552932 
; .035338351 «94.0,0253498070X123 














29.218483727095 3X0642S99«-e05 10.64099538935 0.043335*391098 
29.558192327095 0.25S55437e016_! 10.84093535935 0.0468923388343._ 




Hk   ££t   öbaay   U.oM   X«ct -B«S>»   £s   Wä&w   Et!? 
lä(3SliBä;*iO!G«s^::ES5W..'A' &!' 
ig [1271] ThelndoMsiaaEastemHHqLAHi 
lÄaQQÄSi-:«:: 
Point Number 
29.884:14160428   0.340574230541 
3J).69'0sT5883762'"'l"bb3e93565i58'"" 
31J3414S9C8761 ÖX083531333033 
3' .93«F«29 i 278 "S^ÖOÖÖbiSlbS 
•,:.:c:4:i;»vji :.:j??ir54-:2i 
'32!7i'6637b6042S 0_X'l39735S3 JOS~ 
337139448593762 ÖX1591579Ö785* 
_ 9137132281« "3i»obbobb«-b05' 
34.456935693782 Ö.S 124583232197 ~ 
34.sbt9«3327338 'sioOOÜöbÖfrÖ!» _ 
34780S2277Sl335 0X079818888867 " 
















t2:56858'i306705 0X543 !49S53£>42_ 




36.150053480429 0X092523055234.j> 12 SSI 354306154 0X524898537525 
3S.23S1430S2513 S^SO0000O«-qO5 13.057527554232 0X524715373434. 
38.271399380429 1.8113484013043 13.057527554232 0X513055038891 
37.009818260428 0.0033410637147 13J877805 0X514593100018 
33 154599311158 S.29O3O0OÖ<!:OD5 13.3677905 0X503408293495 
38.300004584855 0.0043341i£33S33_ 13,831535591937 0X503424315235 _ 
39.3'ii284S2!195 S^9000000«-C05 1S.S315S55S1937 0X4S271315959t 
39.585909133794.0.0125538833038 14.00SS512126970X4B273C7973S9 
40,154843734404. 8-29000000<?.095 I4.D05S51212S97 0X43248557293; 
4-,J3SS633S3762     0.59647240232 14,555457538368 0.0433472834044 




: 14.383223153832 0X484150355882: 
43.807432122431 0X031993SS8eS7% 
«"5Ä92S7Ö98 0'.'i285'7463Sg79 " 
:14.9330S2865S23;o.04641889S8832 
14.833082965823 0,04550858241 SS 
43.942386627098 0 X13671167948S •15.173671233334.0X4SS093120303 
44.X3443371417 8.2800O0O0«-C05 ■15.17387I2333340X47S708714143 
44.19311S010101 OX043341333333 _ 15.503479333334.0X480708294279 
44,22-402380425 0.r.3097«5S3J_02 _ 
44 r-'.-irf-tr;...-.; :.sc:74-.'-i-..: 
<15.50347S333S34.0,047163332S45; 








i J& RZni The InäossftsJsaEsstäsaHHqi&N 
JM1 
1B *1 
üme .rSo^id Si. ZiiJSfayfV.. iifm ■^GrsyPat. 
108 45.333315121759 6.W798T8865SS7 
" iiör<7\04fM25K72iÄi»DÖSÄ 
...„„..,|„»„„j___ ,._^__^_„.. 
"?« 47JS 04S22!8Ö:6TäÄÖMÖÖViÖW'" 
■ •'»? 4S.CW»eTsS27Ö» 5.0OS«3.SiC«SS" 
114143.2:2532278494. s'.2SÖ!»oäOe.DS5 ' 




"tf i'4«374452Ä9Ö55 '?^29ä»OÖ0*i!K~ 
''ii3T«j'.?äi«7S3!«S1 MÖ»«';4S7734!2 " 
"MT<S3081«e«ä*8Öi 'S.'29'0ÖÖiMÖS-l>Öi 










































51 ,3S5580247S15:O.S!«9118B2258i; 1S.57732S3S342  0,042553154619; 
52.2»S341JS0943;0.22734eS888238 19,843258093352.0.0425584380037; 
52280333114281: 8.2236993855451 !9.S«25«0S3S52.0il41Sl«9C:55!: 
52.585505145838! 3.29000000««» i iS.8S841sa87194;ü.04yi8?83459» 
ä2.98312S34?SlS;0.C«S52S8289235. i 19.S884I8087S940.041381 150501 is 
53.141Qie38O348!0.34C37452?843ä; i 18^79*CS77S7e 8,04!4559733388: 




























^j|5st«ad g^s mm 
Ji 0371] Ti«Ii«ionesisaE«st«aHHqlÄKl 
Point Kumb«rs: ~tm* ■äSoliSBS,. 
144 57.5189497809480.292388588105, 






M x':;r: !«i.i : —587{;;i?« 
8SJC7fssM-:i ?iÄ:eo:>cj^ 
!)j-«::t:; — :*: 4-<7^7- 
Ärw«»71«8S''0il22sT«320929:~ 
'8r7ä7J31»«7815,ß JS 1"19«452«»« "" 
•:'«:7ii««;7 ; jc"-*i:ti-a' 
•2 KJ!f !E57i! •! 2wCX.C>-0^ 















" :*sr:M:x-*7i: j4-«%-.-: :;-" 






















: c-:r'^!i;;«-7v " 
:27.27152«8S1S32iO.D47a3583J0746! 
8853a597D4?6ie!0J5!35870262417: j27J97SO5«378!!0J)47',«3«347894 
S?.3S12383$SSSi SiSOlOOODe^aii :27.3978!»«378i'BJMe81163SS«7* 
87.2SSS73814£«i0i)7ää2(!ä48»45l; '2? .588225027094 D.ü«}54243t3191, 
•4 83.831238845355; 8590i»30i)<!*05i ;27.53822S027085:0iMe9e3134940* 
•5 89.1«7857847«2SiD.1138(»J8ä31S2; 27.991408093761 0«5012425C221S: 
17S !89.33457S9eS057;oil!005784S0458 :27.9S14BS0837611SJJ4S56;0583S91: 





*m FartftTV? ~ 'Üi I i^M Tgfxl 
i| 1^1] Thefcrttaes^EsstemRHql^a! i_[öfxi 


















~2ÖT >" 7?#5ÖWt54Z2 














































" SIJÖF* 8887359 
































207jS0,03?50SS024?2 S-MOCOOCOe-qM :34.6E194332?336 0.0743842783681. 
~209T80,358800088157 " o3tÖC782:ie5T 
;34.6C1S4332733S 0.0738550477388 
5 0.0737318750414 
"  :"8.28C300Öbc-305- 
34.SC82277S1335 0.07303S2S13148 
211 180.7514082! ■34 784708027095 0.0303255878518 
212 iSI .3401881812540.4642801855327 34.784709027085 0.C3551881S6722 
213 181.587531814587 0.63043508844SS 





±1   
215 i82,137432«746«:0.004834!3: .34.982788118237 0.0847285103823 
ii&sXaA 
Tik   gast   Lisay   Eo&l   I«t   B«&»  'gart   SJodow 
iäjSSKieB-.:XICI]ia!li£ä.ßa!*lL:A'Ä3Si- 







































■: -i'.3Kv> :y. 








































88.91350471480! 0«6875329e0417 33 ^000045646550 J»478S723i434 
S3.9I8236727952 3i9000000«-005 . 38.311254921185 0.09478743!8954_ 
).9571375812870.6511191477154 _ 39,311284821195   0.0S3S84148378 








"233T90.Sm5S3S;2i57 oJssjeS«J334J 1 
"~2'Stsi 'o398"iss7o'is7'' s .2äoöoobo*-bä5 
40.154843734404 0 J3925230S24347_ 
402S78S41S9327.0J392523733288! 
40 2S78S419S327 0*817591239022_ 
241 182.545394347835 2,7713042283n8_ 
''2äl*s2'!^7be|57S35 2.T«i«iäMb358 '_ 
~243 rs"2.38S346464C31: 8-2SC0Ö00bVoÖ5~ 
41.338883893782' 0.0S6SSS84SS363 
41.335S5SS93782 0.095898! 187234 
41.789000860428 0.1003473224538 
244 I93.6557343S12S8 0i)303D30S 18429 41.799000880429 0.0395314805638 




247 i94.7834259!4602 0D0S7757645557 _ 





250 188.172488591308 S.28000000«H305 43,584830563429 0.0971S30571C35 
251 i87i7S318047837,0.B07S2250S7334 ,43,5O743212243li0.C!972184528707 
143 
£sä3a& 
^ {2271J Tfc»Iadtaae^Hast*mHK(||Ak;<' 
iADOOAX K«i 
nix 
 :  =,.lMI*i. 
Time jSolici Si...   Sii.Cint« ume :Gf3VP£ ... 
25". S7,2?S37Sp<?S3? 0jD3?S22eO8733^ 
' Jszte'SSpSiS's c'ßäÄK«??™ 
' 253TsQÖ'^?!«CKD.82I2iS6SÖ««'''' 
' j34 «Ö5»21?7VSS*52 ?3»Ö5ÖÄ5»f' 
255l8S"S48«&?SS? U£0Ä8S!KS':4K 
'"äFrss.«2B';24«s?lTbTO«55!5är" 
;:> v; r;;.4~4-v;- ■ :;:.:K:-.W;C ;44.SD344337!4r7Cl.SSI»4502S3S38; 
253 |S8.S8Se«0iS12?1 S.S238S8S445S44: :44.i98!i80!!)J3tü.a8J3S22i48«4S: 
2601 8S5SI01 70?« SJ9O0OO0O4-CSS; 44 :98!i8DT013'i 8S94854!0«4834 
261                     IM 8,2*5i»Ä-5« :44.22?4D23«0429: O.SS55«81»S?: 
282 Ä22?«HS8Ö'<ä9;S,ÖÄsi?iJS «02 
283 j — :"4~;::;;-;; w-::^v;.: 
264! 44.7^«5227£»;S^»»75!«M72: 





271!                      ; 





 _JZL . 
. ^i 
273j                          ! 
2801 
281                            ! 
282 







'«"«4238Ä278» ÖÄS"! 47781 i™ 
44Ä344387f4;7iÖ.3ä8S473iT0S'5V'' 
V!S8n8D!Ö'j3t;£li»j l' «8
«"'ssITsäiö"iän s SsMiS«?*' 
"227fiS e ig; ?S55«8 i'Ss ' 







«i8»n«Äi0354K'pW5  ' 
4j -_-:;•< :::<:.: :~-y.'£\\z.7: 
!48"3Sä»4K5«S;b.ä5Ä72S»S3t3!" 






























UMPpf t |t=ttL «= qj^J ,*| ö 
Juano Kai-a3 Äir B^se LAN 




Red ~— Cray Pas Gfwaa 
rd • Run l,The3 aLAN 
144 
^jjj^lgftfr i- 5> * 
Kit   £&t   y»»y   Ko«W' X«=»   2«&»   S»   Sjaämr   Stfe 
IJDKaiHäL-JMiQISasQl I «Si. * iAinofaifSC-\.i=.#r 
:j| pSOfl -.Jwft4»W«7ielAicB«»i&K ! L^^ ra3E3 -. ■■_.,." M3 
"13 
-Solid J ?^ •Gf»Vi 
» 3.JSS50M30«-DM 
   £• l'..;Sr552SS0«45 is.f««56023037 
3 23.<M7SJS8S3751 




















" p^2S9 :T: SC3C25; 
"33.299147303623 
'M.iKr3SsSitSM 
' 33~'iJ4^3S5* IS? 
«~2«5702«!iS35 





















:4 "'""'"'   ~                                                                      59.032S8SS5899S 3£2444423<»;C05   
25 -                                                                                       59.S3289SS5SS95 3.!W!2SS3i-005 
„.                ..„_ ■~                                                           7! .357S27M:212 3.SS25S32!*-0Ct5 
27 ~ ~                                                                                             71.357827W212 3£33is504«-e05 
    ■   — ~;JT    '                                                                                                      7S.9J73934S4553 3.8S51S504.-.OO5 
23 "   —     '        :                                                                                       75 957392494553 3.e23S1093e-C05> 
30 .                          ...     _                                                                          77.«S2SS72«W 3.S<tni09S«-C05 
31 "                                                                                      7? ,445293724003 3.e75i5327e-C05 
32 ..._   .._.._.__                                                                           79.305198575138 3.818S691S*.C0S 
33          _           _. .-                                                                  79.305:9557513« 3.e0?SS420*-0OS 
34          "           ""                                                                                   IOC 3.5Ö79542bVcÖ5 
Jj. 
ij ästend 
Run L Data Delav within the 3rd LAN 
"~ZMM 
•MdU.CXiZ'SJ.klM:. 
JU OUa Ü.Peaa«agM«öiNwf«lBaseiAKs TÖhfl 
IkillaitlPl t[=iii-[:uiQ,[^,pJ¥l 




A p066] V.Fsa&OizMxalSsr^BistlM:' !33 opcj 































I 178087S$0'>??7 0.C!WS1«3333333:" 
'l "tr8S53'7S8S7t77: 0JDS3s3<r 
2,S972C«3S0iS?: "C.D&352S2" 
2.33728S33S)"S7   "    S502402«« " 























'2J ^80721 a««i£IIIDISSS81D&i5ä 
2j7-wf2«5«robi»Fw!»«29iÄ.- 
===—______ _ _ ........MM 
Run 1. Data Delay within the 4m LAN 
: ^a ÄÄe*yi -JSI'X 






















.,... .     — Pfcj 
Eitunc Main ?"&>.•:,: Pas* tftH 
S. 
a 
Solid esue ..... OssyP» S**en      ■•*■■■ SGniyftK Siack 
__J 
ar Run 1, The 5m LAN 
146 
:
 ii'Eöeod..^ MB £^3.™i^. e rx 
[AIDSajS^E*;. 
i j| T2-W7J BitogMaBiN**äB<ttftIAir:';. 
... - 
 ; noTx! 
?oint Num&err urr>» iSoM i .irr* Srav^i . 
0 10.S7S1807355141 4,SK)0C303e-K)5 
 11 '• !j?759?x?2Ti '«.eeoöÖMst'a»" 
 2 'i'2.4SMJ»7iS707 Xw^Mbifisi«" 
 3 10"«8S55«77S27 4.85300360*035 " 
'" 4 2:5*59515381« *.S6CX3S0^CS5 _ 
 5 3aS5;2««M« '-.«SCOÖOäSe-ÖM " 
6 leS.6JI72»»7S229 4.MO0G3OOt<05" 
7?i.ri77777i^ 5?^¥*?t9#~ 




" 0,'9'i75«T!ÖÖ4537 "s.'äcäiäKStÄ5"" 
" 'Ö"«f75«i'!ÖC*537 "«.'MÖäcM»»-C95 " 
 j';S77S47MJin"fMÖCXsOi'-CX 7 
" ^'577597337211 *'.«.'CÖ0M0e-C35 7 
" 2'.'5»8iK7T3?07 "sT(3:»333e-S»5 " 
2.5935SM7137D? 4.«COÜ3COc-C35 
' 3.S1393SI742t84's.S2S30£eS«.e05'" 
" 3.S1398S2742884 4.SSC3OOO3«-D05 " 
5.SS17429I0185 5.59230KÖ4-C05 " 
 5:5317429 i0!35 "4.SSCOOK!S-005 " 
" TsSeMMWr«? "5.^<K?So5 7 
" !0~S«S55«7792? «SOOÖMSi'Op 7 
'0Ä5§35s«5J3* 5.3257S«;^-ä»" 
'
vio~93KS35T«5 3» «SÖÖbiSSJCÖS ' 
12!6S'j'S43S37SS 5.2475OX0«~005 
~2 SS 7343S973S "«SCÖCOOpi'-ÖOS " 
'3^:M3*'56"";'2j'|.Y777777S«2Ö5" 
ioiiS3i«~i35 47SM5BXö«JO«7 






!2«.2S32101610!3 4.63800000e-0!» _ 











W- Run 1, Data Delay within the 5   LAN 
a Extend 
£k   SdSt   i£»*y   H*fe*   X««*   £*&*   $»   "gfräcr* ■ Eefc 
— i 
ta^aaa^iaiSH-rthiSiFM, * H-IA; 
i i| £28321 J«rtmaaaä«aN«valBsseLfiH- 
SiJW iAiC3aa^X!L-;#l- 133 
0J3O8 
0.0057 
























Gray Pa: P.«! 
30 
. Cray Pat Grcert 
50 SO 
- SGrayPa: Slack 
th ■ Run L The 6lil LAN 
147 
'a'Satai 
gäe   EJjji   $.fea*y   ä»äel   3>s*   SeSat   §m   Bate»   H*k 
jj| P83H"Jjmpu»MÄN«wlB«ei£Kä 
.    .    _isi 
Point Nisnberjl f »Mi rSoliri Si, g--.:..'.Cr»y?at. 
0 IOJSOSSS248M««7 0.M55S245MS8? 
" 1 |s.3S3iäsi2;275S 4.sra»iÄÄ»: ' 
 2|5S»-.782J24i»''iJWÖMÄÄi» ' 
~ 3 j WJ«-'sS5««SJ "iJMOWOÄ-Ö!» " 
Th7J43733425'01 7>79«b3TfS3i»"" 
 TiW&szi&Säm "«^SMöSKSM "" 
Tl ~~ ^ SoTÄMMÖeÄ"' 
 si   ~ 







" 2.K««3!2!2?S8 «JDÖ2S895MÖ33 " 
' S,Sj'f»4BI3i22'8 .S92882KSK5S " 
:4Üs'ii»453!ji22' fliojißS;««« 
'!S.^'i7«14^w;Ö'ÄtSBi«88S889; ' 




■; -•-:•»:•■•:::-:■ :.^WK-.-.:M-.-. 




 ■ii&ärxisßiw e.oi»i52i62M5s~ 
J 
! 1S.M3ä85«KSeiD.0005828Si6«573' 
21 .«M7SS888WW.6 J»S1988S<8» 












' 50.877811 !874«i(WS»»4«1182». 
•ÖT Run 1, Data Delay within the 6m LAN 
148 
iiExtead 
gk   £$t   ybair   Jäwäcl   I«rt   2t&a:   Sm   jäjmäaw   Ht* 
if W59] Surabayasamns 
. -   -     Jg|x| 
i. -r ^ __ •„!■"''•/•:' ax 






jrayPa K G«*fi ■— £ Gray Pä RJC 
Run 2, The 1st LAN, Using Simulation Set Up 350, Mean 1 sec, ISDN 128 Kbps 
ilEstend 
JJfc   geSt   yaauy J&xfel   lyxt   ßt&*   Sm   55oäow   H«2f 
US 
ii K59] Stoib<mmtB»n*Ml*»*lAK;; ijxj 
Point Number; linrx JSoM K.. "g^Tcräy^irr Tim* ■ 'iCrayt*3t . 
jj" 
16 
0I 0.584311I04498 7.04COOOOO«-OO5 
'i|2Ä>«8«tbss» 7JC40Öä»o*-oM~ 
S|4.0S7J«27W .oä.OJMOM'iäSSai'S" 
ÄÄ327823S&3»* 7 J)4«MÖQ*ÖÖ5 J 
4 S.5«eS4$j07818 ~ _"oj)3S49945'" 
5 js 1777559497538 7i«s»ööö»*bj^ 
10~73522SÖS507S ?JKCfi0ä5Ö«Ä5 
J~'j3.J424KS5 5J5J^i2;953t8 ' 
•358Ö33Ö90i'458 ÖÄ#S?*~i~ 
V3703S8S713W j34M8Ö0O*-OO5 " 
T8.42465S454278 7jÖ4Ö0ÖOÖ0«-Öb5 
'S5^08457X07 Ö£527?4S5i58:3 
:;r:x;;w-c-: r '.<i>.:zt*■:■:■'. 















' 4.ÖS7 ;527BSVOIK 0Ä812a5!573«Ö3 ~ 
" «iswSässs^o JA*»«?«« 
" - ,:.-.:-;::-;^:~fiLiT.-<;^«.'.'. 
' 5^SpSM»»Öi>ÖWS7273M» " 
5.3303! 03525904 0 i)Ö532S2342574 
S.s74«D 5548851 CÜMWJ28J««)! " 
" «i?Ä«W8851 OJ»» J06754Sff52 ^_ 
"s_.S8^«107318:OX10»S!i918S2252 
6,5^ä«"'^'^:0"DÖ858<t522piK ~ 
" 8.1777858487639 0J008KS2SS44224. 
128.025125811371 0.03643S4« 3.17775S8487S3S0.007742383S802 
18 ; 28.558894741387: 7.040003COe-035 .S.S3187881573080.00774942S8802 
20'31.91511744327! 8.8318788157308 0.0070449344355 
13.518728805313 0.0103830872547 
22J33.«?:7;3m438D.C7718l93Sj248_ 10,5187285053180.0094894783188 
23 135,777180105182: S25085C75 0£0S505344883S 




2« 137.389751525488: 7.0400ÜOOOi-.OOS 10.3788554837910.0081524571287 
27 ;38.001180838438 0.05394163871J 11,858070001258 O.0O$!S74S570O1 
28 : 38 432598389253 J-O^OOOCO««« 
~2T"H» 505247325   ol»S3092925Sir 
! 1.888070005258 0.007S13SS2S534 
: 12.811903218778 0J30?8!S35S8$5S:_ 
SO !38.SS2O3208333I- ?,O4OOO0OO*-OO5 12.811903218773 O.C071422087378 
31 i<0 542756394839. 13.34248355 0.33C1847849SS3 
32'4l.32S7?S333429 ?.04OOOCffl*-C05 J.34243355   3.310782150548 
41.587955313433 0.0819257508337 13 880330901468 0.3134528446667 
34141,512108157254 ?.C4OOO0OO«-O05 :!3.SS33309C14580.29»0387977407 
42.38016115 0J3731211S27046 14.3703835713980.2950427083518 
c? 57533fW75.35 «35483757430. , 14 870388571399,11 7ÄH4ri51354flr 
Run 2, Data Delay within the 1st LAN 
149 
j^Eäead' 
gsk  gEt,--lifa««3r :,£txt   gtsÄe   gpa   Sgator   Sdp 
jj| £459] StaMSMraasrasaasTtJ base JAK j I ."T.-"-." SHU' 
13 
U 
Point Number? ifSolkJBi. Htme JGrsvPat. 
37 |42.S5!5«452213 7J)4000«0e-DM 
'Kl'^".5es^^2ÄÖiäÄ3Si978ÖS ■■" 
39 147,57•■»•■165«"". 7MM00O0*«» 
""«jj' "«TäSSsaM isi'imÄö'as" 
41 i45.I3<37i263433   0.t18ISs:2«3?84~ 
i •;. rw./r;;-;-: M-jW.rü-. 
"43I4S .743284484275: 0.S3849545 
™44]' 50.3210544389 «KäbÖOOOVß»."' 
~BT{i!T45M48S»3«sb^MB4Si»S«43:'' 
4s'r"' 52:588345475 olJMeWMS«»1 
"47'i'55.'5I452{»3i'Di'fM9Äb«-Cb5  
43!     55.TC53M252:.253813572SS5 ' 
"« rjj"483i3S«3«2TS 9,'53M9S45.. 
''5Ö'':5^wSÄ'OT7''7'343ÖiÄiSS5:'"1 
,_. ijj^jjjgjjj-j.,^ -   ö'.oj7257:r 
_,_,.._____ __g...r^_____r 
S3 ! "58'.?:3S?S75i 'Öäwii'rässjft" 
~STw^3«iM!^4f;f.Ö5iÖffiS^s'~ 
*1 'i5^'™ä«4« TÄSSöiSii»;'" 













































































.|ät   g»   ytary  Mo*l   X«*  ,2«£»   8=»   JgaAwr   E*^ 
ja K591 SBrsfaaysmsJanEvaltsaseLAN- 
1 
Pars Numb*f Tim* JSoiie; BL- IES'"'' ssm* g ■ • jGravfiat . 
_32.9274?468*03: 0.0272571 _ 
i? 73S2H47257:  7 CiCXi;;-.;:* 
|4:S3?30355307V        01)3648945'" 
"j4.4:3.rxäcss ?24;oc::::«ojf 
-r 5-:C4:%-4;4 2 ss^.-v-r.v.-v. 
W. 5457p7fäip      _ 3"J0272S7J ™ 
ss3»ip2iiS222';_2 ~0527ä7'i" 
S^.Kl«5542gi»T"i4S0ä»ät-täK 




:j5r7i27::j5« " " :;^-*-K " 
137.47374S23S0« 7i«OKÖ0«i85:_ 
1J1WS445314632; 
r:«4«--4r, 7.<::^3>:i^ " 
iiT!23re«75röi«ä52si5"i2!T" 
;2».33S$7S1058Sli0.1«S8S!J5S»82 
' V2S33K79!Öi^T'£rÄ5Ä7i35si " 
:v ;f33V-KS-v; ; :4J;;.;;54':7 




": »"8Ä732l43:'XlJ'!J52«t iC 
Tal 55448tÖi«5S7:0.i35 !54t373i2i: 
;•-r-i-s-:>4",-c;  :?:cf.?7;xf.: 
~31.sT5f044327VO.!25fi3^i«JS 
l3T«!«<7'443277Sj230!7ffi)5»381:" 
31 [   i;i.334273175:0J»7723S7S7t!52i 
34T 
»2.37383875253: 7i«l»q0te:S)05j_ 





































1     3jiS47325:%?8^752S7ä03[] 
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ii Esteal ■ 
Hie   E&   Läarr   Moätl   Ttrt   Dcfe»   &m   jgio&w   Help 
ii W59] Sua&sgraassiaas »Bllpsli I -:c|x| 
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8J.575Ö88747S28 C7SS7127S9413S  ' 
70367558320529 0.7922394860548" 
" 7Ö"o«7CK32'bjOS C.'7849Ö3445':S}4."' 
 Ts.?;:'i'isröss 'c.'7S4904<870i7'2 " 
" 170J3': :4«7S««S 0.7^70353741 ;J5 ~ 
7* .444027603072 C.77S4947873323 
7:.4443275S8072 0.771417562342« 
?"; .604334518071 0.77:413202042« 
' 7! ^4394518871 ]q!re44B4SS5Tj" 
?:"6928~78335075 ö .7644581227452 
71.692873335375 0.7575435085779 
' 7^4^47533433 0 V5Ö~S'a''6tB37" 
" 74"47M47S38433 0:?5I45';S2«57ii ~ 
74 4283:0109398 3 75 :"46224«579S _J 
74 ^'^ *'">,'*'S598 3 ,448£'*5S'>" "33 
74432756133438 Ö',7J^?Ö443847~ 
" 74.43'r?55": 38438 o •hÜMs&'ih 
?i 53887 ifpi""i:djSs5S953C3 1 
"'76.53307! 128112 Ö'702i8ä2Ö3447 ~ 
~'^22~ 
297.43848782502 97.9502880830:5 77.881043033433 0.7332052803085 
•>9a.322813C882S 7.0400000C*-KM 77.38 043338438 0.72883354377' 2 
233 302.61216423845 CO'"3405988311 V:;.^7:.-.4-;^; ?jzi^:x*-.i 
234 ä2.412b527"345 Ö .0534925' 73563 77,883207834704.0.7207788402053 
-;■■ 303.31410285485 7.0400GOCO«4X>5 73.229249330023 0 720^782458158" 
230 303 5! '4254737 t;.0364894500001 73.329240S30C220,7'47222773833 
237 304,6315:488016 7JMOO00O0*-OO5 78.5341' 223893S 0,7147223689598 
238 304.82558317403   0.088303835903 73.6341 -22369030.7087663450518 
2331 305.37528308030.07,,9237093596. 79.36997508159' 0.7BS?8743';7!SS 
üsäf 30S0594SS2153 0.CS69S10522358 78.36997508158': 0.7328083498332 
24" 307.3904:223134 7JJ40OO00Öe-ÖÖ5 7S.40788850S878 0.703-3äl14e27« 
S 303.22S3S386345C.i472!1377573' 7S.4C7533S0S8780.S9737S71234S1 
2431 3O8.2310103858S 7.04C0C300*«« ;83,'e57S273SS8-0.6973722883053 
244 310 RS901733*44  H n73rt3?3?734? .80 '.?.',7Z7'?K8Xl.n ft<! 17075969358. 
Jj 
l. "■••■•_ ■■:?■:' ,.. 
JJk   ga   ükaxr   Mpäd   I«xt   ßtSae   gm   S5»Sw   Etä? 
J| 1439] Sar^ayimasaaivtl'baBfelAS:; öfx] 
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"" 29.S334'i'l3i'6S' "'7.Ö400ÖÖ00<i43i» " 
30.554016811795 0 
80.5540:6SS179S0' 
 8b."7-9975S2? 1 
8Ö.?ls'975e'25'l 
"~''SÖ'.'747'l'39'525i' 





" 33,238265472671 T 
S3";23926J472571 l' 
83",S193S736'5t72 1 



























288 332 J0S153S02055 01138409450000! 






















":"8Sr2«28823'l3322 TS727557S47572 " 
346.85823176057 7J34001BOO<!-005 
347"7SÖ8t 134S43"" 0 .Ö27267i'" 
8.32973871533« 1.0728642989748 
1.3287387153341.0852352042913 
348.96353390141 0.038489450003! 2 S21455433798 1 £852357107681 
349.13873865418 7.04000000^.006 38.821455433798 1ÜS7S253E42507 
360 7X1400O0OO«.005 39.514708344373 1.0531723OO9O0S 
89.5:4706344873 1J550887532S0S2: 
,80 R1353f.3ft8438,1 06t31fi4Q3l8f1£; 
Run 2, Data Delay within the r LAN 
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ilBctead 
P«   g£t   J^äaFsry. figpadL^ ^^»^J^s^ik^as&s^r \M 
^P271jtheladeiKsä«i:EaäteaFlHqlA»- 





















I   i 
i P i ■       I II ä 
8    ||    i'Tt      l i I iLlLJ J j-t. fill 
!I ill 1 , ,„,   , ill|4i#hMf-4 
Illl   I INS I  Hl  ii 
! i 111 ! ji'ijiiil  i i*Ij-ä-f i« Jsn—'  Ha 
14-1 flltt-trlltipif11 
s. — so&seiu« 
7» 105 WO 
GrsyPat Gr*«« 
J75 
1X8:88 @549.294625  Steps 76655 , Bon 8 Stow);* Pause". 
Run 2, the 2nd LAN, Using Simulation Set Up 350, Mean 1 sec, ISDN 128 Kbps 
'?&?.%&-? Z&T  Ssdtl  X««   S«&>*   S»   SWow   Hfcfc . 
d[ 1127!] Tfcelaäonta^EasleaFlHqtÄN 5 
F-osr« Nun*b«rj! 1 ■ iTim* iiL-JSrayfttt. mm* iGravi*« . 
Of 0.184425S8K21 8.29000QO0«-0O5 
";   • rcj-ä?:-::^ ':iy,7S7i::«- ' 
"i::i5r-«?r;:?5 .;rj-,ür.'-K 
5 !iXSM5~w:K S.:-323CKi«-tM 
" '. «:r«»:«-:t«.- '.5*w/: 1200-" 
7 '4/7:»«»*M. i :-.tscx.--«-so; ' 
8» lB3S8S9n?«5. 'Ö355l-«J8~ 
_ ■■ :':—y.-:::^:'. i.i-.xsü^-ij; jo 1     «j^iMsüiösiTwM»" 
■■: \r.?.*.v.*i'z.r. .'.z>ixx'jt-sx " 
'•? ..;:■.%::•:;•:.-. C-scoojcit-so*" 
J4T"    S.4«jä5?2S:ö'i97^i8«p7S'_ 
 ÜSäiä!Äjp!j5SB^ÄS§2 
' '3:tÖ038aSS!8iSaS3SS303«i!i 








":'Ö'.'«S8Ö2SSÖ«1!S      SÄät« 
":Ö'ÄJS22^2W:Öi>Kia0M)«»f:" 
Tö'^»22»«!22sT "sSttüwsäs " 
■ ^7;-2i-;-;-; :-7<j:2<i7:äi 
"' t^7^223W:ÖiS77870j»7«:" 
" :.:fO'.-^77-:::; c --25r.y.:~-t: 
: j;«:;727;-5 c:ar:«-w«:* 












23 :1 828244533438: 0.2307653428337: 







!2Ü07307!3843S:«.T17709S30I244 5,103»58777«2i 0.3C22272SS377S 
!2348S38603e!3: 8.28000DOO«*Di: J5.103SISSS777432:: 0,23333«»37S!: 
t3.!D2S7St^.S2eäS0S302058 :*.M«5339I«61* 0.2333432S504Ji 
13.16375S8«!K83 3iSDDO0OB«*a5; '5.M«5J3St981«ai8W7WWIS82| 
13.230585433430: S.7730053674374 :S.270448232430S 0aW«8I)SS0S2SS: 
34 t4,33lC«!21343S0i»50532273S58i :5i7S4«e324a»! 0.25538«23S5» 
35; K.4S38S242834. 8.2SO0OBCO*-K» 5.23S5S1 l25!0^3S10713ä1558: 
AR 1 %*< l"??t 173R5nff7.n. 14434fifi7Rfr?f;i; fi WSrtRl t?5:fi 3fiS7R57flÄ357Ö: 
n3~ Run 2, Data Delay within the 2aa LAN 
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jj,&t*a& 
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jj| p27!l llMla&mesi«EastänHH|E&Rs 
ff'x 
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es]     „37.723223!' 
J7iZ I__H~'*^^' 
JES : 379089?22rf73 
' J0 ?39 £440794035'?' 





























6.8234031435293 C .3657501175158. _ 
6.'62b439t4S5203    0.34750061 l'Ö- ' 
' «.S12770451S149 ' 0.34750475654 
8.9127734615149 0.3309559:tOEi" 
' 7.3361320825408 0.250*50S*37043 
70361320526408.0.3159 ;7183309! 
7 0595335535 127 0.31592095145DS 
7 O69S30S53? 127 0.3321852579473 " 
7.32969485 0 .5364498255478 2 
 "7.82583435 0.614037743579: 
8.01134! •,182583 0.5141012037458 
ijl 113-111326« 0.493637I55595S 
Sb423b^b721640.4935434715559 




       ""^$505725 0.4512927455817 
sSsMC'äoÖ«" 52 Ö,457».S?ä82358 ~ 
": ~" 3 83338035 o'.s'525243''745SS ~ 
" ~ 3M777437;7Ö3-Ö',63!377S'75355« ~ 
" ~S!rä7774S77«4C|'1042S5??S2S 
"•_1_ Sp537235 b ,63331473524Sr" 




_   S'Ö"537234b_584?S0427SÖ«7 
"'iLs^M3f5w cj|P»t!i»5i5sf" 
' '9.464_«413 ,0833b.567«Trc7:072_ 
" ?b7i3«592s3^ö7||s^bs|5;'eS_ 





72 :<ft ftM«3iriÄR43ft:r! i?n*wft*?js«* ?ft SftftSTTftWKftOJfl f.3Ö1Ä7fiS77TSr 
ÜB»'  gast   i^awy   &o&i   X«d   £*&*   8«   Hsa&w   2*1? ■ 
jj p271] TheIa<ä02MM«aE»st«mHHqiAk: ölx 
 2 V 
Point Nurrijerf. ■ i"n$öii3"ä".' "i'^Geivi^ti". .jtme $ - JCravPa; . 
40.3*5783315804. SJ29!3OCÜ0O«-CO5 
v.5'-i" 1-5744; :i5f-'4.L. 
,207751555785'|i»ÖabO0!)«-01»~ 
41>5489535 15r5332«5Ö0278 
'"' 41.72779«0J 25 J»8!S435S5S91 







45iS92«3525 2Si>5Ö42745'"s«5 " 
« ;:-4t:4;-i: : 2-.:>ox:*a-t 
         ;2 47^J0657«343« 0i»0«137'.«a 
4SJ3K30443S32 S^SOOOOOOe^M 








37 156^87432137234 3i30SO0aOeJ305 
7751804225 22.314S17S2909S 
;5?.32«S!2142375 Si90000O0o;005 
: 'IM .S>«7SS8«S 'Ö'.D«32Ö29354ä ~ 
5S.632285775 0^199484705845 
58.777374175'23.12S2S00528S5 
_103 :5S;85SS3S23S116 S^9SÖCO00<:^05 
104T63.3i675'27a5S4C3.b .'l Ö38O70OO8213 " 
105:60.305732733433   B. 103179930468_ 
JOS 161.700X1717737! .^.MpOOOOOe-OOS 
"'107TS45356«4297'97: s'iiMÖbääJt'iS " 
JÜ 
64.303331125 25.287000453197: 
64.359234233534 8 2»O0KlOO«.i0O5 _ 







































13.2305S143S4X   0.779478674843 
13.230591433433 0.7632385353317 












. 15.778893197025 0.8S23205310S72 
15.773993197025 0.SS99147523432 




£Se   g£t: _.-Labsarjr -'M<a&l   X***   ^adSa»   ^as   ^gxswbvr   32*2$» 
[ji 1*270 l^WosM^Esstof^aliUfc 
 -ijaf*l 
■■■■wHwr ax 
Point Nurr£>*rt 1 ■iSotidBl. Hm* sGravPat. d 
430 i313.2593*323544.49,5S3e4008S3i3 
«31 :313.58t98208314SS.878?844K97S: 
""433 j3' 1$30"8M2253"siSSÄKfflÄ» " 
'ä94p*.'i'5äS»«iK)i«77SJSMÖ2S« " 
'''36|3v-4«ieS42S3«:0.'»!Ö!30583Si5«'" 
"437 3*4.7735524824» C/845S8 'ÖSS3S " 
4S8B,5i»!?S63e235 8.2SS3O0OOOt-OO5'' 
 433' 3 '5.94532S43S4Sb'.!«äi45!3»47 
' SO* j3"'8.37347433348ü.«40?»738J2!3 




'" 5'o7js3.337?2ä7302 '!Ö0>S4l"äl "332 _ 
_5Ö8 !322',9254j;r3B«: siMÖÖOÖbeiäS 
5Ö3~j|2T|iÄ?TÖ«Ks" .SS&iJ2348!45 "' 










































'' 5BT3a~4S7'iS77!34gÖ jä83Siä«7407"" 















'.; 3s'7~'«~;vi':..')77i>ijii:« " 
' :3|:355732»2324;3.8S23!5i -1477IT 
JLi 
;:;. ::-.i33K«xc:«j-;-:^/: äV: 






5k   gß   i^toey  Maäel  2««' |^Ä-S^':: 2=«="   S«ij 
üly... -'st*\ 
1 j£ [1271] TJjeladoaeaaaEastemHHctlAN  :> 
'.* •   •. '■■'■'r^W^'r.: *S.';-vv:^*yt-:' ■ :~'lnlx! 
 " l :  
Point Nun*t>erjiV??Jrne             iwSoäid 3!...    glTfnme 2L-jCr3v?at       3 ■*"***            g:-^GravPat...   ^i-'-Time            ä ,-.3tGfav^a... 
527 I323.948319S33I5; 3.24!30OO0O«-OO5 ;S5.883Ü09343;23:3.»34;127343R2S 
533 :x.:^:~ •-;.=. ;..,:<:;:;;»;-. .isr:-;r-:.4.;:-; . niitr:;;«:; 
:■:• ::v*«47»_K:: ;-r;:',-3_w; 
.-.-/ 7747-745i»f. ; 2J-.v:3;-3«:;' 
;S7.402!*552Sä8S 3.S1S2873337S1» 
?.-» ;r 47;:4^;.r-.5.v. c-j.-^fr:^;:^:; ;—  531 X:i74C-5:iKO:    45 -77«Ji-:44 iS3.003S880S8078:3.504«335S27053: 
f.': 7 ---• J;2K7-.7.-JS : M:X3-.-> ;.--; :S8.00398S099073 3.834*333414871 
533 x: 74.47::-.'-»; :r55:;2:',;:: :S3.S4S4345S73S2: 3,8SSS10151S84,: 
5.14 333.858S0833S15 SJSOOO£«0«-005: ',:. iü4,4;'.7;;:: ;7s:-s55« !:i." 
335 334.840851278S9            0£544?S4 :S3l!(7S368434415  3.375385371!S3 
53« ::4.r:~7;3«: ' :KK-X>-;:: äS3.ä7a8S8434415:3.360SS911>509!S ;_  




335.7550573552«: 8 JSOtlOMIOe-OOJ '.: Xi. -:-:-^.;:: :*s55i3*5;-.5 
5«t33STf816i3ÖT7«0'xi72S5»Öräbr" ;S9.5250S783t088 3.832»S3!71S383i 
541 33SJM6SS34tt2S 8i*£W>i»C*-0!» •O0.173782!3S0«3.832S834777S2S: 
542 30.32847872502! 48.35482334101» iS00.173762J3S04i 3518371700301! 
sc 34»504»2*»754 Si30a»0Se-005' j      «35,01582035; 3SS42ß3?S7i0S2: 
544 342J377Se05003:4S.«S01!2ä232787: 10:.0158203«3,»49832»0407»5! 
545 3-C.1582':383S?r ZZXXXXXlfeJlX :ja!.S728757588S:3.8«8«32B7742«!                          i 
54S 3<C.I7)23««534S:S7-230388330428! ; »S .8728757588«! 3S35283305524S- 
547 343J5584788S8S- Si9COOOOOe-03Si !t01.818SO«09533J3Ä3528S80807S2;                          i 
548 344-JS787874S3«           0J327257Ü ät0!.3l680«J»583i3.ä2B953«404135                           : 
543 344.733S7733S88: 3.2SDS«»0«-005: t01.3823102256i 3.920S5334136S 
550 3«a»7S8S000343.3«843375558Si -105.3S281022258!350875246S252S 
551 3453l4;73S2S3» s'iällÄäeSK : 103.52S01S1S9»4!3^087527SS814» 
552 345.7837t50I33«0.t27S7237450Sä; : 103525013tS844!3Ä82848S8SOS2*; 
V.-. 346.72S487S2503:    47.3S3S488S29: : 103.8SSB18J834*3.SS283S20S445« 
554 348^7215072503 43i)S673873S17S :103.8SS8185S344|3^78«35!843035; 
555 347JJ20S3I82687; 8-TSOODDOite-flOS il0S.S152l273854i 3.378S354S2505: 
556 347 ^802S84!0S7:0 JI72SI523SO0O01 ■J; -.::5.i:~i54- i«4--:-.5i:;-i 
557 347^5203880003 4S.4D58855!S84S: :.----,;-.4'55r- ■-■ cr^4j;;n34r;:- 
553 347.85933474247 3.2SOKJ003«-005: 104-288S3435509S3^5112S3207723 
553 343.S827SS05003:43*S28723237ä4 104.3S253aä3S12!3.S511301588442: 
560 348.87435 :ta003:4958S235255352: :i04.382S3858812!3,8374250274604. 
-!04.48837088071!3.33742532247S2 531 340.40088018040: 3iS00O9O0«-ODJ: 
532 350; 3^90000C0«.005: :104.43S37088071:3^233174312833, 
 «3 ;.        ,        .      .      :.{r)4f,SK»fe«3imR177M.7S«         ,.    i 
M" Run 2, Data Delay within the 2aa LAN 
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■ feGoyfx Slack 
'Run2,'the3raLAN 
'-jSiSauti 
Füe    g&   tfcajy   Model   T«rt   D^Sat    &M   JRaatw   H*Ip 
Li-—i-^-i—:  L,ffl 
ji POM JaandiN«TaiA«B»selAN; Injxf 
Poire Nurribflr1; "Solid &.. 2,..-. Tim* ti-jGravPat - 3 ■■ Cray?* , 
350 34SCOOOCO*-003 
3.45S»5134374<2 3-43COO0O0«J00S " Z__   !;**>?5_Jif?£*3 .?.-.*?OD?!)?^'0?i -. 
32"'00177315274O^OOIMOi-ioiK ~  _ ■ ~       ""-".!   -jl^esiSS!;;»! «ii^OOOW^pi» 
efisWSiäSä»«? 3'ÄWÖÖÖbe-oäs-"--—_™ ™_IZ1 ^7SS55«ä5!5lS3d?G(iiö<ä«-aiS- 
''3S^72DMM~3-«0a)0OC»iOJ-      ""   '_    5.«SS704n345^ 5i2O0OOÖÖ«:o65_ 
25?450S10007« 34S0a»00*-OO5       ^ ^ "I" IZTLZI—Z ».S?9704n34538 i<KJ!»000«-ä>5,, 
.:■ :;-/r;i:-; . c^yjoo-oo* 
:~::::::;:4^ i~-.;:ioo>oo5 
:-o:::-:rr4.5 .-•i-'o:.'.:«-^.- 
-co;::.:: 14-45 4 T^OC*::^C.M 
«.«•■.-i.-'tr-ä?.» ; 4- sx^«j 
44K::«;55i! 4~axjc>'-rj5 
4; :-; ■ :*i}5« : .4_00: j.X.005 
'4SÄÖ':i73354'2 3.s'77J4288«Ü» 
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35 70 105 T40 %7i 
Tim* 
GoyPat &n«« •.-. fcCoy^at 8iacJ< 
-^ 
Run 2, the 4m LAN 
j&S&tad 
:Ps   ££t   iätarijr. Mp4d   X«xt   B»&!t   &m   Jgmäcsr  Stay 
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' j^tiöwssj'e 5S4&ÖOOS0Ä» 
J?;p2!7SÄ'fi.ffi«S!i»7Sf!r 
8ulSr»vP»!...   3'.-'ffiB» 
:2.8»7S84ßS0S«e; 5.8«OOO0O«-ßG5. 





















! 17.71 J878711S«je.S7M0!l00«-00S; 
3«.2«<832?S0S 97.1321 1«5*BS{ ::?.717879711S« 5.8«OO0O!3e-0O5; 
3« ,78757303! !> 5*»a»0£W5£)5i IS5342653815* e.43mS89*-1X»: 
350_.5.3«£«»0»E-005, tS.S3«2S538fS« ä.S«3DSM0«45O5! 
18.13025782«: 1.28S54S7087S15: 
18.130257924: 1.033(178325 !«« 
13.28S9S69773ii I.038384S352S55 
; t8J0a»»8773(N1.0071271233342! 
i 20.881038858254 t.M7I35M0«M; 
;2fl.8S1O3SSS82S*0.82SSeO289Oe2* 
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-— SOJHJ Bio* 
35 70 TM 
- ftCcr/Px Black 
ÜT Run 2, the 5m LAN 
il Extend 
|3e   gut   W>aty   Kodtl   I«rt  -feSae' gm   Sa&w   Seäp 
i| P«7] BaoagMANwrdBaseiANl:: 
1J51 
M3 
?oint Nürnberg* SSolida. iimt :Srav?* . 
ÖJ"     '_0W0:3K 3.00Ü1398. 
'" 7"!?$758«2228 2 4.S«o6bSÖÄÖä5"_ 
_2   !3,341620«8<35 4.esoräo0Ö*-0Öf _ 
32.02573153:25« ««0«SbÖjte.Ö05 ~ 
«5.187775420« «.eSoÖÖWIliS».. 
:;-; :4;r-.:~.r:j. irs5*:xj«-;jf " 
msiTsrisäeiöi nix/Bioscm«? ^ 
'^73jSB33läW8 _t.sso6öoö»85)äi'" 















15.514147J 12027 S.S900C090*-£i05 _ 
»<73S47?C3424. 3 J55i»0COe-OÖ5 " 
2X47öj(w':ö5<24 «.iääoböoü!»" 
25 IsSOiBSiSS« 'I' ~7/BKÖM9eÜ» _ 
25^SS0«38IS84J ~fS il3Ä333i-0p ~ 
:::i;-5~:'••::;-? HCXX:»-;:* 
' 32pS73j532i^ SS»"t«äS7*Ö0«" 
'■äsissTsoMT»« eis'" «jsji^os" 






















M ?4R.5?55?firsl. 5 15fl57«37*^1115. 
w- Run 2, Data Delay within the 5l LAN 
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ilBaeorf' 
:■£&   Sä   fcänsoy.:  Jäota   X«**   2«£ar   &=t   Sasäöw  "3%: 











Jayaaura raatn na1.1^' bag« LAN 
 '=    Q'::X 
'ft II h W     | 
«.st i is Is ml  is II 
if  1lit 1 PI ill!   lid Uli jllj    pall ||j! 
mVinWm 
%\ lit f! III 11 II 
Vtii III, 
f!' I lli" 
■ 
if" 111 Äl L frthi ■
0                      05 70 
— So&4 S**u*   GoyPaR Pjsi 
105 i4o 




Run 2, the 6'h LAN 
Usjx 
gfe-gää -Jjlcary-   H°&2   X«rt   Se&J*'.;;^vi^gd^r   lift 
; jj| [28321 ImanasataiaaanrdtMtselAM;' ■-IDIX 
Zl 




S!3WE:2-72541 4 •.icc-ouo-i-oo 
" :r"jo«:!'r-,i: 4<?:XOO:-:-OJ5 
32.393429953041 4.68OOOO0O«-aO5: 
7i3t275<K:;«::»:-:jsoiKi7 



























14J203837048663    "Ü0800451875- 
??.■ «7548471* r; S044l4r~;s;: 17.3043! 17323:    O.M8010343W; 
78.28275464314SCS7.:B918893884S 17.204811722350.007120305555«: 
78.282754543148837.512293821927 •■ v-a7.-0-28ri; i 007-214«;^o?; 
7S.21CT54«43!48;53.:342S833a03*: 17.373730829818; 
7S.2t2?54843143;2.47524541D?IJ28: :17.947395S7343« 
78,2827546431«:    51.81377S154X j 17.3473959734S4C.0058341772727: 
78.282754843l4-iS.S40437143313S !18.35S?S1012S58:0,005S3S413S3S4 
7S.282?54643148.;2.45358951!29?1: 1!8.355?S10I295SO.D0S3J1S7858e7 
78.252754543148:53.335543075805: f 19,861237887458:      0ÄS3557S2S: 
78.2627545431488 83.293129037324 i 19,9812379S745S;0JÖ49437807S82: 
73,282754543148! 52.389328*65718 :18,96Sl2224187ti0JJ04-473853848: 
7S.2S275454314Si2.352746929545!: i; Sf.?!2224-;r: o 0^«0i~2 i4ü 
78.282754543148:76.255450013481: ;20.4B905SSe2473;O.OO458731O7143j 
7S58I75454314S: 34.581605341458, i20.409B5888247S8i»4"308233333: 
73i52754543I48:50i334276B07ä6: i22.ll»3S3D013S3: 
73 .-82754S43S48,54.803845063446 ,22.183333001383. 0.004025558375: 




73.282754543143 34.443399023432: ;28.S7427S653O82:OJOOS58604t5S87! 
7S 7K7754S«!4a: 1 98818S11?1<»4 , 578 674?7R65:81-?8f! nfI3?ß75~?ft3!fi:. 
"sr- Run 2, Data Delay within the 6m LAN 
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ilEttaati 
gas   Sß   Se*T   Model   I«**   Säii&»   &»   Soäow   S*2j 







>.äW2 "563848 Ö .000398755 .::. 








^;34~ 0 Ü0294C3S8 53*4 
01«? 555155 002*42506 3tS2 
01457 C02314J71 7' *.' 
«»■ 
24242SI 0323:8457 825: 
D354323 0.03270:: 
 C.0M5J oS 
, :r:: C.C025S 4593 
5174255 002485 ISC 3?« 
98195 '?.L'.'.5 0 0024SSS82 6923 
OO74C450 85 "S 
5C::304C4C5? 00240S227 7'7 : 
J 
73.2S27545-C143.:. ss-^aöss; $2045 JO.752273335527 0.302 
58 7S.2S27S48-C14S 73 :73?37 7-5342 5076227233555?   D.0C 
73 2S275-W014S 1 758Ö3 3i.G.S'35CSS4$Ü.002 
?3.2©2754$431,4G 5i '/*.::,:■" ~335$8 :   c\--.v:---:; ::: 
53 7S.2S2754S»C14$22 .252O:«32!KS3 55.5e383£970SSS 
JS0  78.2827548431« 4.3557407S7W2S 
:.:   -. >^27WA4;i'1' '' ■*''1"7'- J"- 
"KF K^2«2754»gl« l5J2i50Sä?ßS3 "_ 
(* ■.::. :T.:\'.4C-« :■:; " ~'.::~y:x 




73 '282754843!43'jTwJM7Sf7«li>2 _ 
p.282754Ä!4S62J77S«7I4T41 " 
73:2827548431« 1 IP«3'V3S034SIS4~ 
73^27548431« Q$E&]$Mli:Z. 
78,282754843143 35.585470395431 _ 





S 1 :S33S6S' i 1707; 0 J302.0 pissrv; 
5lsraB?riTO-o^öSM5«7i ^_ 
6S.2I4S38V4" 133 0.0020375358375 
:65.21453S741 ^5 £JÖ1375S)2«42' 
~5«7t(7ä«fSS4S 0_.OÖ19?72044455 
' 8jTÄ7W4i»^'0.DÖt91p5147Ki 
?5 C23'8'.W.-:43 CJ-'J7-.l42;3i1-: 
''■6T4äwj««äS4Ö5biSSs5Wäfi'" 
"   sT45Ö8«S7S43S C.ffisj5«3S42|s?" 




P«   gö   JJ«»ry   Mo&l   T«rt   ß«fm»   Bm   SJesSew   Htlp 
p|sf»i§si 
_Sf;x 
it E832]' J«^o«a«ai«w<d'b«s«tAH,:; 
732S275484314S 1.55S169709S794 
75 2827546431« S! .228025023822' 
78.252754843!« 75.37S29721513S 
73 282754843148 J4.0132S7371138 
3^2M4e40I«30.9255300?2Me_ 
















. 78^2827548431437.43S2037987722 _ 
" 7S^2T54^J«"s.94'i3?73ä3«3:~ 
'','7S'.28"27'54^!«8'iK2e«263TsS'" 
73JS27548431« 0.877S0327S30Ü : 73 J82754S43!«: 11.32S53S5475S3 








78 J82754S4314S 62.X172507S0SS 
73:282754S43148:14.374SS8818523, 





78282754643!« 02735158357351' 78.2827548431«.  19.8323358329: 
73.2S2754S43!«   4.5282420S0S01, :7S.282754S431«20.7S2S04194«7 
78282754843143 4.8480998100081 73.2627548431« 22.1228S2815«M_ 
7328275484314S0.720«3188632S1 78.2827548431« 23.58770347J174 
782627546431« 4^524198028816 
7s"282754843i« " 5 US28äS32äf? ' 
~. s:"54S4::.:i:; 7:^14:^X7: 
;732827546431« 23.87194S444454 





782827546431« 4.66000000e-»05 78.2627548431« 25.733190729761: 
82231798388015:1,5091325584898. 
8223; 7S83S501{:~'57M77§«":9 _ 
-3.2827548431« 28.952077840313 
822317983SS015 1.4477147825937 
: 78 282754843148 27.86j ,77739956? _ 
" 78'.252'?54543'l4S SSHS^TSTF 
-J 
107 32231793388015 52.S425555305S2 
108 82.2317983850 '5r1.4135850566!« 





82 73!7aS3R«<114,83 67a«Ka«KÄ! :7» 7S77MM3143.33 ftTfifiänStSRI?, 
159 
:jf Extend 
5St   ££t   ybtrary   Kodel  Jo*   SeAse   S»   H*a&>w   H*i-?': 
di [2832] Jsy«>aafflÄ:i^aIS»ei-ÄJsl| 
























.72J84SS3«''« 'JÖSäÖMäSffii ' 
''a!-W»2S*5.7S!«S«rt9SS«"' 
.lK24SSi52CT'S'«74SjiK3£!!M'~ 
. !2824fS52J7 "48.882483883':3'" 
. Ö8248S525? ■' ''5.«77'"3«isT$" 
,l'2824SrS?25'7 T.3f2^|ß*"253C^ 
.S282'4S9S257 2l9,S22202«8574:"' 




128243S5257 1,:2034»2i43293 " 
i2824%M257l'27.'7Tr5M!7Ss'2V'' 
"2S2434S257 j34?5S5««3i»4 
'"M248S8257 ! .Ö3«S74S53M3~ 
" »24SS2W:49"74M7»546«53'" 
"2S24SSS257.49Ä7&s£S&£&~ 
?i»2Ä257l'ä:sS«333Sl3{»3   ' 
^2«2SsÄ:ä9"83"7S2!8«82ä'4)'", 
204.e»0t53S5353 43.5539313758S7 
'''-204.88805395353 43523284485226 ■' 
7iK:»»Ö5395353 43,S05e«isM74i 
" 2MÄM3«K53:43:4SI3Ö«2S3553 
~ 204'Äsi»39«:53 '~ &4iÖi«i*im~ 
"" 234ÄÖ53S5353 «"437S2S975Ä84.''' 
"' 204ÄÖ539S353" 43:4!539593ÖB2S " 





" 2iM23SK3»5353 43 2S0755K7T4- 
i2i)4MM3S5353:«.M33'4'S357SJ:~ 
' "ÄÄS1R53 Ä23599745ÖS76 " 
~2WJÖ3Ä3i53i»'433i'3«76Wis6 " 
":*ÄDSr^5353 "43\l9B'SH58äi5:~ 







































































47 ßSSSäfl^TT?-?; ' A 
Jfc:,-'-g£t'; jJ-e-cy   Maat:   T«:    r*™*   "Ss=   VCraä-*   3t!? 























































X4:4-:^-ci22 -: ;•/ -:x.-.:--:z 
■r.-^-rr;::«:: 4: i-c*-^»'.:-, 
,
';2Ä'.347»235Ö~43l!78«-r<»7;3r" 
7204.347382358»: 43! SO» 1763«»-' 
2:4:4--^::5S2:43.;.-;j53r:-::;; 
234:-;;:3fi3: - j5:-r-72!i - 
!2W.'347^»5^:'5:536«i8«)47i;^ 
2:4 347-^: :5i22 43 ;.'i;2; • ■ 523V 
234 3473i2:5ij; 42 «2427::r.J4 
"'&i473S2^8Ä^87i^576687; 
:;4 34---:3;5i22 4; -i4-:;-.;4-4;i? " 
".2ö*äJ^^m'«j6»»S777»i; 







7208.540214^« !43J2I25JS2SiS8; "~ 
72SJS4E>1<«551 5T'43Vi SÖsSäsfäsf"" 
J 
348.S5t8774523SS97.7E5S85S57833; 1209.5402XSSS15; 43.151815258782. 
348^5137745238; 1S.!0813057ä308; ;20S .««21405515143.15287847325^ 
34S^51S7745288!256J8235252467!S !20S*»21485515.43.15S843SS!93!; 
348.85IS7745238;0.31S»87!>ai3!B ;233.5402148551*43.208137380532: 
34855187745238; I4.S432S47S7708; :28S .54821495515; 43,212080588809. 
348.85187745236; 87.873348380413; ;209.«402!4S5515:43.2182841 taSS» 
343Ä5«77452S6:0.475538595514^, 228.54021405515; 43.245773724119; 
348.35137745288; 187.19559271384; ;20S>«21485515:43.248778285212; 
;«.S51S7745238i63.480!70S308»l; !2S9.54!!2t485515;43.322222174858; 
348.85187745238; 10S^48324789»4 ;209.54021495515; 43.351480453186; 
343.8518774523« 0.3880283432347; !28ä.5402t485515; 43.352414568888: 
348.85187745286; 148.53060510934; 208.54021495515! 43.44330144443: 
348.85!877452S8;246^W82485785: :20SA«2!4»5515:43.475089583844 
34855187745238; 4.S8OBDO0Se-0OS: ;209.5402t485515:43.5BSS445«553!: 
350; 4.68000a00«405 ;20S.5402I4»5515;435125«4803708; 
, ;?na Ä4J1? 1495515;43 ^3843a478ft4. 
w- Run 2, Data Delay within the 6m LAN 
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^■Extend ■ oiTEur:™::."?-":  
*| [4550 Soo*^«ÄTJ«*!äB»e3ta(g 
fix 
Ran 3, The 1SI:LAN, Using simulation Set Up 350, Mean 1 sec, Tl Line 1.544 Mbps 
dt Extend;: 
5k   ■£&   kitecy   Ho&l   l«t   ß.&*   §m   Saäcw   H^ 
I DIÖ5 »äL: .1! Öl« oL£3«3r* 
i| [459] SuaabesreiMaä-HJwilBaselAH: 
ADOQÄ^;B€ 
;-'■'•■•'.     ! IS 
Poire Nurrd>efr -iSoiig a.. Tim« "Graves: . 
_J?J_    _ °J,0Ü2"-J -        0.0002112 _ 
1 lOJFlflV 233333"OJDI 12i9'333333_ 
IL?" L wi2S7«»5? 0XÜK513 !2<CS!» _ 
_31\ .9775Ö?35fs:,g2 ■TJMMlW&ii» 
I 4 ~ _" "'2.3223258 ÖksiKtl««?! _ 
T!'2ä45JOt!7S{S33 OiJiS SSS«!«««? _ 
_3T3J{i"i£775I0i5S'f^<C01B0Oei)Ö5 _ 
'^-11S»M35S«207S DÜ3|S!«»iK67 _ 
f «is'e25!>ißiÄ yÄcoötöbeioi _ 
~s"ssis3i3äs»8r»e öJbSoiöi»»» _ 
i0™s'.4S53329S23S5 ?i«Ö'Ofc>00*-C05 
tt'i?-78O8307»«7239 7.040000ÜÖ«-005 
3V!s.5SWI0^33 0Ä>«^SDD3J _ 
Ü4J"~   I's'%ipWCJZMMTJSTO^S_ 
isl 13 ''3£07?l<81»CÄ)^'Öm3S33 _ 
"-.., •• :M~:;j'^i '   . "s i:::s* . 
19~3!S4?3S*33W<Ui87*?5£K»»_ 
'_:: i'i^V.'.rf-":3i 7-*^---'-^ 
:■• ■: .-."'.iiKi'.-* : ;•:.?;■:■•!.:-* 
23 
'20'7KK4Ö55«W 
21 ;5!«M383203' 9 .(!S224?3Se-00S 
2<!otT7«7sSi2 TÄdäiSSÄs _ 
24.547<aaers25 
2e572?c«S3 i"JTMISSW ie 
VJ 
"T7~sSEP5ae*t Ö3i |74?402927j 

























' ti J|4WSS7Ö8- 
- •."•i-iK-äri* 
7',S2r'sSÖ«SBS5: 

























0.0070007327073. "'7.7303337847239 £ 
" 7.7äBäS W723S Öi0W»ii71^;_ 






2S.48SS90S15005 0.OO2389S 8.87752«5SM7adj>!»134Wm89;_ 




3t .947373379558 'fSiÖbobCO^KK _ " 9'.5994710333333biOK775253837: 
"-i'tt ^A->it«V?*Ü(vi"rt <V>VnVW****A7. *. o^-«n"»-«^.  f> o-Kvs?. 
Run 3, Data Delav within the 1st LAN 
161 
HET Smaä>^MmNsÄS3as<3iSKä L: -_J r  \   _ Ulli 
i:f»ft .jSoligBI. Jiffte 
SS !38,458S43S2»S9S 0.S031S9888SSS? 
" SS';384«;:»4310M4J 7JO4SOODÜ0«-ÖM"" 
37 3«'Ä3S3J5Säioi^Sw«SS7{7 
38 i;is!S2»27S32448   0.802*» ' 
" '3Sf3S'i*Ö2i»:,äb8 7ä«3ä&0t-Ö8ä 
40: 4C.24SSC295034 0.C134CS774282S ' 
41 .4ü>.8?079J2?403e 7.ü403C!»0e-035" 
iiJfrSsTsäpM;'} 0.002359« ' 
•S3 I43.238SÖ7ÖC5977 7,64MBo6oi-0ft5■' 
~4i'f45"595l'2050S41 DS5378i8S33'tS: 
~«J«5'2|0WS34;74'pä74lT2^MJ;''' 
5 i«.«öiKä««27i!i "fBäSmS^äii" 
47 iJ2,:eOSK2S577i BÄ3'V*9S6<««?:™ 
"481" 5?.29S34»4M8'2T5433ß300<iOi.' 
~ä'\iiS'~'i»S2ii8K- ""cisSsss"" 
5"> *5 ~S->73S   ■>       - C4CX0C3Wf ~ 
"i" lisJiSiitäiTfi        ö.döisä«' 
"S21 5Ä7W4S21Ö3 0.S«3195«33S3: " 
"sä" j"» SäßSKWö' 7,o«ocaöiS-cä«"" 
"j?Iil^w£T7äi»i|5'Ä65i'äs»T4 ~ 
" S5 64.3$5i837SSS81 '?,D«ä5»0e-OM: 
"j8]S8"|Mi*4S44XÄ|753W'5iÖ2:'"' 





:;■ A-ss:^4t4:-'s ;'cj-a.s:2:L-.w" 
74^S«292S«''61»6S95373S58 " 
74,8253*8311202; 7IWOOOOOOe-OO* 
rä.Wi»Sräi5i;        MEssäiT 
U 
63 j75,SS22S79I3CD8i ?JJ4OOOO0Oe-OO5 
9.8SM744 0.02M745IK8S 
 '9.SSiÖ7440'.C19Ö!8C5780äS ' 
' ~: tS7:3ÖÖ7{V45!4t  0 B1922S!!7259 
;S.!30C7JS45J44D-ßlS267e.5I33»! 
■i;.1S9S17390945:ß.0!S387t4!S9S1:' 
•• ■'flä-70^M4'C!:'-'r'-5832344 " 
'" "2.0S3S5497S08S 0 ßi?5;4S!5$SS3 
"':'~2-»»3«e497«09S O.C!87!8?S33*73 '" 
 "2 "18342345354 OJSMTrsSMSW 
'  "Tf 1838234535« D^T«»4S«3444 " 
~: 12.487443457418   8,315983005214 ' 
■ «S'*-rf34S?.. 8 C C'533 4 "333! 
J ;3.'10S7273S8657 ÖÜ i547S2987822 " 
'"'f3Vf!»72'7'3^(5rÖJJJ4S«9tsi!830»r' 
™13>74'i35föS4fl3363?K22«si7:'"'' 
"f5"*5i285ö- «s' o ~ox£&ö?3r£ ~ 
""■\i'.4$s äse"' i» 0'.öäK?'ö2s 22a  
1 KsäsöäKwsKr" OXö«728SK*::~ 
'"
;







":240t17«!753812' ÖJKS182S4745S" _ 
'V243«4BTO782äröVD2Kmi.2|8^!:' 
"M5«5öä)37^0Ä5«Mi 13144 ~ 
J 
i|Ext«aS 
Jäl [4593 Saa5>ws.MsanHa5falB4s*LÄK 
lÄDOO^Vi-«. 




73 -.>347542;--5-4 3 :;r:i^c.-;377 
"74|7späf77iSrä4 "riSkäMöbtÄ" 
-7J"p.l3»i»i7J15'~'"""ÄJ^l'456."' 
_7i   ;•:■ Xtl-'V.—^ 7i43CKt>.-« 
_77fäws'«M«iäg5 ö'iSssi»"' 
~räT83|ÖSS8423ä423,5J««BÄf" 
>sT"sSÄ72TiäS341~'    ~"D5K38»S 
2^'87JH0e|252iÄ:ÖJDW^94ää!&7 " 
'i ."j2-!5'.284«i? --*mz:«--js. 
52T8S'äS8i3^4i8j5:'igip»Tj?J«|r 
3sTB77S!47^3S75>i04aW!333333 




_S2iäS ,832045317522; 1.3097897818*47 
jRJ99ÄTiä2592is 
^iTlÖOJKSsisSCÖT»:^.       8JM23S9S 
85'!1örÄ5sÖ28Ö4i 7fiSÖÖÖÖÖ&i3x»~ 
















'" 27349880723Ä: ÖÄ273Ä2457:'" 
"" »5öS«»»iSäM öM3»i2i£Ki»:~ 
~:3«';^9«'lSfli»;p4420J743Öt4i!:'~ 



























.ja [459] Swab*»» 5( 101*1 
Point Nufnb«*r i ■ Tim« : ■•Solid B:...   J. 
































34342 S0«2S3v39<s 7 ' 




SC4875             _ _ _ _  





<3io52        ^ __ _   
osäoj "" 
Ö£3i34S2 -siios  
~3 
J 





5"i 3Yj934S785ra? 0,^«8854S433'" 
;T'Tjj ia~i73_is-( ic'^itxoe-ioi ' 
iTt3\7KhSi'7p'TTiÖBOßSSJ«"'~ 
5 f 133Ji>4i3W~S42 C.Cp4A'<C§«l'2~ 
ä]jJ3.'440283S|753 ?fl«gÖ0M«3s5~ 


















' 0.327S>J?998'~? ~ 
aJKaaaSSag"' 
'0^3405902751 
132 !  135.9722992842 CJ3134295J30872 _ 
~'l33?'~ l'3TsS2»i45 TÖSÖOÄClÄrj«» " 
48 4230393S417« 0.03S51477S52S? 
41  133.1472395842 C.CS36643379337 _ 
sT Kl'"i76S38382l 'c"c^'!Öt023333 " 
46.454623592719   0.034982537638 
4? 533218550994 0 .034894572980! 
136 1141.18395825618    _   JSÄKSKS^ 
'i3TFi«li«,i42^i4 7.c4Öää»9Ö3ä5''' 
■47.633218580994 0.034487405236 
f .753796318309 0.0344884255259 
ISS i 143.3750O34W75 C.003199356566S 
Wri43~4?532SS8725 C~Ö04S99S2?i31 " 
47.763798315309 0.0339957337327 
43^05707183403   0.03399673944? 
lil 
5 YyWffi'K//*'?. T ft-»lWtfllV»Ä 1V1«. •10-T>!rt0.f ow;v 
^ 
iJEÄead. 
Ek && ybBBy &odei X«**  32*£** Hzaaow*   E*3p inaaiät^ioiön^vEa.!^: * M^%mm:M,mcj(iy.^y^MMi 
*l HS9] Sun*^r»MÄNaraiBasetAH - 
?oir* Numbtrl V.r.lSolig 5 3 '■ CrayPj» . 
:43.722C2S2347 7J)400DO0Oe-13OS 
144^3330347492 Öj303199S«e««W 
!«".e9Ö7'Ö5'92358 ''7^000Ö3«-Öi» ~__ 
"i<«rs«TiW715«3ä ciÖ23i« 
50,30S7I!7«34O3 0.0335I7912130S _ 
" 51.rS7«23ä>7T»Ö5K»tä93880i . 
"5V.7579233073e 0ÜK30533SS3512 " 
52T'M23SS72S :'i 0 J33C5434'' 529 '_ 
".«7f2ft2»S?»i«8ir32i»VMlM54' 
KCrayft».. 
1«l!49.032553e585! 0jKOJ«9S8Me86    
145l!«8J2ÖS5Ö'7'5iÖ5"VfÖ2«b5j^|4   52. ;e05*S2S077i 0^325453757254^  
"3 
_14S h«.975590S02S4. 7JM0KI000«-0C«_ 
1471 ;K)'.5S3S20'i5ÖS7 0J307915S05Ö3S6 , 
-™ :J- :j:4;.rs54^; r';4,-jt5r>-io; 
J43"!5Sii03"225£3K   ~  ' ~(J5Ö23S»e ~ 
15Ö"| !5i'.47ia0Sl«5J 7i)46i»00Ö«-<»5 
""15Th?li7554r7ä2SY7S ÖiösTSeMJM« " 
52J809532S0771 0£3220422!S994 
" 5D.S942S772232S C.6322474e34408 "' 
~ 53~SM237S232S C^'iTi7487281« " 
55ü»39549532 CJ»J81S«5SSe_ 
" ~55'j«e39S4*5S2 0 JB3lS»77S297» 





•J)4p00M0«-01>5 55.S144S52S399SCÜ3102301831KS , 
" Si'^jf&sfi'i'ih"'ÖB'fÖ23931099.'" 
1S1.S3418530149 7D400000£te-C!05 55.S937S8r.2119 0J33OS2818S392S 
154.2409422503S0XI0S1S07S50SC1. 57.4130X3Ü14S40J33082709C9587 
154.94622718129 7Ü4090000<1H>5 _ 57.413000301434. 0.03023S4O52S1: 




187,73387211755   0.00S441557S34 5S.S7947D58101S 0Ü2SSS31738328 
153^299041107; 7.040303ÜO«-005 5S.57947O881018 0^294944825282 _ 
lS9.57495879X840il33199S!»iea5»5_ 




171 .S67403Ü7751; 7.0400OD0C*«» 
5S.CS780432103 0 J32S2128491214_ 
"5SJW7s55Ö)i5 ÖjÖ2äiSÖ«S7ÖS38 " 
ä.7S8ä92050SS 1.7074011523575 5S.403S3370483.0Ü283S173527SS' 
3.9372853S422 1,700485207969; 55.40383370483 0.0285181431399 
75.27020022523 7.04000000*4)05 
168 £75.28345760508 0£1J979S7241S1 _ 




17951578131852 Oj003199S56665S 1,565473528323 0D273SS5577S89 
179,55961431755 1,7447938585218 S3.7S7324258S19Cil273573SS37ie 
179.S801450S3SS 7B4COOOOD^005 










,£* MS>3 Sas^«fs3*tt£H«ralBä*iaii 
W^l^ SPSPl sJX 
lADOOÄVI-« 
"JGpi] 










175 I 182.48SSS4S508S 
_;"?s"!Si.'iäi2s»i3«5 
177|  "843758 ;68*''f 
ISO  1^.^084104523 
' 181 ji9i.8«4SS31174S 
.,..„.,,____._._™,™__ ,. 




'8>i2»75c«2*s7»» -  '»ÄKS» 
'~'TSST2>2JO'3S9«8S1J'?'?3S0OSO<-SO5 
''ISSSKSsbsMSlSP '£dä'5iloT»»Ä' 
'"l'äHBJÖi^ÄSÖS '!7,"?Ö2Ä'?ä47ä " 
"*?' |' 2C3'5S)liM~7S"7',C«Ö5sÖ£wÄ'" 
"'VSl2iK35T7S?73e:silÖ-»'!053sS3' 
"' '«]205,e58""ä2S2SC 7"c«iääÄÄs'" 
'"~ä4i2S.«2«iS!4?52 "Ö'^Ä 
""9jj2Ös'.jT»«T^io'i!a3Ä^«~ 
~:i>, ;V:.:rj";:~:i^~ ■ Cix:;j»?:-r 




_2<äl2i3i3!5S30«i9r7 *»S»ÖS5i55 ~ 
_^J|l4J!TO«HT21J^MK«7ä|eÖjf'" 
2&»T2t7'.4T(K217»«» ' 1) JB02SS98'" 





" e5~2S722S9b479? Ö'i»»3««2aJSB ' 
" t5';2S722«^'S7:ffi2SSS;«3Si2W-" 
"" «7"W^328873Ts''i'2e58«4TsSS"" 
' ifXÖÄSSiiS&Ti sbieWlSJ'TSji" 
e^254i424538440.02e4-'«8«35r 
'  «"-254142450844 Ö!s26i777S:«? " 
' 
:e».895C3470j24$o.a282'iMi2S3«j" 
' 'T*!S*5CM7S5'24S s"i)2M3»«573*57' 
7SÄ8S4Ö «4S5 M25885ÖM02«'" 
" ?E«9e40i4S435 0i2S*88843S321 
:7».»«39S*W8W0.025?22S820M8 
"
r7S"S«»«MS8iK Ö'i2ÄT! TS'TJ" 























i'gß   ymry   jjgoäel   I««   JJtSo*   gtm   SbÄisw   Stl? ; 
\m&mm SSIOISM^I. 22«Ä * %l %-%MmAUQO&\ H4J. -   ' Si^I^ÄS^S^iSitSi^iii^Ä 
j& [4S5 Sw8bav*MsäN«wlB«seLAK                                   '                   V       "%     "^ l^yy^'-'^i "s:c -löjxf 
A 
Point HjrrlxriTJnJTx             iTTsölicf §i. ,    z'i-ffin»             ?ä • (Örä«*« ...   3""Sm«             3"*t5:*vP« ...   4    Tire«             i.   itiSyPa... 
210f224.?33281053*l.oi8430742t2D38                                                      :75.S015«4?3185r0.023i255275773:                                                      : 
211 224.97äK522413 0ÄÖ3i9S«iS8«S8«                                                      i7S.IM2579'!b0»8b2ä12«!SI72SS: 
2121225.38374383588 Ö'JiSaj"läl3KS33                                                      i7i.SÄ22979taÄ o'ä22910Ö590S58; 
213 225.72778525785 0iO33aS8««eS8                                                       7« ';9S*»S3880S8 SJ3223107J703S7; 
227.48S:Sie7717 7.04ä»BÖÖ<!^»5'                                                      i7M9ä^35SWi.322m5Sf7S3! 
;-f- 
                 21« 
22'7.5S33SS5a335 0i)521S«S8S««l5<                                                      :78.««7S24J528S7 0Ü2272870e«S«S! 
22«i«24SS44S74:           Öb0233»«                                                       7».«W4b528Ö7.oj225!225S34«3: 
217 228.5636103t55e: 7.O40OOOOe*-O95                                                            78.130545384181:0.0328372138713 
21S 2b!.233O52O33S«'0.0C(33J45242t31-                                                      ;7S.t304453S41*I   O.D323405r.S27 
213 231.52853755757 ÖbECIM8«e«M:                                                      :78.M75iw1jiW:5iS23S223i5«34 
220 ::: :-..r-:-:^-. ■: -ztcs:x>-iy.                                             r*.X7t-n:v.x ; ;;:::ix^:" 
'2K,4^55"S5Wb.Ö«iäiäM«8ä8:                                                            '^8«I«2^7«51'0ijä2Ö7"l3tSi25S 
222 2*3.944445840:3 7S40000ÖC»-(»5:                                                      ;7S^43t»2577S5i!0XI31784«57Cf7!2 
223 234.44207980538            0X102389«                                                       7S.S47S42317*;48.0509394242S«7; 
224 235.37"i;Ö42»i'S 7.04ÖOOM»iS05t                                                      i78.847842317ä14:8il50538t»44I4 
225 23! ;-.:'.'44.-.".'.i c :;-:'.55W3Si:                                                "' J:.3:7?J47.-ü: I'XKS?-:*;: 
228 23».7B'0S0ä57840b02S!S937S527i                                                           i78.55ÖOT04725«Öb5Ö0ä54S052ä3i 
227 237.5227223343t 7jD4«00800e-005!                                                      [80.«73J8?!7515:0.08013S305Blt8i 
228 243.lisUt1S7Ssi           Ö.BS2389»!                                                      i80'l373iS7i7ä'!5!ÖJ)5S81338DB25« 
223 24354598006238 7.04000£»0*J!Ü5:                                                           ;80.SS9i33245778«0,0598!38S27S4Si                            , 
230 244:77<:-;-,2s.-: :.:,:Ts«seseK                                             i; KJCX*;-?».- :W;;;.-;..»/C 
231j 244.47S92525447 7Ü4000000«-O05i                                                      180^13403025748:0H5S1OOS85958S! 
232 24S.S2D82SSS!tS:C.CM0iü!33^^^3,                                                      !S0.918403a25748:0.0585855518St8i 
233j 247.307!40«!698:           OÜ02389»i                                                      :82.35t5!4ie203S!0.058S15S758234 
224 248.45778882554 7.04SOOSOOe-005;                          !                          :82.35lS141S2B35 0.C5811ä2302S56i                          i                          i 
235 25t.50350!430S3:DJ3S9131257»378i                                                      i8343S3884230423;CJJ58T1S82(B758: 
236 253.75795281843           0.2023888'                                                      i83.aSS8842Km3.bJ857631424Se'S 
237 253.840955«2329:CIS340101333333!                                                      ;84,93385T524425:0J>57«32O1K«59: 
238 253.S01358026070JJ0319SSS88SS«!                                                      ;84.833S5i524425ib,057t5174S78i2:                          i 
233 253.88717384871 7.04800000««*                          )                          :85,143D5407I927:0Ü571523384278!                                                      i 
243 254.37781S88385:8ÜJ«41SS037S81:                                                      iS5.143O14O71927:OJJ5SSSO0O3O688.                          • 
241 254.57574188385 0.0052947789985:                                                      ', 88.8072t928341!8J)5SS8S7518293'                                                     { 
242 254.82732078194 ?J34OOC6ü8e-00*                                                        38.59721S2«410.058234SS97851:                                                      i 
243 255.38573023285 Ö.0S21S88SS88Sel                                                      .87.(!2»125ä«63Öl35ä»1228i8b4                                                      ; 
244 25SiffiÖ03b3194 '7iMOOOOOOe-005:                                                      ;S7.02S5!2520S33:Sil5580381SS2!2: 
i*r. I*M ft?Mrrteirr>*<r>ei Ni*«MW«n,  ...    , ..,                       *«' (v>*<M*v>w^Kft*.o rtwwMWT«^,, .             ........;                           >.'..■;■■;. 
164 
"i j| fi^.StaÄjTOMmHiröBasei^Ni.; ■ lllllil ID  x 









^5-d' "H* 477*>Sß?''i5i2 




2S3 !276 ' 5133ÖC55S3 









































































2"; :.:: 444-i^^ri: cTioio-j 
9? .866837261338 0.0772611834881. 
0? 6686972813SS 0.0787053476465 
277 i 234.53339778287 7.0«00300*-005 83.832045317522 0J13S1281516839 
2781 2^.7020422455 0,0»40t013- 




)•}*•> 1->A1 <kt, t nAVMWlTlA t- \ iYfAe>wimr-Q*Qrr. 
l^l&xtai;. 
FJj»'   gää   läray   Model   Text   geSa*   8»   25»k>»   H*äj> 
is r* 















IS7'537if3S51"S  ~ÖJJ3»S9«~ 
:i?72:^i:r>Ä: ..o-.-i». w«5 ■" 
'2»S".3iM7S«S2534     ' "_' bSOMSsV 
:/. !tir«''«' ■-'4i.xx>-7:^ 
mJÖMSMWi» 6iö3T«*8e«S7 
•.?:.: j:v.-i:::i- '■.;«0C3£->t-i:-5 
3K..132457J«» ÖiÖ«''i313333M \ 
'303.41243787150 6^0233«« 
Äi03S«285W*'d J531»(8«W«7 ~ 
3MÄ9S3754S2 0'Ü(öS»~ 
304^1 n5SSS7083 0 5Ö31 JSS«5«57'_ 






























305^3275354046 7«0OCOOOe-0O5 107.30801227258 0.0309882100321 
103.73132110033 0J330S8S6S57073 
'.04OOOOOO«-COS i10S.73!82;i0038 0.D80446I307702 
313^0057853314 10SÄJ25025751 0.0804468032534. 
315.01808504794 ?J34OO0OOOe-00S I0S.0Ü25025751   0-879S102S25S5 
317.1833K13SI82 ! 110 £9258337071 0.0799282232311 




" TiÖ'.4Ö2ls37341S "ÖJJS307S75Ö5S5" 
älS.13823208375 7Ü400SOOO«-005 1,577822«J3S C JJS3078213755S 
320.55358037324 0.0044115432438 11: .5773324933 0 £375035328202 
32C.S3322S8SS» .SÜ023S» »51743  0,037503982751 
321.7178Ü102504 7J3400COOO«-005 112^3733551743 ODSS8357350058 
3.74700008072 0ÄMO101333333 112.87032641817 0JB89eiS243327 
308 J32S.54C1973389S JJWKXjaD£«»_ 112.67032841817 0.OS54007SOS015 
303 1329.59410224525 CÜ0318S868SS87 12.83837701055   0.036401234095 
310 J3S0.25154326543 7i>400C300«-005 
"si'l Til;'r324Ö97S486'l ~ "Ö"S2388t'" 
112.93S37701055 0Ü35S47330924«' 
113.1531572503» 0J394SS7782SS72' 
312 1332.eS527100726 Oj;031S938S»667_ 
" 313 T 334.3839090333 7 ^0«)Ö0aä>J-ÖÖ5 ' 
t!3.168157250SS:O.OS438271I5032_ 
' ii'ijSRSUSSTTS ö-iÖ947Wi«äi4~ 
_j 




^ K591 Sö*a^MÄNs5«IBase£^ig 
3M3 
lADOOÄM-*; 
Point NNjrftbtr?! i StiVW; r-ISoii^B;., v.- 3 -JTime ■j Gray Pa: . "i: 
314;335-0»40237;43S 0.002339« 
215 ! ""S»".22878S155 7Ä4CÜÄC*-B» ' 
_317 b3S.;237034233e 7'JKCJSKOe-KlS 
31ST33S.44573"7W3S 0J»S46»22S82?' 
31S i :<f.7K44^7S5S:"7'i«30Ö!c£'äH "' 
' no']s4Tiw«ä«si»*i D .003 "s^ssee«?'" 
"321 13«"; ISVK22S77 ""'"~~ »Tagäsäs ~ 
'322!343.23034301413 O.ÖSo;ü:333333 
~323 b43.SSS5«24S2ä. "iKCOOSOÖe-COJ " 
_S>4 1:347.45945235324 0,ÖOS:JO2S3SS7S _ 
325 f 348.5565422342 OÄK-"si'«««*«? 
™32i}l34S.M4B1323lSS 7540000530* '«»"" 




' l"5.'35474«a5379 8 1033-3 " .5342 ' 
"T;«.354748053?« 0.!02!7!«f«?J4S " 
' nV>'W34S44Ss'?0.1C2'?!9595222'" 
F5.7SS34844S« 0 JO15333347752 " 
1 i5.SÖiS22340J4.ß' :.9i»33247752'" 
" T:S.«p|2234Ö5äÖ.1i»«Ö|t79SÖÖS'" 
"'ii'5.S«44?33««9"v0Ö»3«ir57s" 




"i 7 7389007350; 0   I«SM033"442 
' ri7.'7S»OTSr""B";!iH5T433||s" 
T-ffÄTSsas isst 'öHe2S's7öhü27' 
' rTÄfsÄ'S«:o"?«55158729"S" 
T'8.5i«T5J2344 B T5§s£Stf?lS>~ 
J?37ra3««?ÖS:5"fii3?S2«39947; 

































■ GnayPat Red GrayPat Green 
575 
- ftCrayPa: $ack 
Jjg 




gai   l__r__-*F 
3__»-.-»-l 
! Ji fl-?lj13» raäooesi»aEa!t«mHH9|ÄHs 
IADOOÄVI-TI 
BM3 






 i'i'i JäsäJMWsKJ'?. 
 s'j'riÄsi'KSÄis« 
"7 I    1 $8&$552 




"i s Y3.44743:088-887 
'j7i2 5HsC«SS3225 






































o.ots584t 1 Ti I:}"'_ 
S.C201254$$3S30 
























8275S074514437   0.4S9-S7S17315 _ 





.4474310S5W57   0.a3S0S£!720|ä;_ 
34 *,0.3!Ctt!S'»'*657 0.0£«7-eSS15S4*» 3^2*5S0553SS225 0.038913379*2; 
J_ 
10.4019C77.0.022S53SS25C57 3.«:OS502724544C,e3S.e2"SS4S-äO* 
"sa" Run 3, Data Delav within the 2n  LAN 
i| P27i] Tl»Ia^oea*s»»EastemHHcitÄK v 
Point NurniHr,; - rtim» ""f^TäSid'st"™ "g^Gov.*«....' gT^rrx 
10.4019877 0JJ22S53se2S057_ 
'■■ if47;'ü>;ii vrejtj*:** .-•*.• 
'1 3933014888« Öi»S730'S35»' 
' 2.*»;S435*»374 3_2S0_Ct^« "OO. 
Tr4ÖS32SS505Ö': ■JisCOÖÖOOi'iJOJS _ 
4i0«Ö44ÖiÄ37iK5'!377S " 
3.8104802 724544 0Xs3SS*>2SS4SSCl8m 
3.8 W9502724644 0 jÖ_34S7S6«SSS7e _ 
3.S2S'67S oxws' iViäiws*" 




"'____         4J.2S7S_3   0.04821«!«»! _ 
  "      _ ~ _" _~ '__   4.rt_35S4Ss'2S!SS Öj04«22»!782|" 
42 |'M73522'3S»07077 8J*-*Ä»Ö«-öä5'~~ ~~ ~ _Z_"_    ! 7* ^"3^*5-^i§P-?^?J?'**!,??TI 
... 
-
_^j55s^40.j^2iss84Mai"__ _ _   __~_1__~   HZ   " 4Tl44iH3eä3333 Ö"Ü*l25e2J97S5-5S _ 
2SiM.7w*^r*^;Tjt»b«wäi-Ms ___! Z_ L"T _ -'i"'''i!^-*^"_''-?*?.",!'i?i_ 
«si        ij'iiMK72pi;*'i"Ä'^!t** "_  ' '_ !_.' *5?.!??? .PJ?*L,'*;i7?S.. 
"« risiw'Ää»«« Si»fiCi»6«-0O5"        II"   . I„ ~ "_  '    "       -C28Ä228 Ö'i44T7i!!SS72«S _ 
" "" "   "_I^_]_   _ -'«S^WsSe^ 035085011*339 | i5.4278-H!8»e87 0.DOC1210577231 
JS; 18 157793533334   1.5O450033-350S 4.4850-8500735 0_4831»42J47_- 
50 1 8.r^«1573*»_S*3 SJ9C*300CO<'-CC>5 4.4S50M500735 0 *>489417552!2! 
1 ! 18.383909288887   0,510791499727 4.8408529310027 0 Ü48944943723S 
52 J16.42172S241343 ..-SOOOOOOt-OOi 4.6408529310027 O.D4520S2421042 
53 i 18.99117744S592 0_*07Sei3S6S(»7 4.72391126IJ8S56.0.0522316351773 
54; 17.013652S-_0S2 0_O*:353!333333 4.7239 i 12SeeSSt* 0 .C-503-KS219!»52 
5 ' 17.1553"_7S75331)' S_13(»0Op*J«-OO-* 




5 i 1S.6252598S2239 SiSOOOOOOe-005 
4.9187817021348 0D43e35*.70t!323 _ 
" 4'.?187s"i'762T3«S 5'_ÄBT*»9S3ät5" 
SS 1 9.->S79385*B2S7.0£I^j2_4723*5_! _ 5 i)_00573«4280*3 0 J547D187816595 
SO : 19.374564425401! 0.0043341333333 :5 J32O0S73842803 0.0455000819238 
81 !21.519S3S0275S4. Z2XO)0t)0*&)S_ U01S-2334I55? 0XM.5C275.1221 
62 !22.4S317e32-875:0.13379044S14*!4. 5,1018223342557 0X-«O3OSO48S0- 
63 ;J2.571154329375 0.4315243157702 _ 5.S535786878987 0-0440S.3953058 
$4 i23.177637S29S75 0XJ251S8712521S 5.3535788876937  0iK2747534S42 
65 :23.413S10«55C2- 0.004334:333: 5.S911339333332 0D4SS.SS915943 
S5 I23.7510029S8541 0 J037S97156S3S 
67 i 23.319795812432 0.004S34I333333 
5.*3!__33S333332 0 •3474313771258 _ 
" 5.ST74«»57'"_i7SÖ'54743W*r_37Ö. "' 
I24.6719S3304565 S29ffi**0»C_<!05 8.3174458578079 0J146073S635032 
S3 !24.-»-597e3_9375 02543137513245 3.1065732237428 0 «80309320748 
24.9S95177335,. 11065732287428,0 iK-8009061337. iß 
167 
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5S^a7iMST7mCl24^'2SS328«! 
*J8.35»i859t75»S 0 J2«233367D82_ 
"B]ä53SSÖ«2«T6Ö.;24iä7j'i»33«: 
' 53^535räo«281S: J!"!235!97537M.J 
"
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177.48215574827 82S00BOS1S-005; :5».«724240551SSS.132234S!»8S5!! 
i7SiSS25SS3422:0J3133444257S9« ä5».8S3S3SS50««2B.1S22S>541 (037i 
J7S.45I3521;0440J!857170610SS 5a.«3S3585B3«:0.13W72381t«51, 
!7S.47351S3£134J; S.2S0DKÖ!k-085: ;S0.7S2554573l42!!!.13t87274833S3! 
I79Ä886S: 1755-1,7343366724143t 3.7S255457S142I5.1310S0317S0M 
:7S ,5814421 f 755:5.113432ia2388Jj_ ^83550384807851 0.13!D837325S«! 
178.68877219275 $.29JW»Ü0<!-«M8 :ea.»533848IJ7e51,:O.J304ä3S4O0S99: 
130*4407833422. J.75! 1035038573!, i8li)47»495SS25l0.13D454323«882! 
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180 75381373422 5~15!'09437384Ct8 
131,15700553422 i726j3236404433 
1~3f 23?3573357S "3.23C000O3*i-Ö35 
IS! SS7057250S3 6.7950412372229 






13724232230631 3 2903C000<^C05 ^ 
137 .'51851322536':  
n'M'2 '■ 547625': 
1«.5359'l45"7789 i 
iSCjtSOTSSJÖr'? Ö .0334323705233 
"':90.?7HS46^ 0Of6;45C751~438 ~ 
ii>i;5922767273S 0.0173503455303 J 
~9 i .52C33'225724 3J9030ÖÖ0«~ÖÖ5 " 
'l3"l.64?073!I41S 0.0043341333333 " 
i 9l'.871S76«S34 OioJ' 594343207 
1 523623355335? 's isOOOOOO* -005 
'iMJMStwnfi's^araKioöejiös 
'l9«79'32358~50444 Ö X043341333333 
'täeitöswrjaä s'iooooooo*«» ' 
13.'i32J53!fe':Ö.0!M334!333333 




JS? 1350453745 siwOWOOe-DOS 
'i«.«7*:2i8iKlÄc5iö'i<»i5sisr' 




82.940S51XS73« 0.1»J434077851  _  _. 
62.S4M5' 0ÖS7S8 n ~ 2?«5?338b?' 
63.485223« 7509   3.13, i409tS0'3     
«'.4352233'' >5W ~3 ~3ä55S";S~VsS 
S3.4SS4S3-750S   0.1Sa698'X103S 
S3.433483"'"505 3.I3C3104632959     _ __  
'e3'Sc4äs«'s';'4252 ö'.'t'S'iöiSooiii 
63.8043585-4262 0.1254334345083 
84.5?4512S4$!8S 0.1254303045932                       _    : 
84.5745 '2848*88 3 '233555565777 
e4.6634S4?:8?840.! 233551250222 
64.663434735734 0.1232357660819 
65 03332S7Ü4153  0.■.23285:3287« 
65,033323704153 0.1277209957258 
«5.273130650343 0.1277435931048 
«5.273130550343 0.127 337124333 
S5.23532S 80233 0.1272049147724 
85.238325 "80233 0.1288494347953 
'85.3*2445589575 Ö'.1'2I!S7Ö544547S 
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■;So!ig Sl . 3 . 
::i ^t5.:--;i:; ;::'9I:5^_MJ- 
200.0254040935 bJ»796IS6655W " 
20026487232073 OJ3Ö9315590S559 _ 
200^6755312073 "15.51p"l 33422563 _ 
230,35117088377 0X079613565667 




233.72S:'310'3282 0'iO6353!333333 _ 
234.205490S663! 0X033456302471 " 
204.27031764761 ~3i9C0OOO0*-'CÖ5 
204.23623975529   19.36964305141 
'234.42554'lS447i SJ2«ÖO00OO«-CO5^ 
23^>T"Ö2'p'77S'0i 1)4933354446 
'2043j)5j23^95 ^900538693733 ~ 
21W.S79147Ö5051  'oä30'2ä29S§537~ 
.2Ö52(BÖ5»8'4« J2OT0C'CÖSS5_ 
"fÖ5.62589^3353 0"00«353iS3333 _ 
■J|>5JK7Sssi2271 J'iäOTOiSSÖi ~ 
i2p6.464i33i6235 o'Öi>^4_;333033' 















" Ä7iäS23M45ß ä". 
' '65'"8336S42293MÖ' 
" <j»"ÖSi«422SSÖ2 0' 
'86.39514444598! O 
' 66:S99t444459Si 0, 
66,904945524932 a. 
" 669Ö49«5'52493'2:0 
" 6;;'2i53853S4"77   I 
' "Sr2'iess3S4i7?.o 
" 67'237376643i23 0 

























83_542020338803   0.125pSS2S3S?J _ 
" '68-8142521 lf5il 0~T32ra73544043' 
314252117511 0.1320605230104 




70 17S555S17511 0.153764S334011 
i9O0O000««l5 70 178595917511 0.1531403736675 
.54210954t34 0 J3083531333333 _ 
'8Ö738254703 's'j9ÖÖo6Ö0eJ)Ö5 ~ 
70.4229339175110.164587O-.07S94 
70.4229339175110.1639113853281 




.35H3596033 S.29000000e4)05 1,2742723!".512 0.1633247530068: 
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|2;5.'ß5«Ö'«2S3W'pWÄi'ÖS» ,___^._. ^.„„_^_... 
(2f7£5Cl32ei980i 0.0iK834!»SS3 ' 
12: 8.4439SS3S7 IS '" " ÜÄK7444."' 
':'2rS.S4««7?3547- S,'2ÄMÖÖ<-0M ' 
:r8.?s«T«ai4i sSi'sKS WS» ' 
:21S.812373?8943 S.2SIwäS3B " 
221.31727782342 0.034.3341333333 \ 
.22i$Ss''i;st340.C.K»3äSJK»3« 




2K .35834233432 'ÖM5~iS?TsT3ä5 
224.85352652454; 8'5wÖÖÖÖS"!:Dt5: ' 
Ä>1?S433309:?ÄÄ?T233SS'_ 
225^2«S^ÄBrä»353!3KS33' 
2^3SÖ95p30'.? JÄWÄSK " 
'"^5T584Ö|7Ä0.'ä»S5«r224t " 









7! .2742728 75 !2 0 i825782;0S33S 
T7;'.3S6«2't«iK45'Ö^?2772S$40S8e ' 
'T7r3S562)MK«'£T«i3H«588S" 









'73'i7553ä»Msi 2 ''miiisisiis'" 
'"'iSxäXsii irst? ö 'iessÄiE«» ' 
"73j»»452''i7S-2 £1.153331073" 32 
^73Sc»35ä:7'{"t23'.'iS3»TÄ7Ö77'''' 
'3"Sü853ä0:!75Ü £t«7»'8?Ö 79S ' 







































F2e   g£t   J.-faiy   M«W   X«*   2*£ae   S»   Wwäaw   3tif 
iJtnoaÄN.i-rn 
d| p271] Th*JarfooesiasiE«stenHHqlAS lofxl 
?oint Numtwrll 1 ■ ITirn» iSolid £ iime ■ 0ravP3t . 
540 123S.1975S987604.0.0D433413: 
'''«iT"238.42Si4Ö5'S73'3'iTOC«8«-b05 
~542 ä23S.4.3S34S703i» 0.0043341333333 
j5e'l239.4*506Cl42SSS 0,0979818686687 "J 
5Mr24Ö.5452357'f2S8 ilXäÖäai'i'Öi 
... _..j ■^Q-gßfif, jjj ösimiÄiiSzgä" 
"ÜW™ 243.33251158321- 'ÖÖSOÖOÖVÖÖT' 






55äl24S.325538532SS '32»ÖiSK»0<!-O£B ~ 
^5^BcT33ps~«3S5: ~™~ijx>iä'<ui~ 
_55S I250,4«5äl385123 siäSloSÖj™!!»:"" 
LiI?|M!]pä"e "3S7p:'cy»9gä»54S«~ 
^S]251.5T2007Sa52lÖÄ™ih4I333333- 
I?*Cfe"^2!' 2«** "s-lsöäK^-äM5"" 
_5S0 252i32853'l 1852 0.0O«3413S33S:3 
LÄi"SC^ä|2l»48-ßl»^87Ä4i|5r 






:7S' 7ß5257:i'S22'fi Ö'."i «380672»»}" 
'
!
 78:7052871S~22!2 3."196277j"0374«4."' 
' '76ÄJliJ«M27*9 Ö"!6«2774!»52SS' ~ 
" '7S"»10«SS527K! 5 78«8~«33"7eE" 
" 77"S887372328fi 0.iS«88?8374323~ 
777.3887372~2S2"i F'S5~54ÖÖ73« 37 
7'.950e757228!5 0 18508430S9234. _ 
































!57.87144379593:8^000000e4»5: :30,80äBS25S4132  D.:779937S2533' 
257.7434S789875;£).BO483410S333«: l .211458433S2«0.177SS40734652 
253J251S18S42tSi «29000000««!5: «1.211453488624.8.1773717165649.: 
2S0.4433S751S33:Oi)07324258S335: 81,4?958385aS«: 0,:813254570S1i 
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330718 0.0:2?7S323S«5 _ 
753254 0.0348341233304 
301132 3.29e00ä3be-035 " 
1 312 14 D .0348341333334" 
580 255.53493:38844 8.29D00S03O-035 
531  267_3ieS7S7332S0.0:542353"24034 
582 257.954132:5174 8.29coooco«-e:>5 
583 268.3354003:373 0.0:02525804565"' 
534 263.47107957S18 S.29C3000?*-I305 . 
535 2&8-61224Ö3453: 0.0:75407230184 
535 269.75175253557 8.29000000S-CÜ5 
"587" 27!.0300:S«'37740bb844C[2S41238 
' 583 (271 .09840527441 D.0354482053:52 
' 588 |   271.486228073 3>SC00300*-O05 
' 550 j2? ''So'Sji«^ 0.035353:33^4. f 
"5?'" ?'Y.7g9;3" 3~57S 3',2SC0CKJ0*~205 _ 
5'-2 i "~ 5»"3'3!C2Kb'.0S'*i35S5557 " 
'523 J272.72C925v2222 S.2SCÖböCOe-Ö05 
""534 j273'334"s920Y/3 o'F'if 14938285?""' 
""Mi j'273.572725258S2 D.ÖiBW!7437» ' 










275^02407 V10SO4 ß.0348341333334_ 
''_2?5.102376^ 3i«Ö0Ö0G«-CM 
2wi7jM»Sw ö SwäYswSs? ~ 
J75'.4«7S ;e!3Ö4 3i«iÖ0ap£<!05 _ 
276.4M53S50«7 'slsÜDODMOS 
275 .9736Y04Ö349 p37S6'i S8e65S7 ~ 
:2~77 _Ö3 14H4933' s'SÖröOtte JKtt "* 
:27?'.2S33««3ÖÖ''■ ÖJÖÖTWSÖwiseS*"" 
OTS^^S^ViTäiiMaSSSi»''' 
S07 1281.08742133431 0.0C«3531333334. 
60S ja" "75837338473 s'',:'>9OO0]»GeÄ5 
""SC3''233.5335''''iSSH O.D07'9S 13688887 







 S2'.3«23094:35 b'Y'32022407Ö'255' ~. 
82.35428094135 0.1313S9p42Sl7S_ 
83 T3333725334S 6 13S5733D3:345 
83.13332725334S   o!:83S3227SS3S^ 





S48805MSS5383 Ö 18i3533*?2C;'8_^ 
ss^sHäoss'/äSss oTsiossewisT 1 
" 85.3535033753:53 0 7503502 :40827 ~ 
"' 85,310 '»473346 ' Ö" !SÖ47;:M«34.2' 
S's'3tci 33473845 _0 Js332«8943 _ 
35.54532" 175 i 7 ÖSi SS2S'73S235 ~ 
" SS'354582 ~i?5 :7 Ö",2bi2t7?464S83 ~ 
" 8|'^4K^43MÖ'.»22!S0K740i"" 
' S5'SK45373«94'1J.2005472SSSS3 ~ ■■7«;M-i5c'-?ö--2v:~7'7:^'-4j 
''S7.W2j2435KT5 0-W3S:'30232Ä 
3^45234«45035T'D5Ö««5MS74542 
'" SS «M46«3«51 'o|Ö7äÖ4<57mS ~ 
" %S2253545bs51 0.2V 2075532728 f"" 
"
:8^52'M£*545'0pr0.f-'13786730438 
" SS.sYS'Sr'i75js 0.2:88S37?:22S"{ '_ 
SS.325j22"T7513 0~'2':9"4ÖjJ[ ässl 
" 3Si5553501"5-8"'D5237458113033 
' 8i"558S350'l75^s 0.223Ö.;?<56S35' 




ii R271] Th»lndoa«siÄ£astemHH<ii«ftN: ' ..TU.   --—.; 
Point Num!>trS ; ■irrn iSoiiÖ l g-iGravPai . GrayPat . 
"3 
S12 I2S4.43655100367 C.00«253t33Dp34. 





~813i '237;5409S'e5333 S.290Ö00CÖ«-CiD5 
819 1234.14000773027 " O.OCS2509052S7 
520 1289.41969504333 0JB48341333334.' 















290 io 1532836:« Ö J334S34:333334." 
290.52379333862 ~0.0C5720154504 _ 
290.625:7l'7Ö«:'4 S'i80MD00»-C05 
29 i >93530880t» OJÖSpilsKTK _ 










SO.322810922349 0 J3839S3:«2S29 ' 
" '90'r3I29':b922S49Ö2pKi'ä5i9223'" 
' 90.661000984135 0i3853SO702532" 
S0.86:b009$4!S5 bi37S650777973 " 
i8Ö,371845450852 0^4259036.30857 , 
" S0'"S7:94545'bS52 Ö'i41807S"lS5:12 " 
" 9''Y6Ö435'762'45i'8 05413556313«8'" 
9Y0043675245!3 0.241073010345! 
" S'"";535äi39Ö'7p4b J4iÖ7S:?774056 ' 





" 9   SsiÄ90«MC',23S327359B33' 
Sl™"™?'^' 0 iS*?ifZ' ***' 
"■82,iK480S25ÖS52 C'j;5T755Ci56338 
"5226j4a«25K52C'2§95S3iS38T8 
"92.940345450353 0'.2504105539,! 4i; 
"'92J»«345450^3 Ö.2p5S9CeS5^S 
' 
:23.27S3S4C3339S C".25858933103" 1 
'VS3"27'S35«K3399 c"i5i773E123SÖl 
J 




17519 0^3 »0i i0    "   "1,1.   
297 33 ! 69423924 0 U0S353:332334 .93.484725450853 0.2535427174979 
298.01503972315 013071» 13566657; 3.434725450S53 0.2527165647785 
293.I4698325S29 0il034S755SS537_. 93.7944045341S8 0Ä527353460704 
293.95742559552 8.23O000O0«.0ü5: .93.784404534138 0^1518152949338 
299.17711157336 0.0043341333334 03.S4606S21752 0^19520009225 
300.1575413190« S JSOXOÜOe-005 83.34606321752 0^511358510754 
302.26359837409 0.0048341333334 83.93127901173 0.28513520S330S 
302,3836045956 011047443999999 
302.85894299042 82300000C*J05 
' 93.93127S0.1173CJ803252273142 , 
' ''94're'tS?05S4i3« b"2^13"233?;977i'' 
303.4311536397S 0,0079518868857 94DS15705341SS 0^843114840435. 
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Pojri Numbws; iSoäid Sl- um* 3 ■^Grsvf'at . "3 
S48 S305.38S29939742 C.007SS!S«K«7 _ 
"M3"|3Ö6.42S»ä'2SS9! SÄÄCÖe-COS"' 
' MÖ"|30«"8S«sä'7«63 C:SfSSiSJÜS««'-" 
65''i3a7.85!27S!739i SiSOOflOSäg»» 
ess? 308.C83840S8S28 3,290CO90a«-ClO5 
«54 j 33C.8853339S211 CC055S5e47«t!2 
«531 31E.S23485274S2 S3S08MKX-0» 
$56 S <":: ,73555534422 3.C0474439S5S9S 
■".f: Sli.804S33»lt: S.290eOOOO«-OOS 
655! 312. 1 '032805375 0.0043341333334 
512,1114337213? $JJ30CC3SS*.0O5 
■>:'. ;i2.13!7304«»J'0.094?44SSI9SC»S 
ssi! _iso2'73»«i axa-Ä^irsos- 
562! "2.4880485 '246Ü.0047443SS9S9S 
«831 "2 -;?9053824S5: 8.2SO0OWS*-BQ5 
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ess; ■ S .S78253S73S5:0,00788! SS8S687 
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314.41404?3?1?1i 8.2SO00000«-OO5 ;98.SS313S«328S4iS.23242?S3202?« 
315.035B18857040XI047443998S99 !S8.583134S329S4;0.2815SS4331341; 
;ie.S42S31!SJ38: SJ29OS00OOe.OO5 9S.8232059!?5S;0.28l53B714i232: 





























~'iS'Sjä3657:0782S75|i'S 1 " 
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Süß !- 5" x 
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Poirrt Numbsrj; >ii<i % - ■i.-nft ;; Gray Pat, B 
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~"«35l3^i2747ffi!S3SSfS2S^ÖÖ0«-OOJ'~ 




W1 |3W.4O548SO5909 0i07»«18Se8«57 
682 13337782953 f 7S9 Si9000000«-805 ' 
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'sS4l3374T«ÄiSl587:0i0733S«57287!!'" 
6Ö5lS3S'.48344133M«i SJSÖOOSÖÖWSM ~ 
«$«"[ ''137-45027S732 0£ ?234833'3«25 ' 
637" ,'"s37il5679''28«'8'i»0OüäKS-0S5 " 
'"p;*l33i"i«3J5]>7§'72 0OTB7Ma!3Ö5S/_ 
7o£fg9.5058"77J975i'Ö|SiH31^3Eä 
jräl i Ä;Ä^^TO''8ä»OraoSK3|~ 
702~[341 i)4677!«g72:§0JK353lSiS4_ 
" TM 1341.52428489274Ö.'bÖ7SeiäKa»7~ 
10O.5455S541752 0.27«702$335S93- 
' 10S.'^5e»17520i75W83'T54227r 
' ll»i3SS3T3«'ciVÖ^7539SJ5«4i i;': 
:x .-•;;: T.::-. ■ i?-wa:*:' 
10¥.77t0S2t -752 0^78880«23sS7" 
''100"77Si^i!7S'Öä7SÖ7«lÄSS'7:~ 
~ w'inÜBÜW Ö"i2Sl8«23224!ÖS" 
'. löi 3"5Ö27™Ö358 (ÜäÖOTÄStM." 
' 10Xe972S8Si4]J a\2SBb454V23'7 
'! l5ir«9h«S534i9;o379äi!3763«24'" 














342J872268S3S85 3i«J00a00«-KI5i . 104^385!437«2S:8i755547877132i 
34SJ327S0069342;D^0e3ä3133333« : !04595S913853S.: 0.275555021894; 
344.48193381964; SJZ3000000O-005! !!04.3S5S9!S8ä3S:0.2747?33i05e47' 
345 ^4833271S93!0^099108114597! 1105 J13S30073483;0274St5S72»22S 
3«.i3ei««948a4 «iocooocoe-oas; : 105Xi39300734S3:Oi740440179422: 
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iar Run 3, Data Delay within the 2na LAN 
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Juan-Ja NavaS Ar E^a. 
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Tmve 
fd': Run 3. the 3ra LAN 
si Extend.- 
F2*    £&    ybiaiy   M0*11   X«*   S«&*    S131   ^Hdow   Help 
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